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Caste and Annihilation

of CasteINTRODUCTION

The course Understanding B.R. Ambedkar adopts units from the existing

“Certificate Programme on Life and Thought of B.R. Ambedkar”. The course,

which comprises twenty units, is on Ambedkar’s philosophical contribution

towards sociological interpretations on gender, caste and cultural issues; Indian

economy and class question; ideas of politics such as nation, state, democracy

and  law and constitutionalism. This is expected that learners will be benefitted

to strengthen their creative thinking with a collective approach to understand

ongoing social, political cultural and economic phenomena of the society.

Unit 1 introduces Ambedkar’s views on caste and annihilation of caste. Unit 2

deals with village structure of Indian society and different dimensions of social

groups, gender, religion, natural resources and politics in a village. Unit 3 made

an attempt to study Ambedkar’s notion of ideal society, the differences between

the Hindu social order and ideal society.  Unit 4 introduces about the concept of

untouchability and different perspectives on untouchability. It also explores various

struggles of untouchables against untouchablity in different regions and

emancipation of untouchables. Unit 5 discusses about the socio-religious reforms,

Ambedkar’s perspective on gender and features of Hindu Code Bill proposed by

Ambedkar. Unit 6 deals with Ambedkar’s efforts for social justice in the British

period and independent India. Special provisions for certain classes in Constitution

of India are also addressed in this unit.

Unit 7 begins introducing the contribution of Ambedkar in the field of financial

management and solving the problems of the Indian rupee. This unit also discusses

the problems of the Indian rupee before India’s independence and how were they

solved. Unit 8 provides the colonial economy of India, the colonial commercial

policy and its impact on Indian economy. This unit is also analyses on the problem

of labour and land, financial and monetary problems in colonial India. Unit 9

discusses the various economic systems on the process of development,

Ambedkar’s thoughts on capitalism, socialism, parliamentary democracy and

his contemplation towards the emancipation of human welfare. Unit 10 deals

with familiarize with problems and poor economical state of small farmers,

tenants, agriculture-labourers, land taxation, and land holding in India during

colonial period. This unit also discusses Ambedkar’s philosophy on agriculture

taxation, land reforms and land holding. Unit 11 focuses the economic

interpretation of the caste system and the interrelationship between economic

problems of India and the caste system. . Unit 12 begins with Ambedkar’s views

on economic development, planning, and state. This unit is also analyse

Ambedkar’s thought on labour and labour legislation, and his views on the

interrelationship between labour and caste system.

Unit 13 begins introducing the concept of a nation and attempts to understand

and analyse B. R. Ambedkar’s thought and philosophy about notion of nation

and schemes of nation building. This unit also includes Ambedkar’s views on

how to keep our nation safe in future. Unit 14 deals with the meaning of citizenship

and democracy and Ambedkar’s vision of citizenship, individual, society and

state. Unit 15 provides an analysis of the history and concept of federalism. It

also discusses about the feature of Indian federation and Ambedkar’s views

pertaining to federalism and the linguistic states. Unit 16 deals with the meaning

and significance of parliamentary democracy. This unit also focuses Ambedkar’s
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contribution of parliamentary democracy and his challenges and prospects of

parliamentary democracy. Unit 17 provides Ambedkar’s understanding of

democracy in general and his conception of social democracy in particular.  This

unit also analyse Ambedkar’s conception of social democracy in terms of equality,

rights, freedom, justice, just and righteous social order as the key to the success

of democracy against caste system and Hindu social order. Unit 18 addresses the

meaning and vision of democracy and Ambedkar views on democracy and future

of democracy. Unit 19 emphases Ambedkar thought on an essential component

of modern democracy – political representation – and his comments on political

representation in the context of the long drawn out debate on representation that

took place in the Constituent Assembly during 1946 to 1950. Unit 20 provides

views of B. R. Ambedkar, our nation builder, in the context of rights and

representation. This unit explores his contribution towards the realization of rights

in our country and his idea of rights.
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of CasteUNIT 1 CASTE AND ANNIHILATION OF

CASTE

Structure

1.0 Objectives

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Ambedkar’s View on Caste

1.3 Annihilation of Caste

1.4 Let Us Sum Up

1.5 Questions to Check Your Progress

Suggested Readings

1.0   OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand :

 Origin of  caste;

 Hindu caste system;

 Ambedkar’s view on caste; and

 Annihilation of caste.

1.1   INTRODUCTION

Caste system in the  Indian  society has  prevailed  for  many centuries.  It divides

all members of society into four hierarchical categories called varnas, with

Brahmins at the top and Shudras at the bottom:

 Brahmins

 Kshatriyas

 Vaishyas

 Shudras

Membership to one’s caste is ascribed by birth and one’s progeny also by default

falls into the same caste category. In this unit we will discuss castes in India their

mechanism, genesis, development and annihilation of caste.

1.2   AMBEDKAR’S VIEW ON CASTE

Ambedkar, during his stay at Columbia University, presented a paper in an

anthropology seminar of Dr. Goldenweizer. In the paper, Castes in India: Their

Mechanism, Genesis and Development, Ambedkar identifies caste as an important

institution. He observes that caste is a complex subject that needs a comprehensive

explanation. He contends that before him many subtler minds have attempted to

unravel the mysteries of caste, but unfortunately it still remains in the domain of

the “unexplained”, not to say of the “un- understood”. The problem of caste is

vast and has been challenged both theoretically and practically.
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Ambedkar writes:

As long as caste in India does exist, Hindus will hardly intermarry or have any

social intercourse with outsiders, and if Hindus migrate to other regions on earth,

Indian caste would become a world problem.

Many great scholars have tried to identify the origin of caste. However, Ambedkar

did not endorse most of the theories:

 Senart: To the French scholar’s statement that the idea of pollution was

peculiar to caste, Ambedkar said it was ‘a particular case of the general

belief in purity’. For Ambedkar, the idea of pollution could be ignored

without affecting the working of castes. The idea was attached to the

institution of caste only because the caste that occupied the highest rank

was the priestly caste, which was associated with purity.

 Nesfield: To Nesfield’s theory highlighting absence of messing with those

outside the caste, Ambedkar said that it was mistaking the effect for the

cause. Being a self- enclosed unit, caste naturally limits social intercourse,

including messing.

 Sir H Risley: Ambedkar did not find Risley’s views deserving of a

comment.

 Ketkar: He agreed with Ketkar, who had defined caste in its relation to a

system of castes and had focussed his attention only on those

characteristics which were absolutely  necessary  for  the  existence  of  a

caste  within  a  system.  Ambedkar, however, critiqued Ketkar for taking

‘prohibition of intermarriage and ‘membership by autogeny’ as two

characteristics of caste and argued that they were but two aspects of one

and the same thing. If intermarriage is prohibited, the membership of

those born within the group shall be automatically limited.

Ambedkar further argues that no civilized society other than Indian one practises

rituals of the remote past even today. Its religion is essentially primitive, and

its tribal code, in spite of the advancement of time and civilization, operates

with all its pristine vigour even today. The prevalence of exogamy was well-

known in the primitive world. However, with the passage of time and subsequent

changes of institutional norms and values, exogamy lost its importance and

efficacy, and excepting the nearest blood-kin, there is usually no social bar

restricting the field of marriage. But in India the law of exogamy is a positive

injunction even today. Indian society still holds on to the clan (gotras) system,

even though there are no clans, and this can be easily seen from the law of

matrimony which centres round the principle of exogamy. It is not that sapindas

(blood-kin) cannot marry, but a marriage even between sagotras (of the same

clan) is regarded as a sacrilege.

Ambedkar notes that endogamy is foreign to the Indian people. The various gotras

of India are and have been exogamous: It is no exaggeration to say that to the

people of India,  exogamy is  a  creed  and  none  dare  infringe it;  so  much so

that,  in spite  of endogamy of the castes within them, exogamy is strictly observed,

and there are more rigorous penalties for violating exogamy than endogamy.

Ambedkar writes:

You will, therefore, readily see that with exogamy as the rule there could be no

Caste, for exogamy means fusion. But we have castes; consequently in the final
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analysis creation of Castes, so far as India is concerned, means the superposition

of endogamy on exogamy. However, in an originally exogamous community, an

easy working out of endogamy (which is equivalent to the creation of caste) is a

grave problem, and it is in the consideration of the means utilized for the

preservation of endogamy against exogamy that  we  may hope  to  find  the

solution of our  problem. Thus the superposition of endogamy on exogamy means

the creation of  caste (Ibid.,  9).

Endogamy means creation of caste.

Ambedkar takes the example of an imaginary group that desires to make itself

into a caste and analyses what means it will have to adopt to make itself

endogamous. If a group desires to make itself endogamous a formal injunction

against inter-marriage with outside groups will be of no avail amidst the practice

of exogamy already in place. Again, there is a tendency in all groups in close

contact with one another to assimilate and amalgamate and thus to consolidate

into a homogeneous society. If this tendency is to be strongly counteracted in the

interest of caste formation, it is absolutely necessary to circumscribe a circle

outside which people should not contract marriages.

Nevertheless, this encircling to prevent inter-caste marriages creates problems

from within, of which there is not easy solution. Roughly speaking, in a normal

group, the sex ratio is more or less evenly distributed, and generally speaking

there is equality between those of the same age. The equality is, however, never

quite realized in actual societies. To the group that is desirous of making itself

into a caste, the maintenance of equality between the sexes becomes the ultimate

goal; without it, endogamy can no longer subsist. In other words, if endogamy is

to be preserved, conjugal rights from within have to be provided for; otherwise

members of the group will be driven out of the circle to take care of themselves

in any way they can. For the same, the conjugal rights have to be provided for

from within. It is absolutely necessary to maintain a numerical equality between

the marriageable units of two sexes within the group desirous of making itself

into a caste. It is only through the maintenance of such equality that the necessary

endogamy of the group can be kept intact, and a very large disparity is sure to

break it (Ambedkar: 2014, vol 1. p. 10).

The  problem  of  caste,  then,  ultimately  resolves  itself  into  one  of  repairing

the disparity  between  the  marriageable  units  of  the  two  sexes  within  it.

The much needed parity between the units can be realized only when a couple

dies simultaneously, which is a rare possibility. The more likely scenarios are:

 The husband may die before the wife and create a surplus woman, who

must be disposed of; else through intermarriage, she will violate the

endogamy of the group.

 The wife may die before her husband and create a surplus man; who

must be disposed of; else he will marry outside the caste and will break

the endogamy.

Thus, both the surplus man and the surplus woman constitute a threat to the

caste for not finding  suitable  partners  within their  prescribed circle.  They may

transgress the boundary, marry outside and import offspring that is foreign to the

caste.
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To get rid of the surplus woman and preserve the endogamy of caste, the

group may be likely to resort to two different ways:

1)    To burn her on the funeral pyre of her deceased husband. This, however, is

rather an impracticable way of solving the problem of sex disparity. In some

cases, it may work; in others, it may not. Consequently, every surplus

woman cannot thus be disposed  of because  it  is  an  easy  solution  but  a

hard  realization.  Therefore, the surplus woman (=widow), if not disposed

of, remains in the group, but her very existence invites a double danger. She

may marry outside the caste and violate endogamy, or she may marry within

the caste and through competition encroach upon the chances of marriage

that must be reserved for the potential brides in the caste. She is therefore a

menace in any case, and something must be done to her if she cannot be

burned along with her deceased husband.

2)    To enforce widowhood on her for the rest of her life. So far as the objective

results are concerned, burning is a better solution than enforcing widowhood.

Burning the widow eliminates all the three evils that a surplus woman is

fraught. Being dead and gone, she creates no problem of remarriage either

inside or outside the caste. But compulsory widowhood is superior to burning

because it is more practicable. Besides being comparatively humane, it also

guards against the evils of remarriage as does burning, but it fails to guard

the morals of the group. No doubt, under compulsory widowhood, the woman

remains, and just because she is deprived of her natural right  of being a

legitimate  wife  in future,  the  incentive  to  immoral conduct  is increased.

But this is by no means an insuperable difficulty. She can be degraded to a

condition in which she is no longer a source of allurement (Ibid., 11). Thus,

the surplus women can be controlled as follow:

Widow burning Compulsory widowhood

Impractical and hard to implement Practicable

Inhuman humane

Eliminates all three evils

Creates   no   problem   of The widow may marry outside the

remarriageoutside the caste caste and violate endogamy

Creates no problem of remarriage The widow may marry within the caste

inside the caste and encroach upon the chances of

marriage that must be reserved for the

potential brides in the caste

The problem of the surplus man (=widower) is much more difficult than that

of the surplus woman in a group that desires to make itself into a caste. From

time immemorial, man is a dominant figure in every group. With this traditional

superiority of man over woman, his wishes have always been consulted. Contrary

to this, woman is given very low status and also made an easy prey to all kinds of

iniquitous injunctions. Such being the case, one cannot accord the same kind of

treatment to a surplus man as you can to a surplus woman in a caste.

The burning of widower with his deceased wife is hazardous in two ways:

1)    It cannot be done simply because he is a man.

2)    If done, a sturdy soul is lost to the caste.
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There remain two solutions which can help to “conveniently” dispose him of.

Although the man is important to the group, endogamy is still more important,

and the solution must assure both these ends. Under these circumstances, he may

be forced or induced to remain a widower for the rest of his life. This solution is

not altogether difficult. For without any compulsion, some are so disposed as to

enjoy self-imposed celibacy or even to take a further step of their own accord

and renounce the world and its joys. But given human nature as it is, this solution

can hardly be expected to be realized. On the other hand, as is very likely to be

the case, if the surplus man remains in the group as an active participator in

group activities, he is a danger to the morals of the group. From a different point

of view, celibacy, though easy in cases where it succeeds, is not so advantageous

to the material prospects of the caste. If he observes genuine celibacy and

renounces the world, he would not be a menace to the preservation of caste

endogamy or caste morals as he undoubtedly would be if he remained a secular

person. But as an ascetic celibate, he is as good as burned so far as the material

well-being of his caste is concerned. A caste,  in  order  that  it  may be  large

enough to  afford  a  vigorous communal life, must be maintained at a certain

numerical strength. But to hope for this and to proclaim celibacy is the same as

trying to cure atrophy by bleeding.

Imposing celibacy on the surplus man in the group, therefore, fails both

theoretically and practically. It is in the interest of the caste to keep him as a

grahastha (one who raises a family), to use a Sanskrit technical term. But the

problem is to provide him with a wife from within the caste. At the outset this is

not possible. There has to be one man to one woman,  and none  can have  two

chances of marriage.  For a caste thoroughly self- enclosed, there are always just

enough marriageable women to go round for the marriageable men. Under these

circumstances the surplus man can be provided with a wife only by recruiting a

bride from the ranks of those not yet marriageable in order to tie him down to the

group. This is certainly the best of the possible solutions in the case of the surplus

man. By this, he is kept within the caste. By this means, the numerical depletion

through constant outflow is guarded against, and by this, endogamy and morals

are preserved (Ibid., 13).

It will now be seen that the four means by which numerical disparity between

two sexes is conveniently maintained are:

1)    Burning the widow with her deceased husband;

2)    Compulsory widowhood—a milder form of burning;

3)    Imposing celibacy on the widower and

4)    Wedding him to a girl not yet marriageable.

According   to  Ambedkar,   burning  the   widow   and  imposing   celibacy   on

the widower were the means to preserve endogamy.

These means create and perpetuate endogamy, caste and endogamy being one

and the same thing. The existence of these means is identical with caste, and

caste involves these means. This, according to Ambedkar, is the general

mechanism of the caste system.

He further says that caste in India is a very ancient institution, even though there

are no authentic records becausethe Hindus are so constituted that to them writing

history is a folly, for the world is an illusion.(Ibid., 13)
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Though institutions may remain unrecorded, they do live for a long time; and

customs and morals, like fossils, tell their own history. Ambedkar scrutinizes the

solutions the Hindus arrived at to meet the problems of the surplus man and

surplus woman.

In spite of complexity of the working of Hindu society, a superficial observer

may present three singular uxorial customs, namely:

 Sati or the burning of the widow on the funeral pyre of her deceased husband.

 Enforced widowhood by which a widow is not allowed to remarry.

 Girl marriage.

In addition, one also notes a great hankering after sannyasa (renunciation) on the

part of the widower, but this may in some cases be due purely to psychic

disposition.

While explaining the above points, he comments that there is no scientific

explanation on the origin of these customs even today. The philosophy of why

these customs have been honoured exists, but the causes of their origin and

existence are not understood. He says he does not know why compulsory

widowhood was honoured, and even though he had not met anyone who sang in

praise of it, there were a great many adhering to it.

Ambedkar also discusses Manu, ancient India’s law giver.

Every country has its law-giver who arises as an incarnation (avatar) in times

of emergency to set right a sinning humanity and to give it the laws of

justice and morality. Manu, the law-giver of India, was certainly an audacious

person. If the story that he gave the law of caste be credited, then Manu

must have been a dare- devil fellow, and the humanity that accepted his

dispensation must be quite different from the one we are acquainted with. It

is unimaginable that the law of caste was given. It is hardly an exaggeration

to say that Manu could not have outlived his law, for what is that class that

can submit to be degraded to the status of brutes by the pen of a man, and

suffer him to raise another class to the pinnacle? Unless he was a tyrant who

held all the population in subjection, it cannot be imagined that he could have

been allowed to dispense his patronage in this grossly unjust manner, as may

be easily seen by a mere glance at his “Institutes”. I may seem hard on Manu,

but I am sure my force is not strong enough to kill his ghost. Manu lives like

a disembodied spirit and is appealed to, and I am afraid will yet live long.

One thing I  want to impress upon you is that Manu did not give the law of

Caste and that he could not do so. Caste existed long before Manu. He was

an upholder of it and therefore philosophised about it, but certainly he did

not and could not ordain the present order of Hindu Society. His work ended

with the codification of existing caste rules and the preaching of caste dharma.

The spread and growth of the caste system is too gigantic a task to be achieved

by the power  or cunning of an individual or of a class. Similar in argument

is the theory that the Brahmins created the caste… The Brahmins may have

been guilty of many things, and I dare say they were, but the imposing of the

caste system on the non-Brahmin population was beyond their mettle. They

may have helped the process by their glib philosophy, but they certainly could

not have pushed their scheme beyond their own confines… One can take

pleasure and eulogize its furtherance, but cannot further it very far. The
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vehemence of my attack may seem to be unnecessary; but I can assure you

that it is not uncalled for. ...There is a strong belief in the mind of orthodox

Hindus that the Hindu Society was somehow moulded into the framework

of the caste system, and that it is an organisation consciously created by the

Shastras. Not only does this belief exist, but it is being justified on the

ground that it cannot but be good, because it is ordained by the Shastras and

the Shastras cannot be wrong. I have urged so much on the adverse side of

this attitude, not because the religious sanctity is grounded on scientific basis,

nor to helpthose reformers who are preaching against it. Preaching did not

make the caste system; neither will it unmake it. My aim is to show the

falsity of the attitude that has exalted religious sanction to the position of a

scientific explanation (Ibid., 16).

For Ambedkar, the question of spread and origin of caste are not separated.

According to Ambedkar the caste system has either been imposed upon the docile

population of India by a lawgiver as a divine dispensation or it has developed

according to some law of social growth peculiar to the Indian people. Ambedkar

refutes the notion that the law of caste was given by some lawgiver. Manu is

considered to be the law- giver of Hindus; but at the outset there is doubt whether

he ever existed. Even if he existed, the caste system predates Manu. No doubt

Manu upheld it and philosophised about it, but he certainly did not and could not

ordain the present order of Hindu society. His work ended with the confiscation

of existing caste rules and the preaching of caste dharma or duties obligations

and conduct associated with each caste. Ambedkar rejectes the argument that the

Brahmin created the caste. He maintains that it was necessary to dismantle this

belief because still there is a strong belief in the minds of orthodox Hindus that

the Hindu society was moulded into the framework of the caste system and that

it is consciously crafted in the shastras. It may be noted that the teaching and

preaching of shastras or the sacred texts is the prerogative of the Brahmins.

Ambedkar agrees with the second argument i.e. of some law of social growth

peculiar to Indian people about the spread of caste system. According to western

scholars, the bases of origin of various castes in India are occupation, survival of

tribal organisations, the rise of new belief system, crossbreeding and migration

(Ambedkar, 1978:17). The problem, according to Ambedkar, is that the aforesaid

nuclei also exist in other societies and are not peculiar to India. Ambedkar asked,

“why they did not ‘form’ caste in other parts of this planet?” At some stage, the

priestly class detached itself from rest of the body of people and emerged as a

caste by itself. The other classes that were subject to the law of social division of

labour underwent differentiation. Some of these classes got divided into bigger

groups and some into smaller ones.

According to Ambedkar, “This sub-division of a society is quite natural. But the

unnatural thing about these sub-divisions is that they have lost the open-door

character of the class system and have become self-enclosed units called castes.

The question is: were they compelled to close their doors and become endogamous,

or did they close them of their accord? I submit that there is a double line of

answer: Some closed their door: Others found it closed against them. The one is

a psychological interpretation and the other is mechanistic, but they are

complementary” (Ambedkar, 1978: 18). Explaining the psychological

interpretation of endogamy, Ambedkar opined that endogamy was popular in the

Hindu society. Since it had originated from the Brahmin caste it was whole –

heartedly imitated by all the nonBrahmin sub-divisions or classes, who, in their
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turn, became endogamous Perspectives on Caste” castes. Ambedkar quotes

Gabriel Tarde’s law of imitation in this context. According to Tarde, “imitation

flows from higher to lower”. Secondly, “the intensity of imitation varies inversely

in proportion to distance… Distance is understood here in its sociological

meaning” (Ambedkar, 1978: 19). Ambedkar points out that some castes were

formed by imitating others because crucial conditions for the formation of castes

by imitation existed in the Hindu society. He feels, (i) that the source of imitation

must enjoy prestige in the group; and (ii) that there must be “numerous and daily

relations” among members of the group. Ambedkar opined that the Brahmin is

treated as next to God in Indian society. His prestige is unquestionable and he is

the fountainhead of all that is good. He is idolized by scriptures therefore, “Such

a creature is worthy of more than mere imitation, but at least of imitation; and if

he lives in an endogamous enclosure should not the rest follow his example?”

(Ambedkar, 1978:19) He argues that the imitation of non-Brahmin of those

customs which supported the structure of caste in its nascent days until it became

embedded in the Hindu mind and persists even today, is testimony to fact that

imitation is the cause of formation of caste. The customs of sati, enforced

widowhood, and girl marriage are followed in one way or the other by different

castes. Ambedkar opines, “Those castes that are nearest to the Brahmin have

imitated all the three customs and insist on the strict observance thereof. Those

that are less near have imitated enforced widowhood and girl marriage; others, a

little further off, have only girl marriage and those furthest of have imitated only

the belief in the case principle”(Ambedkar, 1978: 20)

1.3   ANNIHILATION OF CASTE

The speech Ambedkar had prepared for the 1936 Annual Conference of the Jat-

Pat- Todak Mandal of Lahore could not  be  delivered because the Mandal

cancelled the conference citing the reason that the views expressed in the speech

“would be unbearable to the conference.”

In the speech Ambedkar suggested various steps to annihilate the caste system

and reform Hinduism of its discriminations. In  Annihilation of Caste, he says,

annihilation of caste is:

(M)ore difficult than the other national cause, namely Swaraj. In the fight for

Swaraj you fight with the whole nation on your side. In this, you have to fight

against the whole nation and that too, your own. But it is more important than

Swaraj. There is no use of having Swaraj, if you cannot defend it. More important

than the question of defending Swaraj is the question of defending the Hindus

under the Swaraj. In my opinion only when the Hindu society becomes a casteless

society that it can hope to have strength enough to defend itself. Without such

internal strength, Swaraj for Hindus may turn out to  be only a step towards

slavery” (Ambedkar 2013:81)

Social Reform versus Political Reform

Ambedkar argues that because of evil customs, Hindu society was not in a state

of efficiency and ceaseless efforts must be made to eradicate these evils.

Recognising this fact, the birth of the Indian National Congress was accompanied

by the foundation of the Social Conference. Just as the Congress was to struggle

for political reorganisation of India, the Social Conference would struggle for

social reformation of the Hindu society. However this did not sustain for long,
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and soon the two bodies became two hostile camps. The issue was what takes

precedence: social or political reform. After the two forces being evenly balanced

for a decade, the fortunes of the Social Conference started ebbing fast.

According to Ambedkar the Social Conference lost the battle due to the kind of

social reforms it  was advocating. In this connection, it  is necessary to  make a

distinction between social reforms for Hindu families and social reform in the

sense of the reorganisation and reconstruction of the Hindu society. The former

has relation to widow remarriage, child marriage and so on while the latter relates

to the abolition of the caste system.

The Social Conference was a body which mainly concerned itself with the reform

of the high caste Hindu family. It consisted mostly of enlightened high caste

Hindus who did not agitate for the abolition of caste; nor did they have the courage

to agitate for the same. They felt quite naturally a greater urge to remove such

evils as enforced widowhood, child marriages etc., evils which prevailed among

them and which were personally felt by them. They did not stand up for the

reform of the Hindu society. The battle that was fought centred round the question

of the reform of the family. It did not relate to the social reform in the respect of

the breaking-up of the caste system (Ibid., 42)

The Social Reform Party lost because the reformers were indifferent to the reform

of the Hindu society.

Ambedkar questioned the political-minded Hindus, citing examples of inhuman

treatment of untouchables by upper caste Hindus:

Are you fit for political power even though you do not allow a large section

of your own countrymen like the untouchables to use public school? Are you

fit for political power even though you do not allow them the use of public

wells? Are you fit for political power even though you do not allow them the

use of public streets?  Are you  fit for political  power  even  though  you  do

not allow them to wear what apparel or ornaments they like ? Are you fit for

political power even though you do not allow them to eat any food they

like?” I can ask a string of such questions but these will suffice... I am sure

no sensible man will have the courage to give an affirmative answer. Every

Congressman who repeats the dogma of Mill that one country is not fit to

ruleanother country must admit that one class is not fit to rule another class

(Ambedkar: vol. 1, p. 38).

Ambedkar came to the conclusion that ‘the emancipation of the mind and the

soul is a necessary preliminary for the political expansion of the people’ (Ibid.,42).

Fallacy of the Socialist

Ambedkar was critical of the Indian socialists as they  ignored the problems

arising out of the social order and viewed humans as economic beings. Socialists

advocate that man is an economic creature. His activities and aspirations are

bound by economic facts, and property is the only source of power. They, therefore,

preach that economic reform by equalization of property must have precedence

over every other kind of reform. However, Ambedkar contested their argument

and argued that the social status of an individual by itself often becomes a source

of power and authority. This is made clear by the sway which the Mahatmas have

held over the common man. He has cited examples from India and European

countries to show how in some instances religion, rather than money, was a source

of power (Ibid. 44).
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He argues that economic reform contemplated by the Socialists cannot come

about unless there is a revolution resulting in the seizure of power. That seizure

of power must be by a proletariat. Here, Ambedkar raises the question: will the

proletariats of India combine to bring about this revolution? Men will not join in

a revolution for the equalization of property unless they know that after the

revolution is achieved they will be treated equally and that there will be no

discrimination of caste and creed (Ibid. 46).

Ambedkar believes that the assurance of a socialist leading the revolution that he

does not believe in caste is not sufficient. The assurance must proceed from

much deeper foundation, namely, the mental attitude of the compatriots towards

one another in their spirit of personal equality and fraternity. He then puts crucial

questions:

 Can it be said that the proletariat of India, poor as it is, recognizes no

distinctions except that of rich and the poor?

 Can it be said that the poor in India recognize no distinctions of caste or

creed, high or low?

 If the  fact  is  that  they do,  what  unity of front  can be  expected  from

such a proletariat in its action against the rich?

 How can there be a revolution if the proletariat cannot present a united

front? (Ibid. 47).

Ambedkar believed that even if by some freak of fortune a revolution did take

place and the Socialists came to power, they would be compelled to deal with the

problems created by the social order prevalent in India? Thus, in order to have

economic or political reform the monster of caste had to be killed.

Caste as Division of Labour

In Annihilation of Caste, Ambedkar says that some have defended caste in the

name of division of labour. According to them, since division of labour is a

necessary feature of every civilized  society,  therefore,  there  is  nothing wrong

with the  caste  system. However, Ambedkar criticized this view on the following

grounds:

1) The caste system is not merely division of labour; it is also a division of

labourers. In Indian society the division of labour is accompanied by this

unnatural division of labourers into watertight compartments.

2) The caste system is a hierarchy in which the divisions of labourers are graded

one above the other. In no other country is the division of labour accompanied

by this gradation of labourers.

3) This division of labour is not spontaneous. It is not based on natural aptitudes.

The caste system appoints tasks to individuals in advance, not on the basis

of trained original capacities, but on the basis of the social status of the

parents. Stratification of occupations on the basis of caste system is positively

pernicious. As industry is never static and undergoes rapid and sudden

changes, an individual must be free to change his occupation. But  the caste

system will not  allow  Hindus to  take to occupations where they are wanted

if they do not belong to them by heredity. By not permitting readjustment of

occupations, caste causes  much of the unemployment we see in the country.
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The division of labour brought about by the caste system is not a division based

on choice and individual sentiments. Individual preferences have no place in it.

It is based on the dogma of predestination.

Ambedkar raises a pertinent question: “What efficiency can there be in a system

under which neither men’s hearts nor their minds are in their work?” (Ibid. 48).

He concludes that as an economic organisation, caste is a harmful institution,

because it subordinates man’s natural powers and inclinations to the exigencies

of social rules.

To conclude, although division of labour is a basic characteristic of an industrial

organisation, the division of labour generated by the caste system is neither morally

acceptable nor desirable.

Hindu Society is a Myth

Ambedkar says that Hindu society is a myth. The word Hindu itself is a foreign

name which  Mohammedans gave to the natives for the purpose of distinguishing

themselves from them. The Hindu society as such does not exist. It is only a

collection of castes and their consciousness is only for their survival. Their level

of oneness operates when Hindu- Muslim riots occur. On all other occasions,

each caste endeavours to segregate itself and to distinguish itself from other castes.

“Indeed the ideal Hindu must be like a rat living in his own hole refusing to have

any contact with others.” The Hindus lack, to use a sociological term,

“consciousness of kind”. In every Hindu, the consciousness that exist is the

consciousness of his caste. Due to this, Hindus fail to form a society or a nation.

Many Indians will not admit that they are not a nation but only an amorphous

mass of people. They insist that behind the apparent diversity there is a

fundamental unity because of habits and customs, beliefs and thoughts.

However, Ambedkar argues that culture spreads by diffusion and that is why one

finds similarity between various primitive tribes in the matter of their habits and

customs, beliefs, and thoughts, although they do not live in proximity. This doesn’t

mean the primitive tribes constituted a society.

Men constitute a society because they have things which they possess in

common. To have similar things is totally different from possessing things in

common. And the only way by which men can come to possess things in

common with one another is by being in communication with one another.

This is merely another way of saying that Society continues to exist by

communication indeed in communication. To make it concrete, it is not

enough if men act in a way which agrees with the acts of others. Parallel

activity, even if similar, is not sufficient to bind men into a society. For that

purpose what is necessary is for a man to share and participate in a common

activity so that the same emotions are aroused in him that animate the

others. Making the individual a sharer orpartner in the associated activity so

that he feels its success as his success, its failure as his failure is the real

thing that binds men and makes a society of them.

Therefore, caste system prevents common activity and by preventing common

activity it has prevented the Hindus from becoming a society with a unified life

and a consciousness of its own being (Ibid. 50-51).

The effect of caste on the ethics of Hindus, according to Ambedkar, is simply

deplorable. He opines that caste has killed public spirit, and public charity and
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public opinion. A Hindu’s public is his caste. His responsibility is only to his caste.

His loyalty is restricted only to his caste. Virtue has become caste-ridden and morality

has become caste-bound. There is no sympathy to the deserving. There is no

appreciation of the meritorious. There is no charity to the needy. Suffering as such

calls for no response. There is charity but it begins with the caste and ends with the

caste. There is sympathy but not for men of other caste. There is appreciation of

virtue but only when the man is a fellow caste-man. On the point of ethics, therefore

he puts a crucial question: “Have not Hindus committed treason against their country

in the interests of their caste?” (Ibid. 56-57).

We have so far discussed Ambedkar’s critique of the caste system on the ground

of biological reasons and his depiction of the pernicious effect of caste on the

ethics of Hindus.

Ambedkar also commented on Hindu religion. He said that the Hindu religion is

not a missionary religion.  The real question is why did  the Hindu  religion cease

to  be a missionary religion? According to Ambedkar, Hindu religion ceased to

be a missionary religion when the caste system grew up among the Hindus. Caste

is inconsistent with conversion. The problem is, finding a place and caste for the

convert in the social life of the community is difficult. Unlike a club, the

membership of a caste is not open to all and sundry. The law of caste confines its

membership to persons born in the caste. Castes are autonomous, and there is no

authority anywhere to compel a caste to admit a new- comer to its social life.

Hindu Society being a collection of castes and each caste being a close corporation

there is no place for a convert. Thus it  is the caste which has prevented the

Hindus from expanding and absorbing other religious communities. So long as

caste remains, Hindu religion cannot be made a missionary religion and shudhi

will be both a folly and a futility (Ibid. 54).

Solutions for Casteless   Society put forward by Ambedkar

Ambedkar explored various ways to abolish caste.

 Abolishing sub-castes: Ambedkar did  not  favour this  view  because

even if we assume the fusion of sub-castes is possible, there is no

guarantee that the abolition of sub-castes will necessarily lead to the

abolition of castes. On the contrary, it may happen that the process may

stop with the abolition of sub-castes. In that case, the abolition of sub-

castes will only help to strengthen the castes and make them more

powerful and therefore more harmful..

 Start Inter-caste dining: Ambedkar felt this was inadequate because many

castes allow inter-dining but that has not destroyed the spirit of caste and

the consciousness of caste.

 Encourage inter-marriage: Ambedkar believes that fusion of blood can

alone create the feeling of being kith and kin, and unless this feeling of

kinship becomes paramount, the feeling of being aliens created by caste

will not vanish. Nothing else will serve as the solvent of caste.

Ambedkar observed that it may take ages before a breach in casteism   is made.

But whether the doing of the deed takes time or whether it can be done

quickly, you must not forget that if you wish to bring about a breach in the

system then you have got to apply the dynamite to the Vedas and the Shastras,

which deny any part to reason, and to Vedas and Shastras, which deny any
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part to morality. You must destroy the religion of the Shrutis and the Smritis.

(Ibid. 75).

Ambedkar acknowledges the effectiveness of the inter-caste marriages in

abolishing caste. Though they are happening in India, their pace is very slow.

Inter-caste marriages must be promoted, popularized and encouraged at individual,

social and national level by all castes and communities. The government could

provide incentives for such marriages.

1.4   LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar argued that caste was the product of endogamy superimposed on

exogamy in a shared cultural ambience. He claimed that evils such  as  sati,  child

marriage and prohibition of widow marriage  were  the  outcomes  of the  institution

of caste. The Brahmins, as an endogamous community, gave rise to the system of

caste. Endogamous characteristics of caste also roped in other features such as

division and gradation of labourers, prohibition on inter-dining and principle of

occupation determined by birth. Ambedkar believes the destruction of the caste

system is the only solution to the problem.

Of the numerous steps suggested to annihilate caste in India, inter-caste marriages

are the best.

The principal points which Ambedkar made in the essay, summarized by

Ambedkar himself, are as follows:

1) That caste has ruined the Hindus;

2) That  the  reorganisation  of the  Hindu  society  on  the  basis  of Chaturvarnya

is impossible;

3) That the reorganisation of the Hindu Society on the basis of Chaturvarnya is

harmful;

4) That  the  Hindu society must  be  reorganised on a religious basis  which

would recognise the principles of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity;

5) That religious sanctity behind Caste and Varna must be destroyed;

6) That the sanctity of Caste and Varna can be destroyed only by discarding the

divine authority of the Shastras (Ibid., 86).

1.5   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1)    Write an essay on Ambedkar’s view of caste?

2)    How did endogamy play an important role in the caste system?

3)    Critically examine the different methods to annihilate caste in India.

SUGGESTED READINGS

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Writings and Speeches. Vol: I, Ambedkar Foundation, New

Delhi, 2014.

Majumder: The Human Genetic History of South Asia: A Review.
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2.0   OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 The term village in general and specifically in terms of Indian context;

 Foundational sources of structural organisation of Indian villages;

 Locating the various social groups within the structure of village as a system;

and

 Comprehensive understanding of the village, including structural-functional,

through its critique.

2.1   INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss the village structure of Indian society and different

dimensions of social groups, gender, religion, natural resources and politics in a

village. “In Primitive Society,  man is  never found alone. The  commonest  and

therefore the most  natural condition of men is to live in groups.” (Ambedkar

2014, Vol. 5: 170). The question that arises is whether these groups were just

aggregates of people or were they linked to each other in specific relations and

bonds; or in other words, did these groups have any social structure or were they

just aggregates of people. A further enquiry into this matter brings to fore that

“social groupings have taken many forms in the course of history. The family is

one such social group which is universal and has survived.”(Ambedkar 2014,

Vol. 5: 170) Families developed into clans later.

“…Modern Society  differs  from a  primitive  one  in  two  respects.  Primitive

society consisted of nomadic communities while modern society consists of settled

communities. Secondly, primitive society consisted of tribal communities based

on blood relationship. Modern society consists of local communities based on

territorial affiliation.”(Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 7: 273) The relations of such settled

groups shifted from blood relationships in the primitive societies to territorial

affiliation in the modern societies.
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Primitive Society Modern Society

Nomadic communities Settled communities

Based on blood relationship Based on territorial affiliation

A question arises why humans left a nomadic life style and became settled in

modern societies. According to Ambedkar, this was because the nature of wealth

changed. In the primitive society the main wealth was cattle, however, in the

modern societies due to developments made in the tools and techniques of farming,

land became the main wealth. “… the earliest form of the wealth held by Primitive

Society was cattle. Primitive Society became fixed in its abode, in other words

became a settled community, when a new species of wealth was discovered. This

new species of wealth was land. This happened when Primitive Society learned

the art of farming and of cultivating land. Wealth became fixed at one place

when it changed its form from cattle to land. With this change Primitive Society

also became settled at the same place.”(Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 7: 274).

Based on the above description, one may argue that the process of becoming

sedentary along with the widening of group membership and the emergence of

territorial affiliation due to land becoming the main wealth may have resulted in

the formation of earliest villages. Although the structures and processes of villages

have changed over time, the village remains an important part of the country’s

agrarian mode of production.

Indian society today is still predominately rural, with a majority of population

still living in villages. About 68.8 per cent of India’s population is rural, living in

6,40,930 villages (Census of India 2011, Primary Census Abstract).

In this unit we will analyse the village as it appears in the writings and speeches

of Ambedkar.

2.2   DEFINING VILLAGE

A village has been defined as an organised system of social relationships

(Ritzer2005: 16) or as the abstraction from the concrete population and its

behaviour - the pattern or network (or ‘system’) of relationships existing between

actors and in their capacity of playing roles to one another (Nadel 1969: 5).

The  term  originated  in  late  Middle  English  from  Old  French  whose  root

was  the Latin word villa (country house). The Oxford English Dictionary defines

a village as “a group of houses and associated buildings, larger than a hamlet and

smaller than a town, situated in a rural area.”According to Scott (1999: 461) the

criteria for defining village may vary from state to state, country to country. In

his effort he defines village as a small community, larger than a hamlet, but usually

rural rather than urban. The Census of India uses  the  criteria  of revenue  village

which has  a  definite  name  and  has  a  surveyed boundary (Census of India

2011) Based on the above characteristics; we define villages as the following:

rural regions marked by the administrative boundaries usually for the purpose

of revenuecollection and administration consisting of comparatively

permanent settlements of households outlined by primary self-governed units

majorly based on agrarian mode of production with general expansion of
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land ownership/cultivation of residents Village as the boundary marker

including  the  basic characteristics of community life (extracted from the

Census of India 2011).

2.3   VILLAGE: STRUCTURE AND PROCESSES

Ambedkar in his works enables us to analyse a village comprehensively with

reference to the Hindu basis of village organisation and functioning. We will

focus on the village structure and its processes in relation to Hinduism as the

foundational aspect.

Caste System: The Foundation of Village Organisational Structure

What was Ambedkar’s view of a village? Contrary to the glorified and pleasant

picture of a village portrayed by the supporters of Hindu social order, Ambedkar

saw villages as “cesspools that  harboured caste oppression and social and

economic backwardness” (Omvedt 2004). In Ambedkar’s words:

The Hindu village is a working plant of the Hindu social order. One can see

there the Hindu social order in operation in full swing. The average Hindu is

always in ecstasy whenever he speaks of the Indian village. He regards it as

an ideal form of social organisation to which he believes there is no parallel

anywhere in the world. It is claimed to be a special contribution to the theory

of social organisation for which India may well be proud of. (Ambedkar

2014, Vol. 5: 19).

Ambedkar believed that the Indian villages were a form of ghetto. A ghetto which

is well knitted based on the caste system and where the Hindu social order can

flourish well. To corroborate this, Ambedkar further argues that Hinduism has

Caste imbibed in it as its essential and integral part. Further, every Hindu has a

caste. Ambedkar quotes Prof. Max Muller:

Modern Hinduism rests on the system of Caste as on a rock which no

arguments can shake (Ambedkar2014, Vol. 3: 336).

Thus, from the above description we may argue that caste system has been the

key organisational force behind the structural foundation of villages in India.

Ambedkar cites the travelogue of Alberuni, which describes the Hindu social

organisation around 1030 AD. He writes:

The Hindus call their castes varna i.e. colours, and from a genealogical point

of view they call them jataka i.e., births. These castes are from the very

beginning only four. (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 3: 132-133)

These varnas, hierarchically arranged, starting from the top position were the

following:

 Brahmins

 Kshatriyas

 Vaisyas

 Shudras.

Each individual of a particular group was named according to the occupations

and modes of life. Moreover, within these social groups, there were several
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were not allowed to eat together.

Moreover, within a group if there was enmity, they were separated from each

other by keeping a board or a piece of cloth. In group dining everyone was

forbidden to eat the remains of the meal (Ambedkar2014, Vol. 3: 133)

In addition to the four varnas, there was one more social category called Antyajas.

Outside the caste category, they provided different kinds of services and were

recognised as members practicing specific crafts and professions. This category

consisted of the following eight guild members:

 the fuller,

 the shoemaker,

 the juggler,

 the basket and shield maker,

 the sailor,

 the fisherman,

 the hunter of wild animals and of birds,

 the weaver.

This social group lived near the village, inhabited by the above mentioned four

castes, but outside it (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 3: 132-133).

Apart from them, there were people like Hadi, Doma (Domba), Candala, and

Badhatau (sic) who were considered of no caste group (outcaste) and illegitimate.

They were said to be born through fornication of a Shudra man and a Brahmin

woman. They were kept engaged in menial and dirty tasks. Some characteristics

of this social group were:

 Hadi: They were considered very unclean.

 Doma: They used to play the lute and sing.

 The still lower castes practised killing as a trade and executed

punishments after judicial decisions.

 Badhantan: They reportedly ate flesh of dead animals including dogs.

(Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 3: 133)

The villages were geographically sharply divided into two parts: for the touchables

and for the untouchables. These parts had no associational relations or proximity

between them. The residential areas of the untouchables were stigmatized with

caste names like Maharwada, Mangwada, Chamrotti and Khaykana. Only for

the purpose of revenue administration or postal communication, such residential

areas of untouchables were included in the village belonging to the touchables.

Indian society in general and Indian villages in particular were different from the

American or European society where individuals were free to choose their own

occupation, residence, wife, political party and so on. The Indian villages were

like real corporations from where the untouchables could not escape. This was

because their relationship with the society in almost every sense was pre-
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determined by the social structure of Indian villages to which the untouchables

were made bound to conform (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 5: 259-60). Thus, we may

argue that despite the ascribed inferiority and humiliation, the reduction of entity

into non-entity, the untouchables were usurped into the traditional oppressive

system of village structures, turning the villages into “black holes” for

untouchables.

Ambedkar marked a clear differentiation between the untouchables and the

outcasts (2014, Vol. 3: 301). He cites Manu to define an outcaste: An outcaste

was a person who was  excluded  by  his  caste  through  some  kind  of  formal

method.  Manu  ordered performing funeral rites when a person became an outcast.

Hence an outcast was treated as if he were dead. However, there was a clause by

which after performing the penance, the outcast was allowed to join the caste

group again. Thus while untouchables belonged to the category that was out of

the Hindu social order and were the receivers of extreme oppression, stigma and

exclusion, the outcast category was formed due to the temporary exclusion of a

person from his or her own caste category.

Untouchables: The In-group and Out-group Hatred Receivers

The status of untouchables in the villages was so pathetic that in some regions

they were forced to wear a black thread to reduce the chances of a touchable

getting polluted even by ignorance (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 5: 141-42). In his third

volume of writings and speeches Ambedkar mentions that Manu was of the

opinion that the snataka should not stay and eat the food given by outcasts. Further,

house owners were suggested to keep food on the ground for dogs, outcasts,

chandals and the diseased (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 3: 301-302).

Examples of extreme revulsion against untouchables can also be found in the so

called culturally developed places. For instance in Dwarka (in the Bombay

Presidency), the untouchables were made to clap on the road and shout “Post,

Post” for the convenience of the touchables (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 5: 141-42).

Similarly in south India the Cherumans of the Madras Presidency were made to

stand thirty feet away from the superior caste people. They were not allowed to

enter a Brahmin village or temple or tank. They had to make the sound “O, Oh,

O” while walking on the roads to beware the people of their polluting presence.

Similar customs were found in Cochin, Travancore and Palghat taluka.

The hatred and exclusion imposed upon the untouchables from the in-group

(based on same religion) members effected the relations of untouchables with

out-group members also. The Government of Bombay in 1928 appointed a

Committee to inquire into the grievances of the Depressed Classes and

Aboriginal Tribes. Its report succinctly highlights that despite different religious

notions, mode of living and outlook in life, an orthodox Hindu will treat a

Muslim, a Christian, a Parsi as touchable but not the members of the depressed

classes. This practice further influenced negatively the people of other religions

who  despite  the  teachings of their religions, started practicing untouchability

(Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 5: 138-39).

From the above discussion we may further infer that the inclusion of untouchables

into the Hindu social order, including the village as a unit, has remained a false

and fake claim. This can be further supported by the restrictions imposed upon

their personal life apart from the geographical exclusion. In the words of Ambedkar

(2014, Vol. 5: 133-34) untouchables were not authorized to raise themselves
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not allowed to wear clean clothes or ornaments after the fashion of the higher

class. They were not allowed to keep tiled roof or construct houses better than

touchables. In day-to-day life they were strictly prescribed to stand and salute the

touchables, banned to wear silver or gold or even brass or copper ornaments,

carry the messages of the deaths to far flung residing relatives of touchables,

perform menial and dirty works in the various ceremonies, to live upon the

‘jhoothan’ leftover food and dead animals (Ambedkar 2014, Vol. 5: 133-34).

In the fifth volume of his writings Ambedkar mentioned the incidence of 1935,

of Kavitha village situated in Dholka taluka of Ahmedabad district, Bombay

Presidency. An order was issued by the Bombay Government allowing

untouchable children admission in public schools. In bitter opposition to this,

the touchables of the village took out their wards from the village public school.

The local residents, initially remained quiet for some time, but getting stimulus

from another small incident, soon showed their real selves. They attacked the

houses of the untouchables, specifically targeting those households that had

applied for admission into the public school.

Therefore we may conclude that not only was the inclusion of untouchables into

the village structure a false assertion, their exclusion was multidimensional. These

exclusionary measures had limitless boundaries and affected the body, soul and

conscience of the untouchables.

2.4 ANALYSING PURITY AND POLLUTION OF

DIRECTIONS AND WIND

Not only social groups but also the geography and the atmosphere of villages

were divided based on the notion of purity and pollution. Because the Hindus

consider south as the most polluted direction, the untouchables were strictly

ordered to locate their dwellings towards the south (Ambedkar  2014, Vol.  5:

21). The  untouchables were prohibited from standing  on the side from where

the wind was  blowing towards a touchable.

If an untouchable abused his “superior”, his punishment was disproportionate to

the abuse. For example, Manu writes:

If out of arrogance he spits (on a superior) the King shall cause both his lips

to be cut off, if he urinates (on him), the penis; if he breaks wind (against

him) the anus. (Ambedkar, 2014, Vol. 5: 67).

Moreover, the rites related to outcasts were instructed to be carried out only

outside the village boundary, so that the village area may not get polluted

(Ambedkar, 2014, Vol. 3: 301). Thus, we can see how, even the division of natural

resources of the Hindu villages was oppressive and unjust.

Most villages of India had religious structures of village deities. Ambedkar (2014,

Vol. 3: 335) quotes Sir Edward Gait who describes Hinduism as a complex

congeries of creeds and doctrines.

It shelters within its portals monotheists, polytheists and pantheists;

Worshippers of the great God Siva and Vishnu, or of their female counterparts,

as well as worshippers of the divine mothers, of the spirits of trees, rocks and

streams and of the tutelary village deities.
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OF COMMUNALISM IN VILLAGE

PANCHAYATS

Ambedkar believed that the question of governing bodies of village was a very

important one. The governing bodies play a vital role not only in local self-

government but also in facilitating civic use. They also have a large say in issues

related to life, liberty and property of the rural population (Ambedkar 2014, Vol.2:

104). Ambedkar was very much against  village panchayats and considered them

as “the bane of public life of India.”Quoting Mr. R.G. Pradhan, who was one of

the members of the committee appointed in 1925 to report upon the working of

the village Panchayat Act of 1920, Ambedkar writes that the village system has

acted as an agent for fulfilling local particularism with local patriotism. For this

reason, he argues – India has never become a united country (Ambedkar, 2014,

Vol.2: 106).

While discussing the constitution of the panchayats, he maintained that for

depressed classes the provision of adult suffrage was not sufficient, due to

minority presence of depressed classes in most villages. Thus, provision of

adult suffrage would never result in the conversion of minority into majority.

Based on this, Ambedkar pleaded for special representation in the village

panchayats for the depressed classes. Thus for the sake of self-representation

of all the people, despite accusations, he admitted to the charge of communalism

and said that he was “convinced that communalism must be my policy”

(Ambedkar, 2014, Vol.2: 107).

2.6   LET US SUM UP

In this unit you have learned the village structure of Indian society. Ambedkar

comprehensively understood the structure of Indian villages. Although he probed

the structure and functions of the village as a system pertaining to Hindu society,

as a trained sociologist, he logically questioned the historically celebrated

structural-functional view of Indian villages and revealed the hierarchical,

oppressive and exclusionary nature of the Indian village and the social relations

within the village system.

Specifically Ambedkar questioned the role of religious texts and sanctions in the

development of village organisational structure. He, time and again, proved the

caste system as the very basis of Indian village organisation. He smartly revealed

the privileged status of Brahmins within these settings and also highlighted the

exclusion and illegitimation of various social groups, specifically the

untouchables. Due to his training in economics, Ambedkar was able to locate the

structural roots of unclean occupations and poverty in the Hindu social order. As

a  professional economist  he exposed how natural resources were divided

unequally and in an unjust manner among the people.

Not leaving any loose ends related to the study of village structures of India,

Ambedkar affirmed that women were not a monolithic group and women

belonging to the untouchable castes were far more oppressed and exploited than

others.
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necessity of communalism in village panchayats in the form of special

representation for the erstwhile excluded communities.

2.7   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Analyse Ambedkar view of village structure of Indian society?

2) Discuss the structural roots of poverty existing in Indian villages.

3) Underline the importance of communalism as stated by Ambedkar in the

village panchayat   system.
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3.0   OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the concept of society as envisioned by Ambedkar;

 Ambedkar’s notion of ideal society interwoven with his notion of justice;

 the differences between the Hindu social order and the ideal society

propounded by Ambedkar; and

 Ambedkar’s notion of equality, liberty and fraternity as key principles of an

ideal society.

3.1   INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss Ambedkar’s notion of ideal society, the differences

between the Hindu social order and ideal society. The life of Bhimrao Ambedkar

unfolds a saga of creativity, newness and philosophical arguments. His socio-

economic and political ideas make him significant and relevant in different periods

of history. His idea of an ideal society reveals his serious and civilized sensibility,

deep thinking and wide-ranging vision. He was, above  all,  a  passionate  rationalist

and  radical  humanist. His ideal  society provided dignity, equality and harmonious

life for citizens. Ambedkar’s social philosophy of life is based on the principles

of liberty, equality and fraternity. However, he did not derive this philosophy

from the French Revolution, but as he himself claims from the teachings of the

Lord Buddha.  He writes:

My social philosophy may be said to be enshrined in three words: liberty, equality

and fraternity. My philosophy has roots in religion and not in political science. I

have derived them from the teachings of my master, the Buddha.1

With this philosophy he sought to establish a new egalitarian social order based

on liberty, equality and fraternity, values that are reflected in our Constitution,

which seeks to secure justice: social, economic and political. Ambedkar, with his

multi-dimensional and versatile personality, a great spirit of sacrifice and a

scientific outlook, led and continues to lead movements of self respect throughout
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the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity. He equated fraternity  with

democracy  and  spelt  out  the  nature  of  an  ideal  society. Ambedkar observed:

An ideal society should be mobile, should be full of channels for conveying

a change taking place in one part to other parts. In an ideal society there

should be many interests consciously communicated and shared. There

should be varied and free points of contact with other modes of association.

In other words, there must be social endosmosis. This is fraternity, which is

only another name for democracy. Democracy is not merely a form of

government. It is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint

communicated experience. It is essentially an attitude of respect and reverence

towards fellowmen.2

With its meaning, fraternity assures the dignity of an individual and the unity and

integrity of a nation. Such fraternal relationship is the need of the day not only in

India but the world over especially when tensions and chaos prevail in the life of

human beings everywhere.

3.2 CONCEPT OF SOCIETY AND AMBEDKAR’S

VIEW

Society is a system of usages and procedures, of authority and mutual aid, of

many groupings and divisions, of controls of human behavior and of liberties.

We call this ever- changing, complex system society. It is a web of social

relationships. And is always changing.3 Society has been defined as a relatively

self-sufficient, usually large group of people who maintain direct or indirect

contact with each other through a culture.4

In other words society is not something tangible. . It does not denote a concrete

reality, but refers to social relationships, which become institutionalised, when

people relate to each other in well-established and familiar ways.5  Let us discuss

Ambedkar’s views on society.

Ambedkar’s Views on Society

Ambedkar’s views of society are different from those of others. For example,

according to Aristotle, “man is by nature and necessity a social animal. Hence he

lives in society. Thus society is quite natural, essential, eternal and universal. It is

instrumental in evolving such an atmosphere which would be conducive not

only for the satisfaction of his primary wants, but for the development of his

personality.”6  To Ambedkar, society was not an organism as some people hold;

it was based mainly on human attitudes. The organisation has certain essentials,

which go to make up a real view of society.

He cited examples of Hindu festivals. Different castes observe similar festivals,

yet these parallel performances of similar festivals among different castes and

groups have not been able to bind them into one integral whole.

For constituting society, what is necessary for a man is to share and participate in

a common activity so that the same emotions are aroused in him that animate the

others. Making the individual a sharer or partner in the associated activity so that

he feels its success as his success, its failure as his failure, is the real thing that

binds men and makes a society of them.7 Thus society is another name for more
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or less cordial inter-relationship between human beings living in a geographical

area.

Ambedkar, as a humanist, did not believe in the superiority of either the social

order or the individual. Society exists in the individual and the individual cannot

live without society. He believed in an integrated view of man and society. Man

apart from man is impossible. In other words, the individual is not superior to

society as capitalism holds; nor society is superior to the individual, as communism

believes, but society and the individual, to Ambedkar, are inter-dependent.

Hindu Social Order

Ambedkar’s vision exposed the unjust and exploitative character of the Hindu

religion and social order. He viewed untouchability as an institution of socio-

religious oppression, for denial of human rights by the dominant elements. He

found the roots of the problem in the structure of the Hindu society which is a by-

product of the Hindu four varna system. He believed that the untouchable is a

by-product of both the varna and the caste system, hence there will be untouchables

as long as the caste structure exists. Towards the end of his life, Ambedkar had

come to believe that nothing can emancipate the outcaste except the destruction

of the system. For many years, he tried to improve the lots of the untouchables

through struggles. He argued that “the salvation of the depressed classes will

come only when the caste Hindu is made to think and is forced to feel in that he

must alter his ways.” Further he stated that “I want a revolution in the mentality

of the caste Hindus.”88  He listed the following three basic principles on which

the existing social order stands:

 The principle of graded inequality, which is a fundamental principle of

this order, which divides the society not only horizontally into thousands

of castes or sub-castes or communities but also vertically, which is worse.9

 Fixity of occupations.10

 The fixity of people within their respective classes. This means that every

person’s caste status or class status is decided by birth – not by his or her

ability.

In the latter part of his life, Ambedkar studied Buddhism and concluded that the

basic character of a religion should be humanism. Essentially, his concept of

humanism was about a social order of justice. Justice gives a comprehensive

framework to modern society.

3.3   AMBEDKAR’S NOTION OF IDEAL SOCIETY

Most of the writings of Ambedkar were to establish an “ideal society”11 or a

“caste less society”12 or a society grounded on the “principles of justice.” The

connotation of all these three types of society is almost same: The society must

be based on the three principles of liberty, equality and fraternity. Further, to

understand Ambedkar’s vision of a just society it is pertinent to understand the

meaning of these three principles. However, let us understand the context  in

which a need for a just  society or ideal society arose in Ambedkar’s mind.

Acknowledging the fact that “nowhere is human society one single whole. It is

always plural,”13  he observed the following about an ideal society:
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numerous and varied are the interests which are consciously shared by

the groups? How full and free is the interplay with other forms of

associations? Are the forces that separate groups and classes more numerous

then the forces that unite? What social significance is attached to this group

life?14

Thus,  he  contemplates  a  society which  is  plural in  character,  but  not  static,

rigid, traditional and orthodox in behaviour. It would give fair and equal chance

to each and everybody for their progress and bind all the people into one common

cultural bond. “Ethically” he stated, “all people are heterogeneous. It is the unity

of culture that is the basis of homogeneity.”15 The unity of culture obviously

could be developed only when the society is based on liberty, equality and

fraternity.

3.4 ESSENTIAL  PRINCIPLES  OF  AN  IDEAL

SOCIETY

Ambedkar in his work “Annihilation of Caste,” describes his ideal society. He

shows how very relevant are in the context of the Indian society which is divided

into castes and religious communities. Each caste group tends to create its own

distinctive type of like- mindedness, which depends upon the extent of

communication and participation. In Ambedkar’s words:

An ideal society should be mobile, should be full of channels for conveying

a change taking place in one part to other parts (means communication or

what is happening at one part and it should be convey to another part). In an

ideal society there should be many interests consciously communicated and

shared. There should be varied and free points of contact with other modes

of association. In other words there must be social endosmosis.16

Ambedkar, not only suggested the total annihilation of caste or caste-based society,

but his starting point was an offering of a model of an ideal society or what he

called a ‘just society’. For his ideal society, he recognised the following principles:

First, he emphasised “that the individual is an end to himself and that the aim

and object of society is the growth of the individual and the development of his

personality.  Society is not above the individual and if the individual has to

subordinate himself to society, it is because such subordination is for his betterment

and only to the extent necessary.”17

“The second principle is that the terms of associated life between members of

society must be regarded by consideration founded on liberty, equality and

fraternity.”18

The third cardinal principle of an ideal society is to have a society based on

democratic principles and providing - political, economic and social justice by

constitutional measures and by breaking the monopoly of upper strata on political

power.  In this context on 25th November 1949, Ambedkar said:

(T)here can be no gain saying that political power in this country has too

long been the monopoly of a few and the many are not only beasts of burden,

but also beasts of prey. This monopoly has not merely deprived them of their
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chance of betterment; it has shaped them of what may be called the

significance of the life. These down-trodden people are tired of being

governed. They aspire to govern themselves. The urge for self-realization in

the down-trodden classes must not be allowed to develop into a class struggle

or class war. This can only be done by the establishment of equality and

fraternity in all walks of life.19

One of the key themes of the writings of B.R. Ambedkar was the attainment of

social justice and establishment of a just society,20  which, for him, was essentially

a casteless society.  He not only provided a ruthless criticism of the existing

social order but also came up with an alternative vision and alternative model of

social order based on justice, liberty, equality, fraternity and annihilation of caste.21

Further, to describe the ideal society Ambedkar discusses the meaning of liberty,

equality and fraternity in a number of works.

Liberty: According to Ambedkar, liberty includes civil liberty and political liberty.

Civil liberty refers to liberty of movement, liberty of speech (which includes

liberty of thought, liberty of reading, writing and discussion) and liberty of action.

Political liberty consists in the right of the individual to share in the framing of

laws and in the making and unmaking of governments.22

Equality: The nature and manifestation of fundamental characteristics, which

appear in all human beings, are summed up in the phrase, ‘moral equality’.

Therefore, in essence, the phrase ‘moral equality’ asserts in ethical value, a belief

to be sustained and recognition of rights to be respected, because a “society without

any response for human personalities is a band of robbers.”23

Fraternity: “Fraternity is another name for fellow feeling. It consists in a

sentiment which leads an individual to identify himself with the good of others

whereby ‘the good of others becomes to him a thing naturally and necessarily to

be attended to like any of the physical conditions of our existence.’”24   Fraternity,

according to him, is “essentially an attitude of respect and reverence towards

fellowmen.”25

To achieve equality and justice, he made frantic efforts to get socio-economic

safeguards to the down-trodden people and submitted a memorandum to the

First Round Table Conference (1930) held in London. The memorandum included

several justified and valid points to build a modern and just society. However, he

was doubtful about the just society and convinced that mere political equality

will not be enough for the welfare of Shudras and the marginalised. In fact socio-

economic equality was needed for them. Therefore, while participating in the

Constituent Assembly debates, he observed:

On 26th  January, 1950, we are going to enter into a life of contradictions. In

politics we will have equality and in social and economic life we will have

inequality. In politics we will be recognizing the principles of one-man one-

vote, and one-vote one-value. In our social and economic life, we shall, be

reason of our social and economic structure, continue to deny the principles of

one-man one-value How long shall we continue to deny equality in our social

and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by

putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction at

the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer from inequality will blow

up the structure of democracy which this Constituent Assembly has so

laboriously built up”.
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to incorporate provisions in the Constitution itself. Accordingly, under Articles

14-18, the right to equality, untouchability were been declared an ‘offence’.

As a result of his relentless fight for social justice for the down-trodden people,

several provisions for protection of the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, women,

and minorities were incorporated in the Constitution.

3.5 RECOGNISING MEANS TO REALISE AN IDEAL

SOCIETY

It is, however, not impossible to bring into reality the ideal society depicted by

Ambedkar. This could be recognised by the following ways.

First, it is necessary to do away with the caste-ridden social order. Ambedkar

says that “reason and morality are the two most powerful weapons in armoury of

a reformer.”2626 They should be put to use. It is necessary “to destroy the belief

in the sanctity of the Shastras, and to make every man and woman free from the

thraldom of the Shastras.”27 Then they would be willingly ready to inter-dine and

inter-marry.

Second, Ambedkar suggested accepting the scheme of state-socialism, in which

agricultural land and key industries would be nationalised. Neither there would

be forced labour nor dependency. State socialism ensures one-man, one-value;

as such every individual would lead his life with dignity.

Third, he advocated that the political structure should be such that everyone would

be able to get an equal share in power. All the people would enjoy their fundamental

rights and fulfill their obligations. Untouchability would be abolished and its

practice would be an offence punishable by law.

Fourth, restructuring of the society, socially, economically and politically could

be done not by bloody revolution but  by constitutional means.  He  contemplated

solving  all  the problems within in the framework of the Constitution.

In totality, Ambedkar visualised an integrated society in which there is love for

all and malice towards none. He prefers Buddhism as an example of ideal society

which constitutes the required principles for man to live a good and happy life.

Buddhism: An Example of Ideal Society

Ambedkar thought that Buddhism met the criterion of a religion which has a

social vision, scientific outlook, provided solutions to the problems of the deprived

millions, upheld equality and individual freedom and emphasised love and

compassion.  He was interested not only in a casteless religion but in an ideal,

scientific religion and society. He found it in Buddhism. In his article “Buddha

and the future of his religion” he conceives of religion as a force which governs

society through morality. There he states three requirements which a religion

should fulfill:

 It must be in accord with science,

 It must recognise the fundamental tenets of liberty, equality and fraternity,

and

 It must not sanctify and ennoble poverty.
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The preceding discussion has explained Ambedkar’s notion of justice, just society

and ideal society which is based on the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity.

It was suggested that Ambedkar’s notion of ideal society was embedded in

Buddhism. The foregoing discussion makes it clear that Ambedkar thought

Buddhism to be perfectly consistent with modern liberal democratic philosophy.

According to Ambedkar:

…democracy was not a form of government: it was essentially a form of society.

It may not be necessary for  a  democratic  society to  be marked  by unity,  by

community of purpose, by loyalty to public ends and by mutuality of sympathy.

But it does unmistakably involve two things. The first is an attitude of mind, an

attitude of respect and equality towards their fellows.   The second is a social

organisation free from rigid social barriers.2828

3.7   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What is ideal society according to Ambedkar?

2) Discuss the characteristics of equality, liberty and fraternity?

3) Differentiate  between  Hindu  social  order  and  ideal  society  as  propounded

by Ambedkar?

4) Define the Buddhism as an example of ideal society?
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4.0   OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 The social category called the untouchables;

 The concept of untouchability;

 Different perspectives on untouchability;

 Struggles of Untouchables against untouchability; and

 Emancipation of Untouchables.

4.1   INTRODUCTION

Indian society is considered unique because of the following:

 The largely traditional joint family system,

 The self-sufficient village community, and

 The highly rigid caste system.

Of all these, the rigid caste system needs special mention here because the

institution of ‘untouchability’ comes within its framework. Woven into the very

fabric of caste system, untouchability is  a  feature  that  has  brought  a  lot  of

disrepute  to  the  Hindu  social organisation. Sociologists and social anthropologist

have long known that social stratification is a ubiquitous phenomenon found in

all societies and to that extent caste system is no different.

The traditional caste system divides all members of society into four hierarchical

categories called varnas with Brahmins at the top and Shudras at the bottom:

 Brahmins,

 Kshatriyas,

 Vaishyas

 Shudras.
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All castes can be classified into one of these four varnas. The membership of

one’s caste is ascribed by birth and one’s progeny also by default falls into the

same caste category.

There is a social group that falls outside the varna system and is called avarnas.

They are  different  from savarnas,  who  belong  to  the  chaturvarna  (four

varnas)  scheme mentioned above. Shudras, despite being a lower varna, belong

to savaranas and are therefore considered better than avarnas. Being outside the

varna scheme, avarnas do not enjoy any privileges, which are otherwise available

to rest of the members. In caste hierarchy, they are considered lower even to

Shudras. Avarnas were considered outcaste people and traditionally they were

not permitted to have any social ties with members of the mainstream society

and were also not allowed to own any resources. They used to live on the outskirts

of the village and, with no means of production or employment, they used to

depend completely on savarnas for their survival. This was the group that was

traditionally called the untouchables.

4.2   WHO WERE UNTOUCHABLES?

In 1931 Census, untouchables were covered under the term “Depressed Classes.”

In 1928, the  Depressed Classes Association was  formed which functioned up

to  1942 (Louis 2003). The term, however, was contested by Dr Ambedkar in

1932 because the term created an impression of these communities as helpless

and lowly. In 1935, the term “…Scheduled Caste was coined by the Simon

Commission and embodied in the Government of India Act, 1935. In 1936, for

the first time Government of British India published a list of Scheduled Castes”

(Louis 2003).

The social category of Scheduled Castes is today a common denominator of

those castes whose earlier generations were once considered untouchables by

the traditional caste order. Since 1970s, the preferred term used for the erstwhile

untouchables is Dalits, which gained currency in literature and social sciences.

The term Dalit in Hindi implies ‘the oppressed’ and its adoption by the Scheduled

Castes reflects the political aspirations and activist  mode  of  the  community.

The  term  implies  a  conscious  recognition by  the oppressed community of its

unnatural condition of deprivation and marginality created by social, historical

and political forces of the dominant Hindu social order.

Let us understand how in Indian context a community was differentiated and

stigmatized as untouchables. Despite some significant changes observed in the

last two centuries, it remains an enigma how a group of people ended up being in

such deplorable condition. There are broadly three theoretical perspectives that

try to explain the emergence of untouchable community.

4.3   PERSPECTIVES ON UNTOUCHABILITY

The three dominant perspectives explaining untouchability are the following:

 religious

 racial

 economic.
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The religious perspective emerges from the cosmogony explained in the religious

texts of Hinduism.

The Purusha Sukta hymn of Rig Veda explains how the four varnas were created

from the four parts of the Primeval Being:

 Brahmins from the mouth,

 Kshatriyas from the arms and shoulders,

 Vaishyas from the thighs,

 Shudras from the feet.

This scheme of origin of mankind laid the foundation of caste system in India

where these four varnas were not merely mentioned to have been born from

different part of the Primeval Being but also segmented into an hierarchical order

on the basis of their mythical origin. Brahmins, being born from the mouth, were

regarded as superior, followed by Kshatriyas, being born out of arms and shoulders,

followed by Vaishyas who were born out of the thighs of the Primeval Being.

Born from the bottom-most part of the Primeval Being, the feet, Shudras were

accordingly considered the lowest in the varna hierarchy and were ordained to

do nothing except serve the upper three varnas.

This being the word of God for the Hindus, it was difficult for them to distance

themselves from the discriminatory character of caste system where people born

as Shudras were for once and all relegated to a subservient category and assigned

servile position vis-à-vis other caste groups. The hymn talks about the four varnas

only, which indicates that the fifth varna became part of the Hindu social order at

some later stage. As mentioned earlier, it is believed to have emerged around

second century AD out of the existing set of varnas.

Another major text  of Hinduism, Manusmriti, gives  a detailed account  of the

laws governing the Hindu social order. The text provides an elaborate set of

prescriptions and prohibitions for Hindus.

Another perspective that explains origin of untouchables is based on the race.

According to this theory, the Indian subcontinent was raided and invaded by a

tribe from central Europe called Aryans. During the invasion they subjugated the

autochthonous communities called Dravidians or Dasyus. The Aryans enslaved

the aboriginals and exploited them by assigning them the most menial tasks.

Their contempt for Dasyus ensured that there was no inter-mixing and no social

intercourse with them. Having been subjugated by Aryans, all their resources

were taken away from them and they were treated like slaves. The aboriginals

ousted from mainstream society and relegated to extreme levels of subjugation

were reduced to the status of untouchables.

This perspective, however, was questioned by Ambedkar who believed that there

was no racial difference between Brahmins and Dravidians in India and also

there is no mention in Vedic sources of any invasion of India by the Aryans. He

also affirmed that the following:

The distinction between the Hindus and Untouchables in its original form, before

the advent of untouchability, was the distinction between the tribes – men and

Broken Men from alien tribes; it is broken men who subsequently came to be

treated as untouchables (Bhat 1954).
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Ambedkar believed that the Broken Men were not Hindus but Buddhists. Since

they were dislodged by Hindus and then subjugated, they never emulated the

Hindu way of life. Due to their innate difference with Brahminic Hindu society,

these Broken Men never adopted the Hindu way of life and therefore the constant

tension between the two communities has always remained.

The economic theory is primarily proposed by Marxian thinkers who look at

untouchability “rooted in the mode of production” (Shah et al. 2006). As per this

perspective, the varna scheme was merely a class social division of labour which

became more rigid over a period of time and transformed into a caste division.

The surplus labour due to overpopulation made easy labour available for small

and menial jobs. With changing modes of production, caste-based relations will

also undergo change. They believe that forces of modernization and

industrialization will on their own change the caste dynamics and pave way for a

casteless society.

The economic perspective, however, fails to explain deep rooted caste-based

biases of many even in this age of globalization and modernization. Though it

can be said that Indian society is not yet fully modernized and industrialized, in

pockets of society where sufficient modernization and urbanization has occurred,

caste-based discriminations have not completely disappeared.

4.4   EMANCIPATION OF UNTOUCHABLES

Untouchability has been one of the distinguishing features of Indian society.

Though the practice of untouchability attracted special attention of academicians

after the advent of British rule in India and the spread of education to masses,

the practice has been a common practice in Hindu society. However,

untouchability did not go unchallenged down the history. The institution of

caste system, which formed the foundation and justificatory principle for

untouchability, was initially jolted by Buddhism and Jainism during 5th to 2nd

century BC. Untouchability, which developed around 2nd century AD after the

revival of Brahminism during the Gupta period, was somewhat discouraged by

Vaishnavism and Shaivism which encouraged dropping off caste distinctions

(Dahiwale 2006).

The Bhakti movement starting around 6th century AD had a major role in

developing the discourse of equality. It also challenged the hegemony of Brahmins

and drew people away from Brahmanic rites and rituals. The movement brought

forth some famous saints from the backward as well as Dalit communities;

something that was not feasible in the caste- based Hindu social order. Some of

the saints that emerged from Dalits and backward communities were:

 Namdev (1270–1350 AD),

 Kabir (1440–1518 AD),

 Ravidas (1450–1520 AD),

 Dhanna Jaat (1415–? AD),,

 Chokhamela,

Tukaram and Meerabai (15th  century AD)  were saints from other communities

who emerged as new symbols of spiritual enlightenment from that period.
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Emergence of Sikhism as a movement in 16th  century AD directly challenged

caste system and started a new religion in the north-west which advocated equality

and dignity for all.

Conversion to non-Hindu religions as a strategy to overcome disabilities posed

by the Hindu social order was an effective method for Dalits in many parts of

India. During the Mughal period conversion to Islam, followed by conversion to

Sikhism and later on during British period, conversion to Christianity was opted

by many Dalits as a means to come out of the shadow of caste society. Conversion

to Adi-Dharma in 1920s resulted in more than 4 lakh people registering themselves

under a new religion in the Census Reports of 1931.

An even more significant conversion by Dalits was engineered by Dr Ambedkar

in 1956 at Nagpur when more than 55,000 Dalits under his leadership converted

to Buddhism. The effect of this conversion can be gauged from the fact that

number of Buddhists in Maharashtra in 1951 Census were reported to be merely

2,500 but in 1961 census the figure catapulted to 2.5 million (Jafferlot 2005).

Mass conversion of untouchables led by Ambedkar, however, came after a long

drawn struggle for equality within Hinduism failed to show results.

4.4.1  Ambedkar and Gandhi

In 1920s, Ambedkar struggled for equal rights for untouchables. In March 1927,

Ambedkar organised one of the most popular civic-rights movements. The

movement, Mahad Tank Satyagraha, asserted right of untouchables to have access

to drinking water from public tank. On 25 December 1927, the movement called

for public burning of Manusmriti, the sacred text of Hindus which sanctified

caste-based restrictions in society, at Mahad. The act was a symbolic victory of

Ambedkar against the caste-based practices in Hindu society.

Ambedkar soon launched another satyagraha for entry into Kalaram temple at

Nasik in May 1930. Ambedkar believed that by facilitating access of untouchables

to hitherto restricted  public  utilities  and  places  of worship,  caste  Hindus  will

gradually accept untouchables as equals and hence change their social status. He

believed these struggles would lead to change of heart among caste Hindus and

reform within Hinduism. While these struggles brought forth the reformist zeal

in Ambedkar, they also brought into relief his disappointments with caste Hindus.

The more Ambedkar struggled against caste inequalities, the more resistance he

received from caste Hindus. One of the biggest resistances for him came from

M.K. Gandhi. While Ambedkar constantly attacked caste system and spoke of

its annihilation, Gandhi refuted Ambedkar’s position on caste. For Ambedkar,

caste system represented the most anachronistic social institution in modern times

and one of the most oppressive forms of social stratification. For Gandhi, it

represented a unique system of division of labour which provided stability and

coherence to Indian society. Gandhi believed the caste system to be a unique

feature of Hindu society which promoted cooperation among distinct caste groups

as against competition and conflict among different social categories in Western

society.

For Gandhi the varna system was the basic system of social division in society

and all caste must follow the varna scheme. When confronted with the inhuman

practice of untouchability in caste system, Gandhi explained it as an aberration

that must be done away with. The devout Hindu in Gandhi never allowed him to
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denounce caste system per se. Gandhi feared that if the caste system is attacked

it would lead to disintegration of Hindu society for which he was never prepared.

Gandhi’s effort to eradicate untouchability was only to rid Hinduism of its most

virulent disease but for him the social organisation of varna scheme remained

sacrosanct to Hindu social order.

Ambedkar on the other hand could not accept any justification for caste-based

social system and found the varna scheme to be the nemesis of Indian society.

Ambedkar soon realized that caste Hindus may at the best become uncomfortable

with the practice of untouchability but they could not dare shed the logic of caste

system. Ambedkar gradually realized that the logic of caste system is so intractably

interwoven into the religious texts of Hinduism that if one condemns caste system

one ceases to be a good Hindu and if one wishes to remain a good Hindu one

cannot squarely condemn caste system. It was this predicament that led Ambedkar

to affirm that the solution of emancipation from untouchability and caste tyranny

lies in abdicating Hinduism.

The flashpoint between Ambedkar and Gandhi erupted in 1932 when, through

Ambedkar’s efforts, Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald granted the Communal

Award to Depressed Classes. As per  the  award Depressed Classes were treated

as  minorities entitled to separate electorates. Gandhi saw the award as a major

setback to Hindu society and feared a schism in Hindu society due to the award.

Gandhi was ready to concede special status to religious minorities but to permit

untouchables be treated as separate minority groups was too much for Gandhi to

accept.

In order to quash the Communal Award to Depressed Classes, Gandhi decided to

fast unto death. To undo the award, Ambedkar’s acceptance was critical. Ambedkar

did not yield to Gandhi’s demand initially but with rising pressure from the newly

developed situation, Ambedkar had to give way. Ambedkar visited Gandhi in

Yerawada prison and accepted his suggestion for a panel system rather than

separate electorates. The agreement between Gandhi and Ambedkar was signed

in September 1932 as Poona Pact. As a result of this pact MacDonald’s Communal

Award for Depressed Classes was abrogated. Ambedkar always  felt  that  through

Poona Pact,  a  historic opportunity for  uplift  of Depressed Classes was lost and

his trust in Gandhi’s policies diminished.

After his failed struggle to evince sufficiently honest and radical effort from

caste Hindus to eradicate caste system, Ambedkar had set his mind on religious

conversion. In 1935 in a conference at Yeola, Ambedkar announced that though

he was born a Hindu he will not die a Hindu. At this conference the participants

of Depressed Classes resolved to abandon Hindu religion. However, which

religion to convert into was to be taken by Ambedkar later on after his long

deliberations with members of other religious organisations. The decision

culminated in mass conversion of untouchables to Buddhism in 1956, as

mentioned earlier.

4.4.2  Untouchability since Independence

After independence, the Constitution of India drafted by Babasaheb Ambedkar

declared untouchability as a legal offence under Article 17. To further weaken

the institution of untouchability, untouchable castes were identified and clubbed
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together under the category of Scheduled Castes and special provisions were

made for their upliftment and participation in larger society through policy of

reservation in parliament, education and jobs. Through reservation and various

democratic processes, Dalits continue to struggle for a dignified life. Dalits today

are no more silent bearers of atrocities against them. The Constitution of India

aims to achieve through legislation in independent India what had not been done

in ages.

Reservation in government services paved way for many Dalits to get into

positions of power in government and become part of the administrative machinery

of the country. Their participation in state machinery has not only opened new

job opportunities for them but also enriched their cultural capital since

independence. Inspired by Babasaheb Ambedkar, Dalits have   participated actively

in political arena and carved a niche for themselves. All India Scheduled Caste

Federation founded by Dr Ambedkar contested elections in 1951. Later on

Ambedkar transformed it into Republican Party in 1956.

The employees in government sector formed BAMCEF (Backward Scheduled

Caste and Scheduled Tribes and Minority Community Employees Federation) as

a potent formation that actively voiced and defended the interest of the Dalit

community. The formation also helped Kanshi Ram launch Bahujan Samaj Party

(BSP). Dalit political parties have shown capacity to  take along other marginalized

segments of society in their fight  against inequality. The political consciousness

among Dalits has forced all political parties to address Dalit issues, at least in

their manifestos. Dalits today are a force to reckon with which no political party

can afford to neglect. The political democracy in India with adult franchise has

set in motion political enculturation of Dalits.

Untouchability is a strange notion in contemporary times and many people believe

that it is a thing of past and does not exist anymore. Though there has been some

remarkable progress in the condition of Dalits since independence, the weight of

centuries-old tradition is still too heavy to be lifted within a span of seven decades

of independence. Untouchability continues to manifest itself in newer forms and

different shades in many places. In their study, Shah et al found untouchability to

be a “pan-Indian phenomenon” whose “specific forms and intensity vary

considerably across regions and socio-historical contexts” (Shah et al 2006). That

untouchability still exists in contemporary Indian society has been sufficiently

reported by various studies (Mendelsohn 2000, Louis 2003, Kumar 2001, O’Neill

2003, Shah et al 2006, Sarukkai 2009).

The forces of modernization, urbanization and marketization have somewhat

diluted the rigid caste structure. Modern secular education has also played a

significant  role in weakening the old institution and producing better awareness

among Dalits about their basic rights. Education remains one of the most powerful

tools of emancipation among Dalits as almost all other resources are controlled

by non-Dalits (Oommen 1968), though a study by Shah et al revealed that almost

40 per cent of village schools act as sites “reproducing the hierarchies of caste

and untouchability” (Shah et al. 2006). Ambedkar had called upon Dalits to

‘educate, organise and agitate’. The central role of education for Dalits was not

merely emphasized by Ambedkar but he also showed way by example. Ambedkar

continues to be one of the most formidable symbols of emancipatory zeal among

Dalits. He has emerged as an all India icon among Dalits who constantly inspires

them to yearn for a free and equal society.
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The chapter tries to discuss various terms used to describe the untouchable

communities over the years. Terms like Depressed Classes, Scheduled Castes,

and Dalits have been used in the last century for erstwhile untouchables in India.

The contemporary usage popular among the untouchables and the social scientists

is ‘Dalit’. The term highlights an enhanced political consciousness among Dalits

about their plight  caused  because of discrimination and speaks of their will to

undo the injustice done to them over the years.

A brief look at the history of Dalit community reveals that they have been

struggling since beginning to counter casteist forces. The contribution of

Buddhism, the Bhakti movement, Islam, Christianity, Sikhism and the British

rule in weakening forces of untouchability remains significant. However, modern

secular education along with legislative support from constitutional provisions

against untouchability played a significant role in emancipation of untouchables.

Their struggle for emancipation was voiced most concretely and effectively in

the last century by B.R. Ambedkar. Though Ambedkar yearned to reform caste

Hindus in the beginning, his failed attempts within Hinduism prompted him to

opt for religious conversion and seek political rights for untouchables through

legislation. The promise of an egalitarian society, however, remains a challenging

task given the resistance of dominant communities to cede more and more rights

to Dalits.

4.6   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What is the difference between savarnas and avarnas?

2) What is untouchability?

3) What were the main points of difference between Ambedkar and Gandhi on

caste system?

4) Is untouchability still practiced in contemporary Indian society? Explain.

5) What is the role of Dr Ambedkar in emancipation of untouchables?
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5.0  OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Socio-Religious Reforms in India;

 Ambedkar’s Perspectives on Gender; and

 Features of Hindu Code Bill proposed by Ambedkar.

5.1  INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss about the socio-religious reforms, Ambedkar’s

perspective on gender and features of Hindu Code Bill proposed by Ambedkar.

Cultural representations are crucial in the making of modern nations. The figure

of the woman has been central to the making of the national imaginary. India is

no exception. Women are often projected as cultural symbols of the Indian nation

and society. Changes in her attire and conduct are therefore hastily condemned

as threats to culture and tradition. Such responses have been witnessed in many

parts of the world. At one level these can be read as a response typical of patriarchal

societies. At another level these essentially patriarchal reactions need to be

conjoined with specific historical experiences of colonial societies. Changes to

“tradition” had to be condemned on two grounds—one, that they ran counter to

“natural” patriarchal norms and two, that they are alien and western.

It is well known that India experienced a colonially mediated modernity. The

colonial rule left a deep-rooted imprint on Indian society and created problems

for the average Indian. On the one hand, the intensity and rationality of the West

was worthy of imitation while on the other hand, it meant a re-interpretation of

existing traditional religious and cultural practices. Gender was one of the key

issues to be discussed in the colonial public sphere. The miserable condition of

Indian women, customs like sati, child marriage, enforced widowhood, especially

the terrible plight of high caste child widows lead to acrimonious debates. Sir

Herbert Risley argued that while education had produced a class of Indians

interested in political advancement, it was unlikely that they could attain it for:

“A society which accepts intellectual inanition and moral stagnation as the natural
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condition of its womankind cannot hope to develop the higher qualities of courage,

devotion and self- sacrifice which go to the making of nations.”

5.2  SOCIO-RELIGIOUS REFORMS IN INDIA

The traditional Indian texts essentialised women as devoted and  self-sacrificing,

yet occasionally rebellious and dangerous. The texts on religion, law, politics

and education carried different pronouncements for men depending on caste,

class, age and religious sect. In contrast, women’s differences were overshadowed

by their biological characteristics and the subordinate, supportive roles they were

destined to play. Historians were equally essentialist in their portrayal of Indian

women. Occasionally, the narratives singled out one woman for special attention

but usually this was because her accomplishments were significant by male

standards. As argued by Geraldine Forbes, issues that were interwoven with

women’s lives – house-hold and agriculture technology; religious rituals and

sentiments; fertility and family size; furnishings, jewellery and clothing;

inheritance and property rights; and marriage and divorce – were largely

overlooked. With regard to history written from a woman’s perspective, Virginia

Woolf observed on the ironical paradox of a woman’s life:

Imaginatively she is of the highest importance, practically she is completely

insignificant. She pervades poetry from cover to cover. She is all but absent

from history.

The presence of the British in India, however, brought about a radical change in

the entire social perspective. Apart  from the  introduction of the  idea  of equality

based  on  a conception of the individual as a repository of values and rights, this

contact with the West gave to India, for the first time, a doctrine of social progress

— the belief that man can himself, through collective action, change the structure

of society.

Social Reform in India did not ordinarily mean, as it did in the West, a re-

organisation of the entire structure of society with a view to the alleviation of the

conditions of the underprivileged; rather, it meant the infusion into the existing

social structure of newer ways of life and modes of behaviour. Generally such

change was gradual and was initiated only by the upper classes. Social change in

India was, for a very long time, based on the ‘filtration theory’ — the filtration of

attitudes and modes of behaviour from the upper layers of society to the lower

ones. Gradually, with the growth of organised reform groups like the Brahmo

Samaj, Arya Samaj, Satyashodhak Samaj and other organisations, the social basis

of Hinduism, the caste system, came to be questioned. Various social service

institutions took up the cause of the less fortunate groups in society and sought to

lift India from the morass of caste tyranny. The social and religious reform

movements in Hinduism in the nineteenth century were against social and legal

inequalities. Abolition of discriminations in society on the basis of caste and

gender was the prime focus of these movements. It involved an attack on social

institutions and practices like child marriage, position and treatment of widows,

seclusion and the denial of women’s right to property and education, the roots of

which lay in the religious traditions of different communities.

Rammohan Roy’s experience in working with the British government taught

him that Hindu traditions were often not respected or thought as credible by

Western standards; this motivated him to revisit the religion. He wanted to
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legitimize Hindu traditions to his European acquaintances by proving that

“superstitious practices which deform the Hindu religion have nothing to do

with the pure spirit of its dictates!”

While appealing to the political aspirations of the Hindus, Rammohan Roy wrote:

The present system of Hindus is not well calculated to promote their political

interests….  It is necessary that some change should take place in their religion,

at least for the sake of their political advantage and social comfort.

Moreover, Rammohan Roy fought in favour of granting the right to property to

women. In favour of his argument, he highlighted the provisions related to right

to property and inheritance for women advocated by the laws given in Dayabhaga.

In his pamphlet, Modern Encroachment on the Ancient Rights of Female, he

pleaded for a change in the Hindu law of inheritance so as to improve the lot of

Hindu widows.

However, the discourse of the social reform movements revolved around the

upper caste/ upper class woman who was the principal ‘object’ of reform. It was

Jyotiba Phule who broadened the contours of the discourse and critiqued the

religious texts within the paradigm of universal values like liberty and equality.

In 1873, Phule formed the Satya ShodhakSamaj (Society of Seekers of Truth)

with the main objective of liberating the Bahujans, Shudras and Ati-Shudras and

protecting them from exploitation and atrocities. Phule was a fierce critic of

Brahmanical interpretation of religion and strongly put forward the view that

every religious book is a product of its time and the truths it contains have no

permanent and universal validity. All religions and their religious texts are man-

made and they represent the selfish interest of the classes, which are trying to

pursue and protect their selfish ends by constructing such books. As a humanist,

Phule was much ahead of his contemporaries with such revolutionary ideas. He,

after educating his wife Savitribai Phule, opened a school for girls in India in

August 1848. For his fight to attain equal rights, justice and opportunities for

women and the downtrodden sections of the society, Phule sometimes is termed

as “the father of Indian social revolution”.

5.3  AMBEDKAR’S PERSPECTIVES ON GENDER

For Ambedkar, caste and gender were inseparable. His interpretation of history

and the place and role of marriage in social construction of graded inequality

provide an important understanding of the issue of women’s emancipation in the

Indian context. Ambedkar pointed out that caste is endogamy and endogamy is

caste and that the origin and reproduction of caste rested  on  gendered  violence.

He spent a lifetime  challenging entrenched traditions and texts and wrote profusely

on the ritual exclusion of women.

Ambedkar analysed the Hindu religious texts or shastras to unravel the roots of

women’s lowly status in contemporary society. In a paper presented for the

anthropology seminar of Dr. A.A.Goldenweizer, Columbia University, USA, in

May 1916 on “Caste in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis and Development,” he

scrutinized the genesis, mechanism and spread of caste system in India and its

consequences for gender relations on the Hindu society. His main thesis is as

follows:
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Caste in India means an artificial chopping off the population into fixed

and definite units, each one prevented from fusing into another through the

custom of endogamy. Thus, the conclusion is inevitable that endogamy is

the only characteristic that is peculiar to caste. The superimposition of

endogamy on exogamy means the creation of caste. A caste is an enclosed

class.

In other words, caste system was created by preventing inter-marriage between

different classes. The resulting disparity between marriageable units of the

two sexes within a caste group (as a consequence of artificial parceling of the

Hindu society) was resolved by observance of certain highly obnoxious and

inhuman customs, namely, Sati or burning of the widow on the funeral pyre of

her deceased husband, enforced widowhood and child marriage. This consequently

led to decline in the social status of women in the Hindu society. Ambedkar

pointed out that the caste system and the customary practices associated with it

was largely responsible for the degradation of women in contemporary Indian

society.

In yet another significant work, The Rise and Fall of Hindu Women, published in

1951, Ambedkar compares Buddhist and Brahmanical texts and argues that the

Aryan civilisation was a barbarian phase of Indian history which established the

structures of women’s subjugation, subsequently challenged by Buddhism. This

was the first revolution against Hinduism, but eventually Hinduism through its

counter-revolution again re-established the patriarchal social order  which  denied

women  the  freedom that  they enjoyed  under Buddhism.

Ambedkar contested the ideal of womanhood as described by Manusmriti. In

his, The Woman and Counter Revolution and The Riddle of Women, he asserts

that women in pre-Manu days were highly respected. In the days of Kautilya,

post-puberty marriages were the norm as the Baudhayana Grihya Sutras (rules

for domestic life) prescribe an expiatory ceremony if a bride is menstruating on

the occasion of her marriage. Unlike Manu, Kautilya stressed on monogamous

marriages and believed that women could claim divorce on the ground of mutual

enmity and hatred. Further, there was no ban on a woman or a widow remarrying.

Economic independence was guaranteed to married women during the days  of

Kautilya as  exemplified  by pronouncements on a  wife’s endowments and

maintenance. The status of Indian women began to decline due to the restrictions

imposed on them by Manu.

Apart from these richly researched academic works, Ambedkar also wrote in his

newspapers Mook Nayak (1920) and Bahishkrit Bharat (1927) about the

significance of female education. He involved women along with the depressed

classes in his political movements for social justice and equality. In March 1927,

Ambedkar launched the Mahad Satyagraha to assert the right of Untouchables to

take water from Chawdar tank at Mahad. Accompanied by thousands of men and

women in this historic march, Ambedkar remarked that the movement was to

liberate society from moth-balled traditions and evil customs imposed ruthlessly

and upheld religiously by a vast society upon its weaker and helpless constituents

and to restore human rights and dignity to them. On 25 December 1927, at a

Conference of Depressed Classes held at Mahad, Ambedkar made a bonfire of

Manusmriti in presence of more than fifty women to protest against the

discrimination of women and Untouchables upheld by it. At the end of the

Conference, Ambedkar also addressed a meeting of about three thousand women
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of the Depressed Classes, the first meeting of its kind in modern India and urged

them to dress well and live a clean life. “Do not feed your spouse and sons if they

are drunk. Send your children to schools. Education is necessary for females as it

is for males.”

Ambedkar never envisaged women as passive, docile subjects; rather he

considered them as empowered beings who can fashion their own lives. He

believed in creating an enabling environment for women to be productive members

of society. As a member of Bombay Legislative Council, his arguments on the

Maternity Benefit Bill and Birth Control were quite relevant to recognize the

dignity of women. Supporting the Maternity Benefit Bill for women labourers in

his speech, he said: “It is in the interest of the nation that the mother ought to get

a certain amount of rest during the pre-natal period and also subsequently and

the principle of the Bill is based entirely on that principle…That being so, Sir, I

am bound to admit that the burden of this ought to be largely borne by the

government. I am prepared  to  admit  this  fact  because the conservation of the

people’s  welfare is primarily the concern of the government. And in every country,

you will find that the government has been subjected to a certain amount of

charge with regard to maternity benefit.”

A women’s association was founded in Bombay in January 1928, with Ramabai,

Ambedkar’s wife, as its president. Along with the Depressed Classes Conference

in Nagpur  in August  1930,  women also  had  their separate  conference.  In the

famous Kalaram temple entry movement at Nasik launched in March 1930, about

500 women participated in the non-violent Satyagraha and many of them were

arrested along with men. The women also organised their Samata Sainik Dal.

When Ambedkar returned to India after attending the Round Table Conference

in 1932, hundreds of women werepresent for the committee meetings. In a press

conference held in 1931, Radhabai Vadale said:

(W)e should get the right to enter the Hindu temples, to fill water at their

water sources. We call these social rights. We should also get the political

right to rule, sitting near the seat of the Viceroy. We do not care even if we

are given a severe sentence. We will fill all the jails in the country. Why

should we be scared of lathi- charge or firing? On the battle field does a

warrior care for his life? It is better to die a hundred times than live a life full

of humiliation. We will sacrifice our lives but we will win our rights.

However, the apogee of Ambedkar’s association with gender justice was witnessed

during the Hindu Code Bill debates. As the Law Minister during the Constituent

Assembly, Ambedkar has gone on record as saying that he considered his work

on the Hindu Code Bill to be as important as his participation in the formulation

of the Indian Constitution. Ambedkar  insisted  that  it  was  not  sufficient  to

recognise the  right  to  political and economic equality in a ‘secular’ space defined

in the Constitution, as long as inequalities among citizens, especially and

particularly on the basis of caste, continued to be entrenched in the religious life

of the Hindu majority. The existing Hindu Law, especially dealing with succession

and inheritance, led to discrimination against the female heir. He saw the Hindu

Code Bill as a basis for the reform of the Hindu society:

To leave inequality between class and class, between sex and sex which is

the soul of Hindu society untouched and to go on passing legislation relating

to economic problems is to make a farce of our Constitution and to build a

palace on a dung heap.
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The Bill discussed  the right  to  property for  Hindu  women, order  of succession

to property, maintenance, marriage, divorce, adoption, minority and

guardianship.2The important points raised in the Bill for consideration of the

House were the following:

1) Abolition of birth right and to take property by survivorship.

2) Giving of half share to the daughter.

3) Conversion of women’s limited estate into an absolute estate.

4) Abolition of caste in the matter of marriage and adoption.

5) Principle of monogamy.

6) Principle of divorce.

Ambedkar emphasized that it will put men and women on an equal level in all

legal matters. Needless to say, the Hindu Code Bill met with stiff resistance from

both within the Congress and the opposition members. The Bill was referred to

the Select Committee on 9 April 1948. The parliamentary debates continued for

more than four years. This was the longest discussion on any single Bill in

independent India’s Parliament. Ambedkar sensed that the Government. i.e. the

Congress, was not in favour of the Hindu Code Bill and in protest, he tendered

his resignation on 27 September 1951.

Despite Ambedkar’s monumental work to ameliorate the condition of Indian

women, from interrogating the religious scriptures from the vantage point of

equality and freedom to legislative endeavours, to enshrine gender justice in the

Indian Constitution, strangely academicians have largely ignored his role and

contribution. Ambedkar’s critique of social values and traditions are never a part

of classroom debates or pedagogy.

5.4  LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar did not believe in piecemeal reforms but focused on creating an

enabling environment for women to be productive members of society. He

campaigned for providing maternity benefits for women labourers, giving

women rights to property, maintenance, right to divorce and adoption, in short

all the rights that were only accessible to men in Indian society. More

importantly, all these  rights were  enshrined  in  the Constitution,  which made

them legally enforceable. He did not envisage women as passive, docile

subjects but considered them empowered beings who could fashion their own

lives.

5.5  QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Analyse the social reform movements in 19th  and 20th century India.

2) What are the significant aspects of the Hindu Code Bill?

3) How does the Indian Constitution ensure gender justice? Explain with relevant

examples.
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6.0  OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Ambedkar’s efforts for social justice in the British period;

 Ambedkar’s contribution in the Constituent Assembly towards the cause of

social justice; and

 Special provisions for certain classes.

6.1  INTRODUCTION

Ambedkar  was  born  in  an  untouchable  community,  in  a  society  based  on

graded inequality. The injustice and deprivation of basic human rights that he

endured during his childhood and youth gave him a purpose and mission in life.

During his time Ambedkar was the most articulate spokesman of the exploited

and the downtrodden, particularly, of the depressed classes. He held pragmatic

views on the amelioration of the sufferings of these classes and the role of the

government in this regard.

In earlier units of this block we discussed the concept and bases of social justice.

In this unit we will trace Ambedkar’s quest for social justice through constitutional

means and safeguards in British period. Ambedkar played a major role in the

Constituent Assembly in enshrining constitutional rights and safeguards for

ensuring social justice.

6.2 AMBEDKAR’S STRUGGLE FOR SOCIAL

JUSTICE IN BRITISH INDIA

In his innumerable statements, representations and evidences Ambedkar spoke

eloquently in support of adequate representation and constitutional safeguards

for Depressed Classes. On 29 May 1928, he submitted a statement before the

Indian Statutory Commission (better known as Simon Commission) on its  arrival

in  India. Ambedkar demanded protection of the interests of the Depressed Classes
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through representation in his “Statement concerning the safeguards for the

protection of the interests of the Depressed Classes as a minority in the Bombay

Presidency, and the changes in the composition of and the guarantees from the

Bombay Legislative Council necessary to ensure the same under Provincial

Autonomy.1  He believed the quantum of representation should depend on the

population and social status of the group. Moreover, the Government must ensure

that:

 education is spread

 no discrimination is done during recruitment and

 adequate safeguards are provided.

Ambedkar, therefore, demanded:

1) That the education of the Depressed Classes shall be recognized as the

first charge on the revenue of the Province and that an equitable

and just proportion of the total grant for education should be earmarked

for the benefit of the Depressed classes.

2) That the right of the Depressed Classes to unrestricted recruitment in the

army, navy and the police shall be recognized without any limitation

to the caste.

3) That for a period of 30 years, the right of the Depressed Classes for

priority in the matter of recruitment to all posts, gazetted as well as non-

gazetted, in all civil services, shall be recognized.2

Ambedkar insisted on adequate safeguards, as he believed that the “first essential

of any scheme of reform is that adequate safeguards should be provided for the

good Government of the inarticulate masses of the population.3” A committee

had been constituted by the Government of Bombay in November 1928 to enquire

into the educational, economic and social conditions of the Depressed Classes

and the Aboriginal Tribes in the Presidency and to recommend measures for

their uplift. Ambedkar was a prominent member of this Committee, popularly

known as the State Committee. The Committee submitted its report to the

Government in March 1930.

The Committee recommended scholarships and students’ hostels. For the

economic uplift of the backward classes, it stressed on the need to recruit

depressed classes in the police and urged that the present bar to the recruitment

of the Depressed Classes in the army should be removed; that a Backward

Class officer should maintain lists of qualified candidates from the backward

classes and promote their recruitment; that hereditary services rendered by

the backward classes should be enquired into; and the housing  schemes for

the backward classes should be promoted. On the social front, the Committee

recommended legislations to prevent dedication of devdasis; and that boycott

be checked by propaganda and legislation.4

During 1930-32, when the Round Table Conferences were held in London,

Ambedkar played a stellar role in focussing Britain’s and the world’s attention

on the problems of Depressed Classes and  other weaker  sections of India.

Ambedkar  and Rai Bahadur Srinivasan represented the Depressed Classes at the

Round Table Conferences.
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At  the first Round Table Conference, Ambedkar spoke on his ‘Scheme for Political

Safeguards for the protection of the Depressed Classes in the Future Constitution.’5

He demanded that the Depressed Classes should be given a fundamental right

enacted in the future constitution of India, which will declare untouchability to

be illegal for all public purposes.  Secondly, this fundamental right must  also

invalidate  and  nullify all such disabilities and all such discriminations that may

have been made hitherto.6 He demanded safeguards to ensure the right to adequate

representation in the legislature. Speaking on the subject of joint versus separate

electorates, Ambedkar said:

We, the Depressed Classes, demand a complete partition between ourselves

and the Hindus. We have been called Hindus for political purposes, but we

have never been acknowledged socially by the Hindus as their brethren. 7

At the same conference, Ambedkar also insisted on recruitment for the Depressed

Classes in the services. Moving the resolution, he said, “the Sub-committee on

Services desires that a generous policy be adopted in the matter of employment

of the Depressed Classes in the public services; and it particularly recommends

that the recruitment to the Police and Military Departments, from which they are

now excluded, should be thrown open to them.”

Ambedkar submitted to the Round Table Conference on 4 January 1931, a

Supplementary Memorandum on the Claims of the Depressed Classes for Special

Representation, which defines the extent of special representation. He demanded

representation for the Depressed Classes in proportion to their population as

estimated by the Simon Commission and the Indian Central Committee.

Subsequently he also demanded that the Depressed Classes shall have the right

to elect their representatives to the provincial and central legislatures through

separate electorates for their votes. To hit the nail on the head, he demanded that

the Depressed Classes not only have the right to their electorate, but should also

have the right to be represented by their own men.

The central focus of Ambedkar’s struggle in the British period, for constitutional

rights of untouchables may be listed as follows:

1) All educational facilities should be provided to the Depressed Classes.

2) Depressed Classes should be given representation in state and central

legislative councils on the basis of their population, needs and importance.

3) Jobs in the state and central government services should be reserved.

4) Depressed Classes should be given representation in all the democratic

bodies of the country.

5) Provision of separate electorate should be made for the Depressed Classes.

6) Separate settlements should be established for the Depressed Classes.

6.3 AMBEDKAR’S ROLE IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL

ASSEMBLY TOWARDS THE CAUSE OF

SOCIAL JUSTICE IN INDEPENDENT INDIA

As the Chairman of the Drafting Committee, Ambedkar was closely associated

with drafting  of the  Constitution  for  free  India. As the unquestioned  spokesman
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of the untouchables, Ambedkar kept in mind the interests of Scheduled Castes

while drafting the Constitution. As a matter of fact, Ambedkar was a party to

general consensus in the Constituent Assembly that the term ‘Backward Classes’

would cover three principle components:

 Scheduled Castes

 Scheduled Tribes

 Other Backward Classes.

And Ambedkar addressed himself to the task of securing social justice for all

backward classes in the country under the mandate of a new Constitution.

Fundamental Rights

Ambedkar was convinced of the need for a Bill of Rights in the Indian

Constitution. He was continuously pleading for an elaborative system of

fundamental rights for the minorities in particular and all the citizens in general.

His fight for social justice was the main plank in his struggle as the leader of the

minorities. He was also convinced that social justice could not be secured  unless

it was enshrined in the Constitution itself.

One  of the  first  tasks  to  which  the  Constituent Assembly addressed  itself

was  the formulation of a Bill of Rights with a pride of place accorded to social

justice and non- discrimination. A comprehensive charter of rights was soon

evolved through various stages in the Assembly and Committees. In the Indian

Constitution, provisions aimed at preventing discrimination and promoting social

justice are known as Fundamental Rights. Fundamental Rights in the Indian

Constitution are more elaborate and comprehensive than the Bill of Rights in

any other Constitution,  because, India being a heterogeneous society, has diversity

of religions and culture and social conditions. They are intended to provide not

only  security and  quality  of  citizenship  but  also  certain  standards  of  conduct,

citizenship, justice and fairplay.

The Fundamental Rights enshrined in the Indian Constitution are:

 guaranteeing equality before the law and equal protection of law (Article

14),

 prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or

place of birth (Article 15),

 equality of opportunity in matters of public employment (Article 16),

 abolition of untouchability (Article 17),

 prohibition of traffic in human beings and forced labour (Article 23).

Ambedkar’s efforts to abolish social inequality, social stigma and social disabilities

in our society culminated in these provisions.

In nutshell it may be said that Ambedkar and the founding fathers of our

Constitution emphasized that the objective of the Constitution was to establish

an egalitarian society where rights were guaranteed to not a few but to all. They

firmly believed that right to equality of opportunity has no meaning unless the

vast disparities in society are reduced. Political liberties and individual freedoms

are of little value when the fear of starvation compels the vast majority of the
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people to the will of a few. Right to private property has no meaning for those

who have no roof over their heads. Right to leisure or freedom to choose one’s

profession conveys nothing to an unemployed person.

The Indian constitutional format is remarkable in respect of human rights, as a

significant and unique attempt at conflict resolution. It seeks to achieve a balance

between political and civil rights on the one hand and social and economic rights

on the other or between the individual rights and demands of social justice. The

whole scheme is based on a philosophy postulating a dialogue between

individualism and state control.

Directive Principles of State Policy

While the Fundamental Rights guarantee the rights and liberties of the individual

against arbitrary state action, the Directive Principles seek to emphasize economic

and social goals. It was the intention of the founding fathers of Indian Constitution

to incorporate into the Constitution concepts and principles that should determine

governmental activity, which would bring about a social and economic change

in the country.

Ambedkar defended the Directives Principles of State Policy in the following

words:

Whoever captures power will not be free to do what he likes with it. In the

exercise of it, he will have to respect these instruments of instructions which

are called Directive Principles. He cannot ignore them. He may not have to

answer for their breach in a court of law, but he will certainly have to

answer for them before the electorate at election time. What great value these

directive principles possess will be realized better when the forces of right

contrive to capture power.88

The Directive Principles strive to create a welfare state and a just social order

without any economic exploitation. Article 38 contains the essence of these

principles:

The  State  shall strive  to  promote the  welfare  of the  people  by securing  and

protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social, economic

and political shall inform all the institutions of national life.

Special Provisions

The provisions of Part XVI  of the Indian Constitution may be described as special

provisions relating to certain classes – the Scheduled Castes and Tribes, the Anglo-

Indians and the socially and educationally Backward Classes.

 Article 330 provides that seats shall be reserved for Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tribes in the House of the People.

 Article 331 provides for representation of the Anglo-Indian community

by nomination by the President, in case that community is not adequately

represented in the House of the People.

 Article 332 provides that seats shall be reserved for Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tribes in the Legislative Assemblies of the States.

 Article 333 provides for representation of the Anglo-Indian community

by nomination by the Governor, in case that community is not adequately

represented in the States’ Lower Houses.
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 According to Article 334, the period of such reservations is fixed as ten

years from the commencement of the Constitution.

 Article 335 stipulates that the “claim of the members of the Scheduled

Castes and Scheduled Tribes shall be taken into consideration, consistence

with the maintenance of efficiency of administration, in the making of

appointments to services and posts in connection with the affairs of the

Union or of a State”

 Article 336 deals with special provisions for appointments in certain

services for the Anglo-Indian community.

 Article 337 deals with educational grants for the Anglo-Indian community.

 Article 338 provides for a Special Officer for the Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes to be appointed by the President, whose duty is to

investigate all matters relating to the safeguards for the Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tribes and to report to the President. For the purpose of

Article 338, reference to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are to

be construed as including references to such other backward classes as

may be specified by the President on receipt of a report from a commission

which may be appointed under Article 340 (1).

 Article 339 provides for the appointment of a commission to report in

regard to the administration of the scheduled areas and the welfare of

the Scheduled Tribes.

 Article 340 (1) provides for the appointment, by the President, of a

commission to investigate the conditions of socially and educationally

backward classes within the territory of India and the difficulties under

which they labour and to make recommendations as to the steps that

should be taken by the Union or any State to remove such difficulties

and improve their conditions etc.

Speaking about the special provisions incorporated in the Indian Constitution,

Ambedkar made the following observation:

Speaking for myself, I have no doubt that the Constituent Assembly has

done wisely in providing such safeguards for minorities as it has done. In

this country, both the minorities and the majority have followed a wrong

path. It is wrong for the majority to deny the existence of minorities. It is

equally wrong for the minorities to perpetuate themselves. A solution must

be found which will serve a double purpose. It must be to recognise the

existence of minorities to start with. It must also be such that it will enable

majorities and minorities to merge someday into one. The solution proposed

by the Constituent Assembly is to be welcomed because it is a solution which

serves this two-fold purpose. To die-hards, who have developed a kind of

fanaticism against minority protection, I would like to say two things. One is

that minorities are an explosive force, which, if it erupts, can blow up the

whole fabric of the state. The history of Europe bears ample and appalling

testimony to this fact. The other is that minorities in India have agreed to

place their existence in the hands of the majority…

The details of the constitutional provisions amply demonstrate the remarkable

manner in which Ambedkar applied his mind to the problems confronting the

country, his acute sense of observation and in-depth understanding of the social
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and cultural background of the Indian society. He combined in himself the role

of social reformer, a political leader and a spiritual guide of the untouchables.

6.4 LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar’s idea of constitutionalism revolved around social justice. He wanted

to create an egalitarian society through the process of constitutionalism. He wanted

an India free from discrimination, exploitation and untouchability. His initial

efforts, during the British period, lay in demanding constitutional rights and

safeguards, including separate electorates for the Depressed Classes. After

independence, Ambedkar approached the problem from a wider perspective of

nationalism, democracy, humanity and justice.

6.5 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Discuss the constitutional safeguards Ambedkar demanded for Depressed

Classes in British India.

2) Discuss Ambedkar’s efforts for Fundamental Rights in Constitutional

provisions aimed at preventing discrimination and promoting social justice.

3) Elaborate the special provisions related to the Scheduled Castes and Tribes,

the Anglo-Indians and the socially and educationally Backward Classes.
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7.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 The contribution of Ambedkar in the field of financial management and

solving the problems of the Indian rupee;

 The role of financial management in solving the problem of currency in

circulation; and

 The problems of the Indian rupee before India’s independence and how were

they solved.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss Ambedkar contribution in the financial management

and solving the problems of the Indian rupee and what the problems of the Indian

rupee before India’s independence and how were they solved. When an economy

has  multiple standards of medium of exchange, the currency loses its primary

quality of general and ready acceptability because such a system creates plurality

in fluctuations in relative values of currencies. Even if a country adopts a single

standard of medium of exchange in metallic currency, the problem cannot be

solved because the supply would be insufficient to meet the demand. These facts,

especially in the Indian context, were highlighted for the first time by Ambedkar,

who was the first Indian to obtain a doctorate degree in economics.

Ambedkar was one of the first generation economists of the early 20th  century.

He was a leading monetary economist with degrees from Columbia University

in U.S.A. and the London School of Economics. He authored the following books

on economics:

1)    Administration and Finance of  the  East India Company (1915)

2)    The Problem of Rupee: Its Origin and Its Solution (1923)

3) The Evolution of Provincial Finance in British India:A Study in the

Provincial Decentralisation of Imperial Finance (1925)
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In these books, Ambedkar advocates price stability through conservative and

automotive monetary management. In this matter, he criticised Keynes who

supported Gold Exchange Standard (GES) while Ambedkar favoured Gold

Standard (GS). GES is a monetary system under which the currency of one country

is converted into bills of exchange of another country whose currency is

convertible into gold at a stable exchange rate. Under this system, the country

maintains its currency parity with gold without gold reserve. GS is a monetary

system in which the standard unit of currency is a fixed quantity of gold and the

country maintains gold reserve.

The differences between the two monetary systems are summarized in the table:

Gold Exchange Standard (GES) Gold Standard (GS)

The currency of one country is converted The standard unit of currency is

into bills of exchange of another country a fixed quantity of gold

whose currency is convertible into gold

at a stable exchange rate.

The country maintains its currency parity The country maintains gold

with gold without gold reserve. The reserve

government  manipulates  the  coinage to

keep it at par with the value of gold.

The problem of rupee is directly associated with the problem of inflation. A rise

in inflation reduces real wages of workers belonging to the earning class. Therefore

the rupee should be stabilised which is only possible when the purchasing power

of rupee is stabilised because devaluation of currency results in distributional

effects and inflation. Stability in purchasing power of the rupee can be achieved

only when financial management supports Automatic Monetary Policy (AMP).

Ambedkar was in its favour.

In his doctoral thesis in the London School of Economics, he argued that gold

exchange standard does not have stability in India. He emphasized that India

cannot afford gold exchange standard because it increases inflation and reduces

real wages of the earning class. In his thesis he proved statistically that Indian

rupee had lost its value and hence purchasing power of the rupee was falling. He

suggested having circular flow of money along with regulated government deficit

in India. More attention should be given to price stability rather than to exchange

rate stability. The exchange standard requires to be managed, which can be done

either by the government or by an independent authority. However, the chance of

mismanagement is greater by government because the issue of government money

is authorised and conducted by men who are never answerable in case of bad

judgment. Ambedkar was in favour of an independent centralised regulating

authority to undertake financial management. This view laid down the foundation

for the establishment of the Reserve Bank of India.

7.2 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND RUPEE

Financial management is concerned with managing money through planning,

controlling, organising and directing the financial activities of an organisation.

Funds flows are directed according to plan. The basic functions of financial

management, according to Nobanee (2015) include the following:
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 estimating capital requirement

 determining  capital composition

 finding sources of funds and their investment

 managing cash and disposal of surplus

 maximising sales and minimising cost.

The rupee is the name of the currency of India, Nepal, Indonesia, Sri Lanka,

Mauritius, Pakistan, Seychelles and Maldives. According to Kapoor (2002), the

earliest coins in the world were issued in ancient India. Rupiya was introduced in

900 B.C. Sher Shah Suri (1540-1545) issued silver coins weighing 178 grains

which were called Rupiya. The Indian rupee is a descendent of the rupiya. The

origin of rupiya is from the Sanskrit word for silver coin, rupya (Turner, 1985).

The Indian rupee  suffered  from many problems. Ambedkar’s  experiences related

to financial management helped him in proposing solutions to these problems.

Ambedkar favoured the need of an autonomous monetary institution to control

the value of rupee associated with exchange rate. Ambedkar’s view was

instrumental in establishing the RBI. It was established on 1 April 1935 via the

Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. The central office of the Reserve Bank of India

was initially in Calcutta but was permanently moved to Mumbai in 1937.

Ambedkar also helped establish the Finance Commission of India in 1951 to

strengthen the centre-state relations.

7.3  AMBEDKAR ON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

AND RUPEE

Ambedkar was a monetary economist. He obtained a doctorate from London

School of Economics in 1923 under the supervision of Prof. Edwin Canaan. His

thesis, “The Problem of the Rupee: Its Origin and Solution” was on the problems

of the rupee, and was published in book form in 1923. In his thesis, Ambedkar

examined the causes for the rupee’s fall in value (Sorade 2013).

The main focus of his thesis in London School of Economics (LSE) was on

managing Indian monetary affairs. Unlike J.M. Keynes who favoured the gold

exchange standard, Ambedkar favoured the gold standard. He looked into the

problems of the rupee at a time when there was a clash between the colonial

administration and Indian business entrepreneurs over the value of rupee. Indian

businessmen blamed the colonial administration for maintaining an overvalued

exchange rate of the Indian currency to support British exporters who sold goods

in India. The Congress supported Indian entrepreneurs and demanded devaluation

in the Indian currency. Eventually, London agreed to set up the Hilton Young

Commission to look into the matter. When this commission, then known as the

Royal Commission on Indian Currency and Finance, came to  India, each of its

members was holding the book, The Problem of Rupee: Its Origin and Its Solution,

that Ambedkar wrote in 1923.

In his book, Ambedkar raised the following basic questions:

 Should India stabilise its exchange?

 What should be the ratio at which India should stabilise its exchange?
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Ambedkar argued in favour of limited devaluation of rupee, somewhere in between

the then prevailing exchange rate and the point of agreement between the Congress

and British colonial administration. He said that this limited devaluation would

help both the business class as well as the earning class. A devaluation of currency

increases inflation. A steep devaluation results in steep inflation which reduces

real wages of the earning class. Ambedkar, in his statement to the Royal

Commission said:

The more important point is, supposing that there is a gain arising from low

exchange, where does this gain arise? It is held by most businessmen that it

is a gain to the export trade and so many people have blindly believed in it

that it must be said to have become an article of faith common to all that a

low exchange is a source of gain to the nation as a whole. Now if it realized

that low exchange means high internal prices, it will at once become clear

that this gain is not a gain coming to the nation from outside, but is a gain

from one class at the cost of another class in the country.

Ambedkar  posited  the  following  facts  before  the  commission  to  reform the

Indian currency:

 Coinage of Indian rupee should be stopped absolutely by closing the

mints.

 Minting of gold coin should be opened for the coinage of a suitable gold

coin.

 Ratio between the gold coin and rupee should be fixed.

 Both the rupee and gold should not be convertible to each other but they

may be circulated as unlimited legal tender at a ratio fixed by law.

Problems of Rupee

i)     Double  Standard in Mughal  Period

The Indian money consisted of both gold and silver in the mid-eighteenth century.

Hindu emperors supported gold coins while Muslim emperors favoured silver

ones (Princep 1834). For example, in south India, a silver coin, pagoda, was

used as a medium of exchange. Hence both the gold mohur and the silver rupee

were in circulation without any fixed exchange ratio between them. Further,

different kingdoms in  India  decided  the  minting  quality of coins,  hence

metallic  contents  differed considerably across kingdoms. As a result, the currency

lost its primary quality of general and ready acceptability.

A common medium of exchange between the coins in circulation being absent,

plurality of medium of exchange created problems in trade. It encouraged barter

trading in the markets. The society suffered from diseased money which drove

away good money. Consequently Indian economy suffered significantly.

The value of the coin circulated in the Mughal period depended on the fluctuation

in the value of metals. When the value of gold increased more than its value

when the coin was minted, the circulation of the gold coin got reduced because

people would store gold coins at home instead of using them. Similarly, when

the value of silver increased more than its value at the time of fixation of the

proportion of gold and silver, the circulation of the silver coin got reduced because

people would store the silver coins at home instead of using them. This fluctuation
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in the relative value became a continual problem for trade. Traders started

demanding circulation of monometallic coins in place of bimetallic ones.

ii)    From  Double  Standard to  Silver  Currency

In 1833 an Imperial system of administration was set up by an Act of parliament

which centralized all legislative and executive authorities over India. It replaced

local coinage by imperial coinage. Therefore, a common currency, as a sole legal

tender, was introduced in India by an Act of the Imperial government (XVII of

1835), which is also known as the Currency Act of 1835. According to this act,

no gold coin was permitted as a legal tender of payment in any of the territories

of the East India Company. This was a turning point in India’s monetary reforms

because monometallic silver, 180 grains in weight, became the sole legal tender

throughout the country.

Adoption of silver coinage decreased the revenue collected through seignorage

(tax collected on total price of a coin including metal contents and production

cost). It created a commercial problem in trade, which was demanding credit that

could not be met by silver coinage due to insufficiency of supply of silver.

iii)    Free  Banking  System

In the nineteenth century, India followed the free banking system in which every

bank was empowered to issue notes. However, notes issued by the Presidency

Bank enjoyed more acceptance by the Government for revenue repayment. In

1920, by the Banking Act XLVII, three Presidency Banks were amalgamated

into one bank, called the  Imperial  Bank  of  India.  No  discretion  was  left  to

the  Government regarding paper currency. The Government was empowered to

regulate silver mining. According to law, Rs. 979 only could be issued against

1000 to lakh of silver coins. The Indian Paper Currency Law was able to control

the volume of issue of notes. Banks were empowered to invest Rs. 4.00 crore in

1861, Rs. 6.00 crore in 1871 and Rs. 8.00 crore in 1890. Denominations of 10,

20, 50, 100, 500and 1000 notes were being issued in 1861. However, even the

lowest denomination (Rs. 10) was too large to displace the metallic currency.

Perhaps this was the reason why the paper currency could not have as much

share as silver coins in total circulated currency (i.e. silver coins plus paper

currency). A 5- rupee note was issued for the first time in 1871.

iv)   Lack  of  Universal  Encashability

The country was divided into different circles for issuing paper currencies. Paper

currencies were encashable only in the circle office from where they were issued.

They were not encashable in another circle.  Thus the Indian paper currency

lacked universal encashability despite being legal tender.

v)    Irregular Supply of Money

Both the demand and the supply of money should be kept equal, to keep a check

on prices. But in any economy, the demand for money can never be pre-determined

because it depends on the population, trade and seasonal variations (for example,

demand  is  slack  in summer  and  brisk  in  autumn).  Only money supply can  be

adjusted according to the fluctuation in the demand for money.

Financial management involves managing circulation of both metallic and paper

money. But the Indian Paper Currency Act did not permit an increase in supply

beyond a limit. Paper notes became inelastic in nature. The demand for money,
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therefore,  increased  substantially,  more  than the  supply because  the  purchasing

medium of exchange is a function of both money and credit. It resulted in more

demand for metallic money than for paper currency because the supply of the

latter was restricted and inelastic.

vi)   No  Cheque  System

Credit was given in cash, not by cheque. This created a shortage of liquidity in

banks.

vii)   No  Connection  Between  Treasury  and  Banking  Operation

The government treasury operated independently without any connection with

the banking operation.

viii)  Inelastic  Credit  Media

Amount of credit in operation was limited due to unavailability of cheque system

and limited paper currency. This severely affected purchasing power.

ix)   Low  Profit Margin to Businessmen

Businessmen dependent on banking operations for borrowing capital were

subjected to seasonal fluctuations. Their profit margins could be wiped out because

of the fluctuations. A sudden rise or fall in the rate of discount resulted in under

trading or over trading. This increased business risk.

x)    Rupee-Sterling  Exchange Variation

Both the Indian silver rupee and England’s gold were made of different metals

which were subject to vary in value over a period of time. However, the exchange

rate was almost steady up to 1873 at the ratio of 1 to 15.5, but after that, the value

of the Indian rupee fell substantially because of demonetization of silver in the

international market and less production of silver. It affected trade between the

two countries. India paid a higher amount of gold to England due to appreciation

of gold value. Consequently British administration in India increased taxes to

raise revenue.

xi)   Switching  over  to  Gold  Standard

India was following the silver standard while most of the prominent countries

were following the gold standard. Under the prevalent system, the Government

was to pay in rupees in return for gold, in every case, and gold for rupees only in

case of foreign remittances (Lindsay Committee 1898). The Government of India

had two reserves of currencies-paper currency reserve and gold standard reserve.

The difference between the two is summarized in the following table:

Paper currency reserve Gold standard reserve

Held fully in rupees. Held partly in gold and partly in rupee

Was in the possession of the Was in the possession of the secretary

Government of India located of state located in London

in India.

The   Government   of   India   was The secretary of state was em-

empowered to sell “Reverse Council” powered”Council Bill” when there

to sell when there was a want of gold. was a want of rupee
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The paper currency reserve was held fully in rupees while gold standard reserve

was held partly in gold and partly in rupee. The gold reserve was in the possession

of the secretary of  state  located  in  London  and  the  rupee  reserve  was  in  the

possession  of  the Government of India located in India. The secretary of state

was empowered to sell “Council Bill” when there was  a want  of rupee and  the

Government of India was empowered to sell “Reverse Council” when there was

a want of gold. The basic points of the Indian currency system can be cited below.

 The gold sovereign was a full legal tender.

 The silver rupee was also a full legal tender.

 The Government of India undertook to give rupees for sovereigns but

did not undertake to give sovereigns for rupees, that is, rupee was an

inconvertible currency, unlimited in issue.

7.4 LET US SUM UP

In this unit you have learned how B. R. Ambedkar looked into the problems of

the rupee at a time when there was a clash between the colonial administration

and Indian entrepreneurs and businessmen over the value of rupee. The Indian

rupee was suffering from a number of problems.

1) Double standard of both gold and gold exchange was adopted by British

administration in India.

2) Every bank was empowered to issue notes at its liberty.

3) Paper currencies were encashable only in circle offices from where they were

issued.

4) Paper notes were almost inelastic in nature.

5) The cheque system was not popular.

6) The value of Indian currency was highly volatile.

In such a situation, Ambedkar’s experiences related to financial management

helped him in proposing solutions to these problems.

He strongly supported gold standard in which the standard unit of currency is a

fixed quantity of gold and the country maintains a gold reserve. He emphasized

that India could not afford gold exchange standard because it increases inflation

and reduces real wages of the earning class. More attention should be given to

price stability rather than exchange rate stability. He favoured setting up of an

autonomous monetary institution to control the value of rupee associated with

exchange rate, which later came to be called the Reserve Bank of India.

7.5 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What do you understand by the plurality in standards of medium of exchange

of currency?

2) Who was the first Indian to get a Ph.D. degree in economics?

3) Name some books on economics written by B.R. Ambedkar.
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4) What is the difference between gold exchange standard and gold standard?

5) What do you understand by financial management?

6) Who established the finance commission of India?

7) Who was Edwin Canaan?

8) What problems were being faced by Indian currency before independence?
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8.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 The colonial economy of India;

 The colonial commercial policy and its impact on Indian economy;

 The economic exploitation, forced poverty and famine in colonial India;

 The problem of labour and land policy in colonial India; and

 Financial and monetary problems in colonial India.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Colonial economy refers to a mode of production and consumption. The East

India Company established its foothold in India in the name of trading and

gradually extended its rule over the entire country. It finally established the so

called company government or British government of India to fulfill its economic

agenda of draining the Indian economy through the use of trade and commerce.

The colonial state and its ministers, the court of directors, exercised their control

over the East India Company.

Europe, having just emerged from medievalism, was making its first experiments

in Asiatic rule. Led by the medieval concept of conquest, Europe started to capture

the Eastern world and exploit it. A medieval type of commerce was perpetuated

on Indian trade. At this time, Portugal, Spain, and Holland established their power

in Asia.

The English rose to dominance in India later and embodied the European ideals

of the eighteenth century in place of the European ideals of the sixteenth century,
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modern as against semi-medieval Christendom. However England could not shake

away the tradition of the period, the tradition of monopoly. Self-interest induced

a corrupt and oligarchic (“the rule of the few”) legislature. Principles were

banished in the wake of politics. Men fought for material objects and gold ruled

the aspirations of the greatest. India was stifled by such fatal powers.

8.2 AMBEDKAR’S IDEAS OF PRE-COLONIAL

INDIAN ECONOMY

Ambedkar critically evaluated and described the economic condition of people

in pre- colonial India. He studied economic development under various rulers in

pre-colonial India to  debunk  the  fallacious  stand  taken  by  the  British  historians

of  India. Ambedkar describes the country as prosperous under both Hindu and

Muslim rules. The magnificence of Kannauj and wealth of Somnath temple are

examples of Indian affluence at the time. In Ambedkar’s  view,  British  historians

were  wrong  in  describing  Muslim  rulers  as barbarous and despots, whereas

most of them were men of extraordinary character. For example, Mahmud of

Ghazni supported a large number of literary geniuses, such as Firdausi and Al-

Biruni. One of  his illustrious successors was a woman, Razia Sultan; Feroz

Shah Tughlaq  was  a  well-known administrator  and  builder.  His  public  work

consisted of the following:

50 dams across rivers to promote irrigation, 40 mosques and 30 colleges,

100 Caravan series, 30 reservoirs, 100 hospitals, 100 public baths, 150 bridges,

besides many other edifices for pleasure and ornament; and, above all, the

canal from the point in the Jumna where it leaves the mountains of Carnal to

Hausi and Hissar, a work which has been partially restored by the British

Government…

The ryots were happy under his government; their houses were full of goodness

and furniture. Their women  generally used gold and silver.

Ambedkar quotes notes of an Italian traveler, Milo de Conti, who visited India.

Conti speaks highly of what he saw in Gujarat, and found the banks of Ganges

dotted with towns amidst gardens and orchards. He described a city called

Maarazia, which was a powerful city, filled with gold, silver and precious stones.

Travelers Barbora and Bartema visited India in early 16th  century and wrote

about it. Barbora described Cambay as a well-built city, situated in a beautiful

country filled with merchants, and with artisans and manufactures like those of

Flanders.

Babur, who founded the Mughal dynasty in India, said the country was prosperous

and had a large population; artisans were found everywhere. Babur was a

benevolent ruler and his public work proves his statesmanship. Shah Jahan, who

“reigned not so much as a king over his subjects, but rather as a father over his

family.” His rule was marked by prosperity and people lived in peace under his

sovereign.

Under the Marathas, according to a traveler, the lives of people were simple and

happy; there was no war or misery. “The people were cheerful, vigourous and in

high health, and, unbounded hospitality was a universal virtue; every door was

open, and friends, neighbors and strangers were alike welcome.”
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that the country “was well cultivated, populous with industrious inhabitants.”

Cities were newly founded, commerce was extending, towns were increasing

and everything was flourishing.

“His country was found everywhere full of inhabitants and apparently cultivated

to the utmost extent of which the soil was capable,” he writes.

According to Macaulay, Bengal was known through the East as the Garden of

Eden.

Its population multiplied exceedingly; distant provinces were nourished from

the overflowing of its granaries: and the noble ladies of London and Paris

were clothed in the delicate produce of its looms.

Thus we saw pre-colonial Indian economy was booming and Indians were a

prosperous people. Let us now look at the condition of England.

8.3 AMBEDKAR’S THOUGHTS ON ECONOMY OF

ENGLAND AND COLONIAL INDIA

Ambedkar critically examined the historical and economic condition of England.

England under the rule of Norman conquerors was in a pitiable condition. Normans

used derogatory terms for Anglo-Saxons, who were denied justice by the iniquitous

Norman magistrates.

However, the historians British of India had a wrong notion that Indians were

ignorant and uncivilized and portrayed them not in good light. Ambedkar quotes

Sir Thomas Munro’s words to English historians of India that ancient Indians

were far better economically than the English of the same period.

According to Ambedkar,

If we recall the economic conditions of England before and after 1600 and

India’s tribute to England, we will get the answer to the question why England

prospered and India declined after the religious reformation period. India

contributed, or was forced to contribute, to the economic prosperity of

England.

Quoting Sir Josiah Child, Ambedkar points out that in 1545 the trade of England

was inconsiderable and merchants were very few. Describing the prosperity of

the people after 1600, Sir Josiah reveals that in the stock exchange, there were

more traders now with ten thousand pound estates than there were with one

thousand pound estates in 1545. Sixty years ago, a man who could give a five

hundred pound portion to his daughter was held in higher esteem than a man

now who could give two thousand pounds to his daughter. Where earlier there

was one coach, now there were a hundred. Most men paid a higher tax now in

one year than their forefathers did in twenty years. Trade had improved with

transportation of goods, which resulted in customs duty being increased six times.

The mercantile class had  become very powerful by the  year  1600  and  was

instrumental in determining whether the rulers of England were vanquished or

restored to power.

Ambedkar presents a vivid account of the East India Company’s main political

and economic motives:
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The rule of the company was anything but wise, it was rigorous, it gave security

but destroyed property. The scheme of administration was not perfect.

Ambedkar quotes Adam Smith who said that the merchants were incapable of

considering themselves as sovereigns, even after they had become the rulers. For

them, governing the state was secondary because their prime objective was

business and trade, buying and selling. The merchants cared about their own

interest and not the interest of the state. The proprietors and directors of Indian

stock did not get any monetary benefit but got voting rights, which gave them

some influence. Therefore, even a financially moderate person was willing to

give thirteen to fourteen hundred pounds merely for the influence which he

expected to acquire by means of a vote in the court of proprietors. This gave him

a share, though not in the plunder, but in the appointment of plunderers of India.

Adam Smith describes how the merchants did not care about the prosperity or

ruin of the Indian empire, how, unlike any rulers ever, they were completely

indifferent to the happiness or misery of their subjects, the improvement or waste

of their colony, the glory or disgrace of their administration.

This was true of the early rule of the company; later, gradually corruption was

uprooted. However, under this regime Indians had no voice, no job, and were

barred from all high paying jobs except petty positions like clerks.

Colonial  India’s  contribution  of  Trade  and  stock  to  England’s  Economy

India contributed to the economic prosperity and mobility of shareholders,

merchants and wealth of England by trade and stock. Trade is forefront in the

expansion of wealth. Stock is a barometer of business conditions. Hence, we will

see how much that stock would be a useful criteria to determine the value of

trade with India in England. The following paragraphs help us to understand

how, even though the market   fluctuated greatly, the company made great profit.

The stock of East  India Company had increased to 8 per cent after the union with

Scotland in 1709, rose to 9 per cent in 1710 and 10 per cent in 1712. However,

there were fluctuations due to

 competition with the French East India Company

 increase of capital cost

 formation of the Swedish East India Company in 1732

 sectarian  wars in Europe

 war in Karnataka.

While the dividend rate increased to 8 per cent in 1744, the average rate of dividend

was about 9 per cent in this century. The company’s stock had top position

throughout 18th century. The stock was valued at 450 pounds in 1720, but fell to

148 pounds in 1755 when   Burdwan and other provinces were ceded to the

company. Increased cost of administration caused 6 per cent decline of dividends

in 1760.

Even the stock value was more than the real value. Let us suppose an average

dividend of 10 per cent and   interest at a moderate rate of about 5-1/3 per cent on

the cost price. As there was no profit on this stock, there was a continuous fall of

stock until 1766.
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However, it fell to 118 pounds and 10 shillings in the crisis of 1784. The stock

fluctuation was regulated by the trading company as it became a sovereign ruler

and enacted the Pitts India Act, which resulted in increasing the price to 185

pounds and 10 shillings in 1787. Subsequently fluctuations declined.

The company had expectation to get higher profit from Bengal revenue, which

caused an artificial boom and inflated the price to 233 pounds. But the stock

declined to 60 per cent because of the war in Karnataka. However, the company

received 1,91,644 pounds for each year and after the acceptance of territorial

sovereignty of Bengal, the dividend increased to 10 per cent and the distributed

amount was 3,19,408 pounds. This increase of dividend was unjustified and based

on an exaggerated estimate of India’s property. The dividend was paid by means

of a loan at very high rate of interest.

Later the dividend fell from 12-1/2 per cent to 6 per cent for five years.   Lord

North intervened to regulate the company dividends, which were subjected to

ministerial control after the Regulation Act was passed. This helped to increase

the value of property and dividends slowly.

In 1792,  the company signed a  peace treaty with Tipu  Sultan because  of which

it received a revenue of 2,40,000 pounds and a compensation of 16,00,000 pounds.

This enabled the company to increase its dividend from 2 per cent to 11 per cent.

The united company of merchants had paid to the English public 2,53,43,215

pounds from 1798 to 1803. India provided England 38,58,666 pounds for its war

with America. Mr. Yale who earned money exclusively from trade with India set

up the Yale College in the US.

Thus India paid dividends to the stock holders of England and contributed to the

wealth of England.

Ambedkar quoted George Tucker to demonstrate how colonial India contributed

to the prosperity of England.

 The East India Company drew a surplus revenue from India of around

one million and a half sterling (almost 15 lakh pounds) after paying

interest on their debt. This surplus was a direct tribute from India to

England.

 Around four-fifth of the territorial debt was being held by European

British, the interest on the debt was nearly two million sterling (20 lakhs

pounds), which  may be regarded as indirect  tribute paid by India to

England. Tucker estimated this indirect tribute together with the savings

and profits from commerce at three million sterling (30 lakh pounds) per

annum around the year 1821.

 England earned income by forcing Indian traders to use British ships for

port-to-port transportation. Thus Indian ship tonnage formed a

considerable portion of the whole tonnage of Great Britain.

 During this period in England, the state faced difficulties in providing

employment opportunities. Indian service  sector opened space to  the

overflowing classes in England seeking employment, thus economically

contributing to England.
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ECONOMY AND PROTECTIVE COMMERCIAL

POLICY OF BRITISH

India’s economy was far better than England’s. England had failed to compete

with Indian goods. In spite of the high cost of transportation of goods to England,

Indian manufactured goods had captured the English market and England had

lost her home markets. This led England to adopt a strong protectionist policy.

England adopted direct and drastic measures, like increased tariff against Indian

goods to destroy the competition from Indian goods and thus harm the Indian

economy.

In addition to high tariff, England used discriminatory trade practices and imposed

heavy import duty on Indian manufactured goods. Few examples comparing

import duty on goods from East Indies and West Indies are given below:

 Duty on sugar per quintal was one pound and 12 shillings for East Indies,

and one pound and four shillings for West Indies.

 Duty on coffee was 9 pence for East Indies, and 6 pence for West Indies.

 Duty on spirits (sweetened) per gallon was one pound and 10 shillings

for East Indies, and one pound for West Indies.

 Duty on spirits (not sweetened) per gallon was 15 shillings for East Indies,

and for West Indies, it was 8 shillings and 6 pence.

 Duty on tamarinds per pound was 6 shillings for East Indies, and 2 pence

only for West Indies.

 Duty on tobacco per pound was three shillings for East Indies, and  2

shillings and 9 pence to West Indies.

 Duty on teak  wood (under  8  inches  square  per  load)  was one  pound

and  10 shillings for East Indies, but for West Indies it was 10 shillings

only.

 Duty on wood not particularly enumerated, ad volerem was 20 per cent

for East Indies and for 5 per cent for West Indies.

The English tariff on Indian goods was not only discriminatory but also differed

according to its use in England. The ad-volorem duty on piece–goods or garments

sold at East India House differed in the following way:

 The import duty on calicoes was 3 pounds, 6 shillings and 8 pence per

cent. If they were used for home consumption, there was a further duty

of 68 pounds, 6 shillings and 8 pence per cent.

 The import duty on muslins was 10 per cent and for home consumption

was 27 pounds, 6 shillings and 8 pence per cent.

 Coloured cloth was prohibited in England and import duty on this cloth

was 3 pounds, 3shillings and 8 pence per cent. These goods were only

for exportation.

Further, the parliament of England had levied a new duty of 20 per cent on the

consolidated duty. This made the duty on calicoes for home consumption 78
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consumption 31 pounds, 6 shillings and 8 pence.

Colonial Customs Duty Policy and its Impact on Indian Traders

Ambedkar quotes Mr. Holt Mackengie who writes that some Indian commodities

had to pass through as many as ten custom houses and several subordinate chowkis

before they reach the Presidency. Few Indian goods could escape repeated

detention. Even if there were no exactions and delays, the system would seriously

hinder the commercial intercourse of the country. No interchange of goods could

take place between districts separated by a line of custom houses (chowkis) unless

the difference of price was large enough to  cover  the  cost  of transportation  and

the  duty  paid  to  the  government. Therefore, the consumers faced the tax

burden and needed to pay more for goods.

In addition to the duty imposed by the government, custom house officers also

demanded bribes. A rich merchant could afford to pay the amount demanded

from him, but even a moderate demand would erase a petty trader’s meagre

profits.

The prime objective of British authorities and merchant body was finding a market

for goods manufactured in the United Kingdom. Therefore, they gave more

importance to import than export trade of India. As per the Regulation Act IX of

1810, goods that the UK exported were exempted from customs duty and

commodities that India exported, on which England made profit, such as indigo,

cotton, wool and hemp, were exempted from customs duties.

Ambedkar, quoting Lord Ellenborough on inland duties against Indians, writes

that while the customs duty on cotton manufactures of England, imported into

India, was 2-1/2 per cent, cotton manufactures of India were subjected to a duty

of 7-1/2 per cent on yarn, additional 2-1/2 per cent on the manufactured article,

and finally an additional 2-1/2 per cent for white cloth dyed after Rowana (pass),

making the total duty on cotton goods of India, consumed in India, 17-1/2 per

cent. Similarly, the duty on raw leather was 5 per cent, additional 5 per cent on

manufactured leather and an additional 5 per cent for leather made into boots and

shoes. Thus, the total duty was 15 per cent on Indian leather goods consumed in

India. The customs duty paid on sugar was 5 per cent when imported into a town

and an additional 5 per cent for town duty. A duty was 5 per cent was to be paid

on sugar manufactured and exported from the same town. Thus the total duty

paid on Indian sugar consumed in India was 15 per cent. There were no less than

235 separate articles subjected to inland duties. In the name of power of search

the duty was levied on Indian commodities in each custom office and officers

exercised their power to stop the internal trade by delaying custom procedure to

extort bribe from traders.

The lack of uniform currency system was another obstacle to kill the Indian

industries.

Ambedkar quotes Frederick List who said:

Had they sanctioned the free importation into England of Indian cotton and

silk goods,the English cotton and silk manufacturers must, of necessity, soon

come to a stand. India had not only the advantage of cheaper labour and raw

material, but also the experience, the skill and the practice of centuries.
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Ambedkar cites historian H. H. Wilson who admitted that England’s trade practices

were unjust towards India. Indian cotton and silk could be sold in England at a

price 50 to 60 per cent lower than that fabricated in England. However, England

imposed duties of 70 per cent and 80 per cent on their value, thus prohibiting

Indian exports to protect their cotton and silk industries. If England had not

followed such prohibitory duties and decrees on Indian goods, the Mills of Paisley

and Manchester would have come to a complete standstill in spite of the power

of steam behind them.

Further, he said that if India had been independent, it could have retaliated,

imposed prohibitive duties on British goods to protect its own productive industry

from annihilation.

However, India was not permitted to defend herself. India was under the mercy

of a stranger. The British could impose their goods on Indians as they did not

have to pay any duties. The foreign manufacturers employed their political arms

to keep India down and strangle the competition. India could not contend with

the British on equal terms. Therefore, manufacturers were compelled to take up

farming for maintenance, a department already overstocked.

8.5 THE PROBLEM OF FARMERS AND COLONIAL

LAND POLICY

England’s land revenue policy and prohibitory protectionist policy had ruined

the Indian industry and farmers. Ambedkar quotes Bishop Heber, travelling in

India in 1830, who writes about the pathetic economic condition of farmers who

were pushed into misery and poverty.

Neither native nor European agriculturist, I think, can thrive at the present rate of

taxation. Half the gross produce of the soil is demanded by Government.

Bishop Heber writes about how the Indian farmers cultivated very frugally and

were prudent in consuming food, however their provisions of grains became

insufficient even during a favorable monsoon. When their crops failed in slight

degree, even government assistance did not prevent men, women and children

from dying. Bengal had fertile agrarian land and a system of permanent Assessment

(tax) because of which famine was unknown there. However, in Northern India,

the peasantry was worse off, poorer and more dispirited in the Company’s

provinces than under native princes. In Madras Presidency, the soil was poor and

farmers were worse off. He writes,

The  fact  is,  no  Native  Prince  demands  the  rent  which  we  do,  and  making

every allowance for the superior regularity of our system, etc., I met with very

few men who will not, in confidence, own their belief that the people are over-

taxed, and that the country is in a gradual state of impoverishment.

Bishop Heber explains that the colonial collectors did not declare the gloomy

status of people to the secretaries of Madras and Calcutta, lest it may defame

them. Further, Bishop Heber speaks on trade and industries. He explains that the

trade of Surat had fallen and consisted of raw cotton, which was shipped to

Bombay. The English undersold the Indian manufactured goods, leading to a

dismal decay of the circumstances of Indian merchants. Bishop Heber writes that

the natives petitioned to the British Parliament but the appeal was in vain.
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encouragement is held out to the exportation from England to India of the growth

and produce of foreign, as well as English industry, while many thousands of the

natives of India, who, a short time ago, derived a livelihood from the growth of

cotton and the manufacture of cotton goods, are without bread, in consequence

of the facilities afforded to the produce of America, and the manufacturing industry

of England.” But the appeal was made in vain and the interests of England always

remained in the forefront in the eyes of those that were called upon to rule the

destinies of India.

8.6 AMBEDKAR CRITIQUES ON FINANCIAL AND

MONETARY ECONOMY IN COLONIAL INDIA

Critique on Financial Economy in Colonial India

Ambedkar examined the changes in administration and finance of the East India

Company during the period 1792 to 1858, which led him to conclude that colonial

rulers had imposed injustice on Indians. His detailed analysis of gross revenue

and expenditure of colonial India revealed that the company had surplus revenue

for 36 years and was in deficit for the remaining 30 years, though the combined

surplus was in excess of the combined deficit. The main reason for the deficit

was that money was not saved in India. It went as a tribute and dividends to

company shareholders. The money flow was not sufficient in India to pay to

dividends and it had an impact on increasing debt or public debt of India.

The Indian debt was increased because the company borrowed money. There

were two ways to raise loans:

i) within India by accepting exchange of loan notes

ii) Home bond debt raised in England by issuing bonds.

Ambedkar had found that the Indian debt rose from 70 lakh pounds to 607 lakh

pounds, an increase of 767 per cent in the years 1792-1857. However, the Home

bond debt never exceeded 66 lakh pounds during the years 1800-1857. The

surprising fact was that Indian debt was more than home bond debt. The Home

bond debt did not increase because the English parliament’s regulation limited

the borrowing capacity of East India Company.

The tax that the British government imposed on land was not only excessive, it

was fluctuating and uncertain in many provinces. The tax rate for Indians ranged

from 80 to 90 per cent while in England it was between 5 and 20 per cent for 100

years up to 1798.  The British government generated huge revenue during the

period 1792 -93 to 1885-86. The major components of average revenue are given

below:

 land tax: 54 per cent

 tax on salt: 11per cent

 opium duties: 8.7 per cent

 customs duty: 6.2 per cent.

During the period 1800 -1857, the British government spent between 45 per cent

and 64 per cent of expenditure on military alone, whereas they spent negligible
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amount on public  works  in  India. Ambedkar  quoting  John  Bright  wrote  that

a  single  city  of Manchester in England had spent more on a single item, water,

than the money spent on all kind of public works in India.

The British administration and finance of East India Company benefited from

financial settlement. The East India Company ceased to be a commercial

corporation as per the Act of 1834. After this Act, the company benefited in the

following ways:

 15 per cent payment for territorial charges to England

 12 per cent for liquidation of part of home debt

 13 per cent for redemption of capital stock of the company.

The public debt of India was entirely due to wars and India had to bear the burden

of debt. The company had spent 6,94,73,484 pounds on wars and this unproductive

expenditure was placed on the shoulder of the poverty-stricken Indians. The

revenue from India was spent outside India for non-Indian purpose. Ambedkar

dissected the Act of 1858 and showed it to be unfavorable to India and having

evil administrative objectives such as autocracy, secrecy and irresponsibility

towards Indians.

From an economic point of view,  India contributed immensely to  the prosperity

of England but did not get any economic benefits in return. England’s contribution

lay in the uneconomic realm, such as maintenance of peace, introduction of

western Education, building modern institutions including administrative and

judicial system.

Ambedkar’s contribution to the field of public finance and his earlier work on

administration and finance of East India Company  gave substantive inferences

and criticism. He further developed his Ph. D thesis on the Evolution of Provincial

Finance in British India. This work explores the central-state financial relationship

in British India during the period 1833-1921. He criticized the British government

for its excessive   revenue collection through taxation; however a poor country

like India had limits to taxation. As the result, the problem of equitable distribution

of burden on various forms of government such as the central, provincial and

local government assumed significance.

The centralization of government finances was a failure on account of faulty

fiscal system marked by injurious taxes and extravagant expenditure. The financial

system collapsed due to imprudent and unsound fiscal policy. British India

suffered its fiscal malady during 1792-1870 mainly because of  the inadequacy

of imperial system of finance.   Financial inadequacy resulted in chronic budget

deficit.

Ambedkar in his study cautioned the British government that chronic budget

deficit should be corrected not only by increasing the revenue, but also by

increasing the stability and productivity of the nation. The taxing capacity of the

country must give the benefit to the treasury and  the  people.  He  observed  that

land  tax  in  India  was  very high  which prevented the prosperity of agriculture.

Custom taxes hampered Indian manufacturers; internal and external customs

blocked trade and repressed industry.

He urged that tax was not equitable: landlords enjoyed conspicuous consumption

and led a life of leisure while exploiting poor tenants. European civil servants
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Indian poor was harassed by taxes on salt and other items. The government was

unable to alleviate the burden of taxes from the injurious revenue system.

Ambedkar argued that when revenue laws are harmful to the people, the

government can only blame itself for its empty treasury. The bulk of government

revenue rose out of injurious taxes and it spent them on unproductive uses. The

government wasted between 52 and 80 per cent of its revenue on war services.

The salary of a European soldier was four times higher than that of an Indian.

Though the war was fought in the name of peace, it did not bring any progress.

Education formed no part of the expenditure incurred and useful public works

were far and few between. There were no long term plans in the imperial budget

for the following sectors:

 railways

 canals for navigation

 irrigation

 other aids to the development of commerce and industry.

A weak economy and chronic deficit prevailed in 1833 when the centralization

of imperial finance and government was established. The imperial administration

was not de jure but de facto.  Administration of provinces was under the primary

units of executive and the Imperial administration was the co-ordinating authority.

The dichotomy was dangerous for government finance. The expenditure budget

was prepared by provincial governments but the responsibility of finding resources

rested on the government of India, with the result that the government of India

came under financial strain. It was then realized that the provincial governments

must draw up their own revenue and expenditure budget. In 1871 provincial

budgets came into force.

Ambedkar observed that in Budget Assignment, there were high taxes and

inequitable taxation; the imperial government reduced income tax due to outcry

of the richer classes which led to additional deficit, hence it curtailed the

assignments of the provinces. The provinces therefore, had to resort to higher

taxation and again impose tax and cesses on an already overburdened class of

tax payers, namely landholders. As a matter of justice, the income tax should

have been under the state for their relief. This justice was absent for a long time

from Financial Secretariat of Government of India.

Ambedkar criticised in a healthy way the financial inadequacy of the new

arrangement; the government had not been able to marshal in the two revenue

sources properly, viz. land revenue and customs revenue.

Critique on Monetary Economy in Colonial India

At the time two types of money systems were in use: silver standard and gold

standard. Due to uncertainties in international exchange rate, it was difficult to

define how much gold was equal to how much silver. The exchange rate between

the rupee and the sterling was stable at 1 Rupee = 1 shilling and 10-1/2 pence

prior to 1873 and its reflections in the exchange rate between gold and silver was

1 to 15-1/2. However, after 1873, the rupee- sterling parity was dislocated, which

resulted in gold-silver exchange ratio losing its growth.
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Since India, a silver standard country was bound to a gold standard country, in

reality, the economic and financial life of India was controlled by relative values

of gold and silver, which governed the rupee-sterling exchange. It was obvious

that if India had to make gold payments to England, India had to bear the burden

of the increasing value of gold. The payments included the following:

 interest on debt and stock of guaranteed railway companies

 expenses on European troops maintained in India

 pension and non-effective allowances payable in England

 cost of home administration

 supplies purchased in England for use or consumption in India.

Because of the appreciation of gold value (more than the revenue from India), a

high tax and rigid financial economy was imposed to compensate for the increase

in the cost of sterling. The English investor did not invest in Indian rupee securities

due to fall in the gold value of silver and fall in the gold value of rupee securities.

Even Indian trade and industry was affected by the fall in the value of rupee;

ultimately foreign trade showed significant buoyancy, not Indian trade.  The central

government treasury was diminishing by the loss due to exchange. The fall of

exchange and instability of silver, both affected the fixed income groups,

including a large section of Indian people, government, and Europeans. So to

establish stable monetary conditions, restoration of common standard of value

was needed.

Ambedkar was in favour of a gold standard and criticized Keynes who favoured

a gold exchange standard, because gold exchange standard does not have the

stability of the gold standard. In the gold standard, additions to the supply of

currency are so small that the stability of the standard does not  get  affected. On

the other hand,  in the gold exchange standard, the supply of currency is dependent

of the will of the issuer and hence its stability is more easily jeopardized. This

was evident in India where, prices varied much less under the gold exchange

standard.

8.7 LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar’s criticism of colonial economy was based on his empirical and

theoretical work on economic history, financial economy and monetary economics.

He proved that

 the colonial rulers followed discriminatory trade policy

 exploited Indian resources

 overburdened Indian farmers with tax

 failed to control the financial economy

 created disequilibrium in monetary system

 made the Indian government pay unjustifiably more to England.

India was thus forced to remain an underdeveloped country because its resources

were exploited by England for its own economic development.
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8.8 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What were Ambedkar’s ideas on India’s pre-colonial economy?

2) How did Ambedkar critically evaluate the colonial commercial policy and

its impact on the Indian economy?

3) What were Ambedkar’s views on the economic exploitation, forced poverty

and famine in colonial India?

4) Discuss the labour and land policy problems in colonial India.

5) According to Ambedkar, what were the financial and monetary economic

problems in colonial India?
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9.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the effect of various economic systems on the process of development;

 the basic concepts of capitalism, socialism and mixed economy;

 Ambedkar’s thoughts on capitalism, socialism and parliamentary democracy;

and

 Ambedkar’s views on state socialism and his contemplation towards the

emancipation of human welfare.

9.1 INTRODUCTION

This unit will address the effect of various economic systems on the process of

development.  We  discuss  the  concepts  of  capitalism  and  socialism,  with  a

special emphasis on state socialism. We study how Ambedkar perceived these

economic systems. We also discuss Ambedkar’s views on state socialism and his

contemplation towards the emancipation of human welfare. Further, we examine

Ambedkar’s vision and his deliberation on alternatives to capitalism and socialism.

B. R. Ambedkar fervently believed that the development of any country should

be focussed on reducing inequalities, eliminating exploitation of masses and

eradicating poverty.

Many attempts have been made in the world to achieve economic development

and growth. Various countries have adopted divergent strategies to achieve

development. In the initial stages, developing economies were seen adopting a

capitalist mode of production but in the late 60s and 70s, all these developing

economies were seen approaching mixed economy. Countries were found to be

further liberating their economies. Ambedkar’s insight on economic systems was

different. He supported neither capitalism nor socialism or even mixed strategy.

He advocated the concept of state socialism where the state is proactive and

controls resources in order to reduce inequalities and protect the interests of
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marginalised sections. He wanted the state to play a dual role; on the one hand

the state must provide an economic base for equal distribution and on the other it

must protect the downtrodden from exploitation.

Though many countries have achieved growth and development due to

globalisation, the gaps  between  rich  and  poor  and  between  urban  and  rural

in  these  countries  have increased. Ambedkar’s economic views may ensure

both economic development and social justice. This may provide an alternative

to both capitalism and socialism.

9.2 CAPITALISM AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

An economic system refers to the economy’s mode of production and distribution

of the resources in the countries. There are three main economic systems:

 capitalism

 socialism

 mixed strategy.

In  the  opinion  of  Gregory  and  Stuart,  Paul  and  Robert,  an economic  system

is a system of production, resource  allocation,  and  distribution  of goods  and

services in a society or a given geographic area. It includes the combination of

the various institutions, agencies, entities, decision-making processes, and patterns

of consumption that comprise the economic structure of a given community. As

such, an economic system is a type of social system. The mode of production is

a related concept.[1] All economic systems ask three basic questions:

 what to produce

 how to produce and in what quantities

 who receives the output of production.

Capitalism is an economic system based on private ownership of the means of

production and their operation for profit. The main character of capitalism is

private property and making individual profit. In this economic system, a few

selected individuals own the factors of production, leading to class conflict.

Exploitation of poor is the main issue in this economic system.

In socialism the state owns the means of production. In this economic system,

the state takes a lead role in production and distribution of resources. This

economic system allows no private property.

Mixed economy is a prominent and successful model in the present developing

economies. In this both private and public sectors take a lead role and try to

achieve economic development. Both the sectors go hand-in-hand and more

specifically, public sector play a major role in production and distribution.

Ambedkar did not support either capitalism or socialism. He believed that

capitalism only benefits a select group of individuals, thus leading to class conflict.

Wealth is accumulated in a few hands. Further, he asserts that capitalists exploit

land resources as well as human resources, thus perpetrating exploitation of the

lower strata of society. The lower strata of society consisting of the poor and

marginalised sections do not take a proactive role in the production process.
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This dangerous tendency spoils the very idea of equal distribution of wealth.

Ambedkar believed that capitalism, which provides space to private ownership,

can be a threat to the masses. Private ownership brings power to one class but

problems to another. The reins of the socialist economic system, which is an

alternative to capitalism, are in the hands of the state. This state ownership of

property certainly leads to increased distribution of wealth and assets. However,

interestingly, the state generally becomes monolithic and because of a totalitarian

approach, it generally cannot create any base for either economy or the masses to

grow.

9.3 STATE SOCIALISM

Ambedkar believed that the prime cause of poverty and exploitation of the masses

was rooted in the economic organisation of the society which was based on private

ownership of property. Socialistic economy took shape due to the yearning of the

people for liberty and democracy.  It  was  believed  that  a  government  in  the

form  of  parliamentary democracy would bring to human beings, the right to

liberty, property and pursuit of happiness.

Ambedkar (1943), however, argued that even in countries pledged to democracy,

there was an immense discontent against parliamentary democracy, and the

discontent was due to the realization that it had failed to assure to the masses the

right to liberty, property and pursuit of happiness. Despite the fact that

parliamentary democracy had progressed by expanding the idea of political rights

and recognised the principles of equality of social and economic opportunity, it

had disappointed the masses.

In Ambedkar’s views the cause of this failure may be found in wrong ideology

and wrong organisations. As regards wrong ideology, Ambedkar argued that what

has constrained parliamentary democracy in its ultimate pursuit is the idea of

“Freedom of contract”. This idea became sanctified and was upheld in the name

of liberty; parliamentary democracy took no notice of economic inequalities and

did not care to examine the result of the freedom of contract on the parties to the

contract.

Ambedkar developed the linkage between individual liberty and the shape and

form of economic structure of society more systematically in his book State and

Minorities (1947). In this book, he proposed a political and economic structure

for India in the form of “constitutional state socialism with Parliamentary

Democracy.” This was in fact a memorandum prepared for submission to the

Constituent Assembly for acceptance.

Ambedkar highlighted contradictions between the capitalistic form of industrial

organisation and the form of political organisation called parliamentary democracy.

The first contradiction is between fabulous wealth and abject poverty, not in a

simple form but in its aggravated form. The second contradiction is between the

political and the economic systems.

For the unemployed person’s fear of starvation, the fear of losing house, fear of

being compelled to take children away from school, the fear of having being on

public charity are the factors too strong to permit  a man to  stand out  of his

fundamental rights. The poor are thus compelled to relinquish their fundamental

rights for the sake of securing the privilege to work and subsist (Ambedkar 1947).
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Ambedkar favoured an economic system that sought to limit the power of not

only the government to impose arbitrary restraints but also of powerful individuals.

He wanted a system that would eliminate the possibility of the more powerful

having the power to impose arbitrary restraints on the less powerful or the ability

to exercise control over the economic life of the people by being able to withdraw

their privileges.

Ambedkar favoured state ownership in agriculture with collectivised method of

cultivation and a modified form of state socialism in the field of industry, leaving

other activities to the private sector. He also proposed the nationalisation of

insurance to provide greater security to the individual. In Ambedkar’s views,

consolidation of holdings and tenancy legislations  were  worse  than  useless.

Ambedkar  did  not  leave  the  establishment  of socialism to the will of the

legislature. The establishment of state socialism by the law of the Constitution

and thus makes it unalterable by any act  of the legislature and the executive, in

order to provide stability to socialism under parliamentary democracy. It attempts

to establish state socialism without abrogating parliamentary democracy and

without leaving its establishment to the will of the parliamentary democracy.

Ambedkar believed that it is only through this that one can achieve the following

triple objectives:

 establish socialism (i.e. equality)

 retain parliamentary democracy (i.e. liberty)

 avoid dictatorship.

9.4 AMBEDKAR’S VIEW ON STATE SOCIALISM

State socialism is one of the alternative approaches for the development of all

the sections of society. It can act as a solution to the problems inherent in capitalism

and socialism. Ambedkar  strongly believed  that  the  involvement of state is

essential for  economic development. He believed that the state should take a

proactive role in development so that the vulnerable and the poor can be

benefitted.

State socialism provides better opportunities to communities and also curbs

regional inequalities and exploitation of masses. Ambedkar believed that division

and unequal distribution of resources was the main cause for suppression and

exploitation of masses. So long as the exploitation exists in the system, the

development would be impossible and a dream. Only the state could reduce this

exploitation through state socialism.

Ambedkar believed in placing ‘an obligation on the State to plan the economic

life of the people on lines which would lead to highest point of productivity

without closing every avenue to private enterprises and also provide for the

equitable distribution of wealth.’

Accordingly, Ambedkar suggested an economic policy framework aimed at

providing protection to the vulnerable sections of society against economic

exploitation. This plan, elaborated in Clause 4, Article 2 of his Memorandum to

the Constituent Assembly, is outlined as follows:

 Agriculture would be State industry.
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 Key industries would be owned and run by the State.

 A life insurance policy would be compulsory for every adult citizen

 The State would acquire the subsisting rights in agricultural land held by

private individuals  as  owners,  tenants  or  mortgages,  key and  basic

industries  and  the insurance sector and compensate the owners by issuing

debentures.

 The agricultural land acquired would be divided into farms of standard

size and would be let out to residents of villages as tenants without

distinction of caste or creed.

Ambedkar’s plan thus proposes state ownership of agriculture with a collectivised

method of cultivation and a modified form of state socialism in the field of industry.

According to Ambedkar:

Consolidation of holdings and tenancy legislations are worse than useless.

They cannot bring about prosperity to agriculture. Neither consolidation nor

tenancy legislation can be of any help to landless labourers.

Industry and agriculture should go together in the current state of development.

The agriculture sector is witnessing a low level of productivity and the productivity

of labour has been declining with the advancement of various forces. With the

spread of technology and the advent of market forces, the agriculture sector and

small industry are at stake. Profitability and sustainability have become a question.

Ambedkar rightly advocated that the state must address such issues. While

addressing the issues of the poor and the marginalised, the state has to take

initiative in providing basic resource distribution. Hence, it can be argued that

state socialism is one of the alternative approaches to bring about equal distribution

of wealth and welfare to the masses.

In the Indian context, the post-reform period has bridge the gap between poor

and rich, between class and caste. This is the epoch of affirmative action by the

government. Alternative opportunities are now available to the masses and the

marginalised sections. However, unfortunately, this has not effectively happened

with an active role of the state. So, as rightly stressed upon by Ambedkar, it is the

need of the hour for the state to take an active and lead role.

9.5 LET US SUM UP

In this unit you have learned the effect of various economic systems on the process

of development and the concepts of capitalism and socialism, with a special

emphasis on state socialism. We have also discussed Ambedkar’s views on state

socialism and his contemplation towards the emancipation of human welfare

and his deliberation on alternatives to capitalism and socialism. Ambedkar’s state

socialism is an alternative to both capitalism and socialism. His economic system

aims to achieve the ideals of socialism in a parliamentary form of democracy. He

balances both economic equality and social equality in his  scheme  of

development.  He  is  concerned with  both production and distribution of wealth.

Ambedkar argues for  state ownership of agriculture and key industries. The

state has to mimic a welfare state in minimizing the social and economic

inequalities among people. In this time of globalization, Ambedkar’s economic

insights ensure economic growth along with social justice.
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Socialism9.6 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Critically evaluate Ambedkar’s economic views on an alternative to capitalism

and socialism.

2) Discuss the basic features of state socialism.

3) Explain various economic systems in the context of the current state of

development.

4)  Critically compare state socialism and mixed economy system. At the present

state of  development, which one do you think would be a better solution for

development?
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10.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Problems and poor economic conditions of small farmers, tenants, and

agricultural labourers in the colonial period;

 Land taxation and land holding during the colonial period;

 Ambedkar’s philosophy on agriculture taxation; land reforms and land

holding;

 Influence of Ambedkar’s philosophy on land reform introduced by various

state governments in post colonial period; and

 Relevance of Ambedkar’s philosophy to agriculture taxation, land reform

and land holdings in current scenario.

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Ambedkar was a multi-faceted personality. He addressed complex issues like

suppression of the poor, Dalits and farmers in the colonial India through his

writings and speeches. Ambedkar studied the contribution of farming and rural

life to Indian economy. His research highlighted day-to-day economic problems

of small and tenant  farmers and suggested remedies to overcome the poor state

of Indian agriculture. Ambedkar extensively surveyed  rural areas and was

associated with various farmers’ movements. He received direct feedback from

small farmers. His exposure to Indian rural economy is reflected in his writings

in which he criticized well-established reports on Indian agriculture. He challenged

renowned experts for their incompetency in addressing problems of farmers due
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to lack of understanding of inherent land system, agriculture practices and day-

to-day affair of rural life.

He not only criticized these reports but also suggested remedies for problems of

farmers. It is important to read thoughts of Ambedkar on agriculture economy

and land holdings to have a better understanding of Indian agriculture system

and the issue of small land holdings.

10.2 IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE IN INDIAN

ECONOMY

India is ranked second in the world in agriculture production. Agriculture and

allied areas contributed to 16.5% of the Indian GDP (Gross Domestic Product)

in 2016. India is among top three nations producing many crops like cotton,

wheat, tea, rice, sugarcane, pulses,  peanuts,  fruits  and  vegetables. Agriculture

is  a  basic  source  of income  and employment for most of the rural people in

India. The agriculture sector engages over 50% of Indian workforce. About two-

thirds rural population depends on agriculture. The contribution of agriculture to

Indian economy has  been consistently declining  since independence, particularly

in the last thirty years.  Agriculture and rural development have been the most

neglected areas in policy making of the government. The World Bank in its India

Country Overview 2008 report expressed concern over pathetic situation of

farmers and agriculture in India:

Current  agricultural  practices  are  neither  economical  nor  environmentally

sustainable and India’s  yield for many agricultural commodities are low.

It is surprising that findings of this report is an echo of findings made by Ambedkar

in his research paper, Small Holdings in India and their Remedies, published 91

years before the World Bank report came out in 2008. Hence Ambedkar had a

deep understanding of agricultural output and taxation. He knew about the poor

economy of agricultural sector and the pathetic situation of farmers due to small

land holdings.

10.3 SUPPRESSION OF FARMERS IN THE

COLONIAL PERIOD

India’s economy during the colonial period was primarily based on export of

agriculture products and revenue from agriculture land. The East India Company

brought various regulations in the taxation system to get maximum revenue from

agriculture. The land revenue system during the British rule, introduced by Warren

Hastings, was based on the principle that all land belongs to the Crown. Due its

poor administrative system, the company was unable to directly collect revenue

from farmers but depended on local intermediaries. The government introduced

three major intermediary systems for revenue collection from farmers:

 Zamindari in Bengal;

 Ryotwari in Madras and Bombay; and

 Mahalwari in North-Western Provinces.

The entire agriculture land was under the state’s ownership; mediators (zamindar

under zamindari and lambardar under mahalwari) collected revenue on behalf
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collection and assigned contract of revenue collection to the highest bidder. The

bidding process suffered from over stipulation of revenue; ultimately farmers

were forced to cultivate cash crops to meet the target set in the bid. Zamindars

were allowed to sub-contract the land under their control; thus the British

introduced an agrarian hierarchy. People who were not directly involved in

cultivation at the upper layers of this hierarchy were privileged and enjoyed big

land holding but farmers, who were the real producers of crops, become landless

bonded laborers or tenant farmers.

The British policy hurt the autonomy of village panchayats. The Mughal rule

empowered village panchayats to resolve local land disputes; and the role of

middlemen in the Mughal period was confined to collecting taxes. Thus

middlemen could not use muscle power to collect taxes and force farmers to

cultivate a specific crop. In the initial phase, when the British introduced the

exploitative revenue system through zamindars and numbardars, the government

faced  opposition from local panchayats,  which  were  dominated  by farmers.

Mediators could not succeed in overcharging land tax and force farming of crops

which would earn maximum profit for the British.

The local panchayat system defended interests of farmers. In case of disputes,

forcible cultivation or evacuation of farmers due to non-payment of advance

taxes, local panchayats favoured farmers and provided relief to them. The British

saw the panchyat system as being prejudiced and based on orthodox practices of

Hinduism. The government snatched away the autonomy of panchayat system

and empowered mediators to use force or evacuate farmers from land in case

they failed to pay land taxes.

The land revenue system introduced by the British resulted in accumulation of

land with a few mediators. The mediators, holding most of the land, were non-

cultivators; while the actual cultivators were reduced to tenants or agricultural

labourers. Agriculture no longer provided food to people but became a source of

raw material to industry. Farmers raised their voice against exploitation by

zamindars and the British government. Initially these upspring were local and

unorganised. Later political parties, realizing the political strength of farmers,

joined their cause. Uprisings were organised and spread to large areas. The news

of the exploitation of Indian farmers by British spread far and wide.

Although farmers movements during the British rule could not succeed in

achieving their most pressing needs, the government was compelled to relax

land tax and dilute the autocracy of zamindar. These movements also helped in

overcoming the communal divide between Hindu and Muslim. Farmers of both

communities joined hand to eradicate repressive practices of the British.

10.4 AMBEDKAR PHILOSOPHY ON LAND

TAXATION AND LAND REFORMS

Research literature on agriculture economy of developing countires in early 20th

century usually failed to reflect real ground situation because experts lacked a

basic understanding of the ground situation of farmers and hereditary possession

of land. They relied on published literature for drafting bills and implementing

land reforms. The literature they relied on was extensively based on the agriculture
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system based on big land holdings prevailing in the US, Europe and the Soviet

Union. Land reforms and revenue system introduced by the colonial British

government were influenced by a capitalistic form of agriculture. These reforms

failed to address the most pressing needs of Indian farmers.

Ambedkar did an extensive survey to understand land holdings and problems of

farmers. He noticed that land reforms suggested by the colonial government were

influenced by the land holding system prevailed in Europe. He criticized these

reforms for failing to address issues of farmers with small holdings. It may,

therefore, be in order to present Ambedkar’s thought on agro economy in his

own words published under the Clause 4 of ‘State and Minority’ (1947) :

1)    That industries which are not key industries but which are basic industries

shall be owned by the State and shall be run by the State or by

Corporations established by the State.

2) That agriculture shall  be the State Industry.

3) That the State shall acquire the subsisting rights in such industries,

insurance and agricultural land held by private individuals, whether as

owners, tenants or mortgages and pay  them  compensation in the  form

of  debenture equal  to the value of his or her right in the land. Provided

that in reckoning the value of land, plant or security no account shall be

taken of any rise therein due to emergency, of any potential or unearned

value or any value for compulsory acquisition.

4) Agricultural industry shall be organised on the following basis;

a) The State shall divide the land acquired into farm of standard size

and let out the  farms forcultivation to  residents of  the village  as

tenants  (made up of  group of  families) to cultivate on the

following conditions:-

i) The farm shall be cultivated  as a collective farm;

ii) The farm shall be cultivated in  accordance with rules and

directions issued  by Government;

iii) The tenants shall share among themselves in the manner

prescribed the produce of the farm left after the payment of

charges properly leviable on  the  farm;

b)    The land shall be let out to villagers without distinction of caste or

creed and  in  such manner that there will be no landlord, no tenant

and no landless labourers;

c)    It  shall  be  the  obligation  of  the  State  to  finance  the  cultivation

of  the collective farms by the supply of water, draft animals,

implements, manure, seeds, etc;

d) The State will  be entitled to:

i) To levy  the following charges on the produce of the farm;

a) A portion for land revenue;

b) A portion to pay the debenture-holders; and

c) A  portion to pay for the use of  capital  goods supplied; and
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of tenancy  or willfully  neglect  to  make  the  best  use  of  the  means

of cultivation  offered  by  the State or otherwise act prejudicially  to

the scheme of  collective farming;

5) The scheme shall be brought into operation as early as possible but in

no case shall the period extend beyond the tenth years from the date of

the Constitution coming into operation.

Ambedkar dealt with agrarian reforms on many occasions. His views on agrarian

reform can be classified into the following facets:

a) Landless Labourers

b) Land Revenue

c) Land Reform

d) Co operative Farming

e) Nationalization of Land

a) Landless Labourers

Agricultural labourers are the backbone of Indian agriculture. Most of them are

living below poverty line due to lack of purchasing power. The prevailing wage

rate is hardly sufficient for them to meet their basic needs. They are at the mercy

of landlords in villages. Ambedkar demanded the enforcement of a minimum

standard wages for agricultural labourers. Ambedkar advocated that urgent

problem of landless labourers must be solved by taking over the uncultivated

lands for cultivation and giving them to landless labourers. In the case of landless

labourers, land-hunger was dominant. His desire was that landless labourers should

be treated on par with the other labourers. According to him, similar conditions

of work, provident funds, employer’s liability, workmen’s compensation, health

insurance and pension should be open to all sort of labour whether it is industrial

or agricultural labour.

b) Land Revenue

Ambedkar supported tax on agriculture and insisted that every farmer, whatever

may be his income, should be brought under the levy of the land tax. The rate of

land revenue must not be fixed, but should be kept elastic and subject to variation

as in the case of income tax applicable to the salaried class, merchants and

industries. These classes were given relaxation in income tax in case of drop of

income below income tax limit fixed by the government.

Such a taxation system did not exist for land revenue in India in Colonial Period.

There was no rationale in collecting proportional land tax from all the farmers

irrespective of the size of their holdings. Land revenue rates were same whether

a farmer owned less than one acre land, or a jagirdar or an inamdar owned a

thousand acres land. The poor agriculturist was forced to pay revenue even when

his crops failed. Considering the poor state of small farmers Dr. Ambedkar

advocated that:

 land revenue should be levied on the recognized principle of ability to

pay;

 land revenue should be progressive; and
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 tax should be graded with those with large agricultural incomes paying

higher revenue.

He insisted that those farmers whose incomes were below a certain level must

be exempted from payment of land tax. He further argued that the ultimate object

of taxation system on agriculture is to cease taxing on uneconomic holdings.

Most of Indian farmers at that time were either landless labour and owning small

agricultural land. Dr. Ambedkar also made demand for remittance of all arrears

of rent as the revenue arrears were remitted.

c) Land Reform

Through expropriation of actual cultivators, a considerable portion of lands had

passed into the hands of non-cultivating, rent-receiving, absentee landlords.

Ambedkar advocated treating agriculture as industry. According to him land

reforms were necessary to increase agricultural production. He emphasized input-

output relations as a new idea in land reforms. To increase agricultural output,

land reforms act as a method to create economic holdings. Ambedkar laid a great

stress on the modernization and industrialization of rural economy as a step

towards securing redeployment of the labour force so as to reduce the pressure of

supporting family entirely on agriculture. He stressed that prosperity of India lies

in synchronized development of agriculture and industry in the rural India. The

surplus land available because of land ceiling implementation should be distributed

amongst the weaker sections of society.

d) Co-operative Farming

To avoid the evils of small holdings, Ambedkar demanded co-operative farming

in India. He said:

The better method is to introduce co-operative agriculture for standard areas

and to compel owners of  small  strips included therein to  joint  in cultivation

without destroying private ownership (pp. 131, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar

writings and speeches, Vol. 2.)

He further said, “Separate provision for consolidation would be unnecessary.

A co- operative farm would be both a large and a consolidated holding.”

(pp. 134, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar writings and speeches, Vol. 2.) As a social

reformer, Ambedkar visualized that the co-operative system would be the best

system in India in which there would be no landlord, no tenant and no landless

labourers.

e)    Nationalisation of Land

As far as the land ownership was concerned, Dr. Ambedkar was of the opinion

that the state should own the land but not the individual. The nationalization of

land would be able to resolve most of evils due to small holding and landless

labour.  Ambedkar thought that India can achieve impressive growth in agriculture

sector through industrialization of agricultural sector which is possible only with

nationalization of land.

While referring to nationalization of land system; Dr. Ambedkar expressed

likeness for land system prevailed in Soviet.
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10.5 AMBEDKAR’S PHILOSOPHY ON SMALL

HOLDINGS

Owing land is considered a status symbol in India. Agricultural holdings in India

are dominated by small holdings. Land distribution patterns show that there is an

unequal distribution of land holdings and a vast area of land is in the hands of

upper caste Hindus and other higher castes in India. Various land reform

legislations have been conceived and implemented by state governments to

achieve a fair and rationalized distribution of land holdings. But these legislations

have not altered the agrarian structure sufficiently.

Ambedkar studied the problems of small holdings in India and suggested remedies

which are quite relevant even today. His views on land holding were published

in paper titled “Small Holdings in India and their Remedies” published in

September 1918 by Journal of  the Indian Economic Society, Vol. 1. In the said

paper  he pointed out  that  the average size of holdings varies from 25.9 acres in

the Bombay Presidency to an acre or two in Pimpla Saudagar, near Pune. Again

these small holdings were greatly fragmented, For instance,

 In Ratnagiri district, a holding of 20 gunthas was fragmented into three

plots (40 guntas=1 acre);

 in Thane district, a holding of one acre and nine gunthas consisted of six

plots;

 in Surat district, a holding of an acre consisted as many as 14 plots.

Ambedkar conclusively proved with sufficient data that Indian agriculture suffers

from small holdings, each holding being highly fragmented.   He also proved

that small and scattered holdings were mainly responsible for low agricultural

productivity. Evils due to small holdings are many. The cause for small holdings

was excessive subdivision and fragmentation which according to him has to be

curbed by consolidation of holdings for raising productivities in agriculture. The

fragmentation of holdings renders farming considerably inefficient.  Consolidation

of holdings has been designed to reverse fragmentation of land holdings.

According to Ambedkar:

Voluntary exchanges can  hardly be relied upon  for much.  But  a  restricted

sale of right of occupancy may be expected to go a good deal. For, under it,

when survey numbers are put to auction on account of their being relinquished

by the holders or taken in attachment for arrears of assessments, only those

maybe allowed to bid in the  auction for the sale of right of occupancy whose

lands are contagious to the land hammered out. (pp. 459, Dr. Babasaheb

Ambedkar writings and speeches, Vol. 1)

According to him, compulsory restriping has to be done on two principles:

 economic unit

 original ownership.

He wanted consolidation of scattered parcels of land. He does not agree that the

small farms are uneconomic. Economic and uneconomic does not necessarily

depend upon the size of farm. It depends on other factors of production as well.

It varies with labour and also varies with capital. He also said:
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It must be borne in mind that consolidation may obviate the evils of scattered

holdings, but it will not obviate the evils of small  holdings  unless  the

consolidated holding is an economic, i.e. an enlarged holding. (pp 464, Dr.

Babasaheb Ambedkar writings and speeches, Vol. 1)

He further added:

I  am  inclined  to  think  that  under  the  present  circumstances  it  is  better

to further reduce the farms….. I do not therefore understand what is the use

of enlarging  the  farms  if,  for  instance,  farmer  has not  got  the  where-

withal  to cultivate  the  land.  (pp  130,  Dr.  Babasaheb Ambedkar  writings

and  speeches, Vol. 2)

He wanted to consolidate the scattered parcels in the holdings but at the same

time the landless also should get land to eke out their livelihood. Ambedkar

viewed agriculture as industry and attempted to analyse the impact of small

holdings on agriculture.  To him “the existences of holdings are uneconomic, not

however, in the sense that they are too small but that they are too large.” (pp.

472, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar writings and speeches, Vol. 1). It is important to

note that a study conducted by Thangaraj M titled “Land use Pattern in Tamil

Nadu,” (MIDS Working Paper No. 107, 1992 ) by size of holdings shows that

the large farmers leave proportionately more land uncultivated than the small

holdings. This indicates that there is a need for reduction of ceiling on land

holdings.

Dr. Ambedkar linked consolidation of land holding with economy, agriculture

productivity and well-being of farmers. Consequently the remedy for the ills of

agriculture in India did not lie primarily in the matter of enlarging holdings, but

in the matter of increasing capital and capital goods.  He attacked the generally

accepted concept of an economic holding which states that a   holding can be

economical only when it allows a man a chance of producing sufficient to keep

himself and his family in reasonable comfort after paying his necessary expenses.

According to Ambedkar the concept of economic holding should be understood

not only from the consumption point of view but also from the production point

of view.

This is the correct view and applies even today to the situation in India because

to increase production, money and real capital in capital goods are essential.

His further view was that if agriculture is to be treated as economic enterprise,

size has not much significance. A holding be small or large depending upon the

availability and use of other factors at his disposal.   Size holdings is neutral in

economic sense and hence the view that a large holding is economic and a small

holding is uneconomic is not correct because the right or wrong proportion of

other factors of production used along with land makes the latter as economic or

uneconomic holding.

10.6 CONTRIBUTION OF AMBEDKAR IN

INTRODUCING LAND REFORM

Ambedkar, through this speeches and writings, made the world aware of the

exploitation and suffering of Indian farmers. Ambedkar was the first legislator of

the first popular provincial assembly to introduce a Bill for the abolition of

agricultural tenants and securing occupancy rights to the tenants, who were the
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economically wasteful and socially tyrannous. He said:

I too agree that after abolishing landlordism, the state must be the owner of

the land and not the proprietor or the peasant. The natural consequences of

the abolition of landlordism must be collective farming or cooperative

farming. But, we are too much individualists. The cooperative farming, though

useful and improving in production, is regarded by the peasant as an

aggression on our  system. This  is  due  to  the  individualist  tendencies  of

our  farmers. Though we abolished landlordism we would not able to build

our economy on sound  basis  by  such  methods. The  whole  outlook  of  our

peasants  must  be changed, then and then only we would be able to reap the

fruits of our revolutionary  attempt  to  throw  off  the  yoke  of  landlords.

(quoted  in  Ishita Aditya Ray, Sarbapriya Ray (2011). B R Ambedkar and his

philosophy of land reform: An evelauation. Afro Asia Journal of Social

Science, Vol 2(1).)

Under the present circumstances, landlordism could be eliminated only through

a substantial reduction of the ceiling on land holdings. The bill also made provision

for payment of reasonable compensation to khots for the loss of their ownership

rights to minimize resistance from landlords against transfers of ownership of

land. Let us understand the khoti system. In the Konkan region of Maharashtra,

the khoti system governed collection of taxes and resolution of owner-tenant

issue in agriculture sector. Khotis collected tax on behalf of the government.

Abolition of Watan System

Mahars of Maharashtra were the inferior holders of the watan. According to the

Watan Act, the holders of watan were government servants. They were required

to work day and night for all departments. For their hard work, they were given a

piece of land as watan. As a result of this practice, the Mahars lost self-respect.

Ambedkar raised his voice against the watan system under which the Mahars

were to do trifling menial jobs and sundry works. He wanted the holders of watan

posts to be given watan lands with land revenue assessment and they should be

relieved from doing menial jobs. He vehemently said:

I can assure the house that the Mahar people are absolutely determined to

have the bill, and I may tell my honourable friends that if the government

refuse to liberate these  people  on  grounds  of  finance,  on  grounds  of

convenience, or on any other grounds, that it will be a war between the

revenue department and the Mahars. If this bill does not pass, I, for myself,

am not going to be in the council, I am going to spend the rest of  my time in

seeing that the Mahars organise a general  strike, and bring the honourable

the revenue members to feel that the principles of this bill are absolutely

essential for the welfare of the Mahar people. (pp. 87, Dr. Babasaheb

Ambedkar writings and speeches, Vol. 2).

10.7 LAND REFORM IN INDEPENDENT INDIA

AND IMPACT OFAMBEDKAR’S PHILOSOPHY

ON POLICY FORMULATION AT THE TIME

OF INDEPENDENCE

Over 80% of Indian population at the time of independence was engaged in

agriculture and allied areas; most farmers were poor and illiterate, they were
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either tenant or labour in most of the states due to the pro-landlord policy of the

colonial government. The government’s top priorities after the independence were:

 introduction of land reform,

 rationalization of land holding and

 abolition of land fragmentation.

Land reform in Independent India was introduced in the first Five-Year Plan; in

step-by- step method starting with abolition of intermediaries engaged in collection

of tax and zamindars. The Indian government introduced land ceiling to rationalize

distribution of land among cultivators of land; surplus land available due to land

ceiling implementation was  distributed  amongst  the  weaker  sections  of society;

which was  emphasized  by Ambedkar and adopted by the Government of India.

This strategy also helps in creating more employment in rural areas to the dalits

and deprived sections. The Government of India emphasized on implementation

of land reform based on the principle of Ambedkar in each Five-Year Plan of the

nation.  His views on landlordism, fragmentation and sub- division of land

holdings, mode of farming and the system of village Panchayat are of far- reaching

importance.

Various state governments introduced numerous land reforms measure in the

last 70 years. The reforms have been successful in removing irregularities in

land ownership. Farmers and agriculture labourers directly engaged in cultivation

of crops become land- owners of the excess land holding of their owner. The

government introduced relief for land tenants and agriculture labourers by

transferring ownership of land cultivated by them. Tenants have freedom to

cultivate crops of their choice.  The Government also fixed the limit of land rent;

it could not exceed 1/4 of 1/5 of total agriculture products.

The Government introduced ceiling on land owned by individuals. Land was

primarily divided into two classes i.e. (a) land cultivated by tenants and (b) land

under direct cultivation control of landlord.

The  land  under  direct  cultivation control by owner  was  further  classified  into

two categories:

 Land which on break-up will lead to fall in production

 Land owned by landlord.

It was suggested that tenants should become owner of land cultivated by them. It

was suggested that land owned by landlord should be taken over by the state

government and distributed among socially-economical segments of society

who have been struggling in managing their home with small land owned by

them.

10.8 RELEVANCE OF AMBEDKAR’S PHILOSOPHY

ON LAND TAXATION, LAND REFORMS AND

LAND HOLDINGS

Land reform is a continuous process and reforms need to be introduced to meet

the changing needs. The Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India,

is the nodal unit to coordinate implementation of land reforms through state
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reforms. Land reforms come under the purview of state governments. Each state

introduced land reforms independently, resulting in wide variations in land

reforms in various states. Implementation of land reforms have been lagging

behind in few states as landlords has influence in administration and governance

of states.

M. K. Gandhi believed that India can achieve meaningful independence only

through gram swaraj  when villages  will be  self governed through elected gram

panchayats. Members  of the  first  assembly were  not  elected  mass  leaders;

most  of them were bureaucrats, industrialist, and landlords, highly educated and

leaders of Congress. These people had poor understanding of issues of farmers;

but they were in a hurry to bring land reforms. They thought Ambedkar’s ideas

would eradicate farmer problems; however, Ambedkar’s thoughts were

subsequently sidelined under the pressure of industrialists and landlords who

were funding political parties. For instance tenant farmers in Bengal had to give

half of their share of crop to their landlords. At the time of independence, the

Tebhaga movement started in which the farmers demanded that the landlord will

get no more than one-third of the crop produced. The Indian government

acknowledged the demand of farmers and drafted a bill to this effect. However,

the lobby of landlords and money-lenders influenced the drafting committee and

diluted the bill. This bill never saw the light of the day and the Tebhaga movement

could not achieve its most pressing demand. The Communist Party of India in

Bengal took up the farmers’ demand through its kisan sabha. The farmers with

small holdings in Bengal have been struggling for their rights till date.

Farmers of India are in pathetic situation despite of big claims of government

about benefits of welfare schemes to farmers. Farmers are economically  weak

and  are compelled to committee suicide. Problems of land less labour have been

almost same as were in colonial period. Philosophy and thoughts of Ambedkar

are still relevant to bring up struggling oppressed farmers. The government should

treat agriculture sector as par with other industrial sector. The government should

introduce taxation and insurance in agricultural sector as suggested by Ambedkar.

Farmers should be given relaxation, rebates and other benefits in case of loss of

crops as being given by the government to industries. A number of state

governments have not addressed  issue of small holding and failed to rationalize

land distribution. This issue needs to be resolved on the principal and philosophy

of Ambedkar on small holding and land ceiling.

10.9 LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar criticised the revenue system of the colonial British government for

equality in tax regardless of the size of land holdings of farmers. This policy was

unfair to small farmers and tenants. Ambedkar’s felt that tax on agriculture should

be progressive as in the case of salaried people and businessmen, that is, farmers

having low income from crops must be taxed less and tax slab for farmers with

large land holdings must be higher.

The underlying motive of his views on agrarian reform was to fight landlordism.

The benefit of the land should be shared by all section of the society, irrespective

of caste and creed.  The tiller of the soil should be made the owner of the land

and the land should not be transferred to non-agriculturists. Land reform is
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complete only when the tiller is made the owner of the land.  Occupied land

should not lie uncultivated for several years. Such uncultivated land has to be

taken away and given to the landless.  While referring to the redistribution of

agricultural land through land reform legislations, it is wrong to calculate the per

capita land availability by taking into account total population; such calculation

should exclude the people who do not depend on agriculture.

The problem of the landless and oppressed masses could be solved only through

redistribution of land in an equitable manner. Thus, the foregoing analysis clearly

indicates that Ambedkar was a socialist and an all-round social reformer. His

views on agrarian reforms were oriented towards social justice and equality. He

wanted to establish an egalitarian society and wanted this in the agrarian sector

where the reforms are much needed, even today.

10.10  QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Write a short note on the land revenue system introduced in the colonial

period.

2) What were Ambedkar’s thoughts on land holdings?

3) What were the remedies suggested by Ambedkar to minimize fragmented

small holding of agriculture land?

4) What was the impact of Ambedkar’s thought on agriculture reform and land

holdings on the measures taken by the Government in the post-colonial

period?
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11.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Ambedkar’s theorisation on the origin, genesis and development of caste

system;

 The economic interpretation of the caste system;

 The interrelationship between economic problems of India and the caste

system; and

 The probable ways to arrest and counter economic problems.

11.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss about Ambedkar’s theorisation on the origin, genesis

and development of caste system and the interrelationship between economic

problems of India and the caste system. Caste is an important social institution of

Indian society. Many scholars and theorists have understood caste mostly as a

phenomenon unique to India. Using religious and social texts and perspectives,

some scholars have seen caste as an institution that fulfills certain functions of

the Indian society. But rarely anybody has evaluated caste on economic ground.

Ambedkar was the first to interpret the caste system as an economic institution,

apart from its social context. He theorized that the caste system provides a

framework for an economic system and performs many economic functions, such

as the consumption, production, allocation, distribution, and utilisation of

productive resources. As a whole, caste can also function as a means for

distribution of goods and services among the people of the society. Ambedkar’s

ideas and interpretation of the caste system had its roots in the origin, mechanism

and development of castes in India, progressed through research, theorization

and several seminars, culminating in his suggestion for its annihilation, as the

presidential address for the annual conference of a Hindu reformist group. He

went much ahead of his contemporaries and believed that the economic functions

performed by the caste system in the society were dominantly economically
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exploitative for the lower castes of India. Whereas scholars like Karl Marx believed

that the caste system had kept India outside the grasp of capitalism, Ambedkar

exposed the marginality, exploitation and discrimination that had been carried

out against the lower castes due to the caste system in India for a long time.

11.2 AMBEDKAR’S INTERPRETATION OF CASTE

SYSTEM

Ambedkar’s understanding and theorisation of the Indian caste system has been

articulated in the famous article titled “Castes in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis

and Development” which was published in 1916. In this article, he systematically

analysed the origin and development of castes in India. To define the meaning of

a caste, he analysed definitions put forward by scholars like Nesfield and Risley

and criticized them extensively for not focusing on the main aspect of caste. He

appreciated the definition given by Ketkar and argued that only an insider can

understand the true characteristic of caste. Ambedkar says that the true

characteristic of caste is endogamy. He opines that endogamy is the only

characteristic that is peculiar to caste and if we succeed in showing how endogamy

is maintained, we shall practically have proved the genesis and mechanism of

caste. The super imposition of endogamy on exogamy means the creation of

Caste (Ambedkar 1916, p.9).

Ambedkar goes on to say that when a group wants to be a caste then the group

must provide its members with marriageable partners so that the members do not

break the boundary and go out and marry someone from other groups. Therefore

the group needs to get rid of the numerical disparity between two sexes. According

to him, there were four means by which numerical equivalence between sexes

could be maintained:

 burning the widow with her deceased husband (sati),

 ensuring compulsory widowhood,

 imposing celibacy on the widower, and

 wedding a man to a girl who is yet to attain marriageable age.

Sati, enforced widowhood and girl marriage are customs that were prominently

intended to solve the problem of the surplus man and surplus woman in a caste

and to maintain its endogamy. These are means to maintain the caste system and

were honoured because they were practiced (ibid, pp.13-14)

While discussing the development and spread of castes in India, Ambedkar

elaborates that Manu is only a lawgiver of India but he did not give the law of

caste, because caste existed long before Manu. He just upheld the caste system.

Thus the Great Man Theory does not help in solving the spread of castes in India.

There was a time when the Hindu society was composed of classes such as

Brahmin, Kshatariya, Vaishya, and Shudra. This kind of sub-division of a society

is quite natural. But the unnatural thing about the sub- divisions is that they have

lost the open-door character of the class system and have become self enclosed

units called castes. The question is:  were they compelled to close their doors and

become endogamous or did they close them of their own accord? There is a

double line of answer: some closed the door: others found it closed against them.

The one is a psychological interpretation and the other is mechanistic, but they
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are complementary and both are necessary to explain the phenomena of caste

formation in its entirety. It was the Brahmins who first closed their doors and

others found it closed against them. Moreover, there was “infection of imitation”

that led other people to imitate the Brahmins and the result was the formation of

caste system (ibid, pp.17-18).

The Hindu social order is based on the following three interrelated principles:

i) pre-determination of social, religious and economic rights of each caste

based on birth,

ii) the unequal and hierarchical (graded) divisions of these rights among

the castes, and

iii) provision of strong,  religious and  economic  ostracism supported by

social and religious ideology to maintain the Hindu social order.

According to Ambedkar, the doctrine of inequality is the core of the

Hindu social order (Ambedkar 1987).

The caste system is governed by rank and gradation where the rights and privileges

increase in ascending order from Untouchables to Brahmins. It is a hierarchically

interlined system. In this context, caste cannot exist in singular, it always exists

in plural numbers. No caste can be looked at in isolation. The castes can only be

viewed as a pyramidal structure with Brahmins at the top and Untouchables at

the bottom. So castes are required to be understood as a ‘system’ of societal

governance, which are interlinked in unequal measures of cultural, social, religious

and economic relations with each other (ibid).

11.3 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE CASTE

SYSTEM

Along with the social understanding of the caste system, Ambedkar also provided

us with an economic analysis of the caste system. He put forward the economic

analysis of caste in his famous and debatable article titled, “Annihilation of Caste”

published in 1936. According to him, the caste system is an economic institution

and performs a number of economic functions in Indian society. He says “caste

is nothing but an enclosed class.” During his period, the Orientalist understanding

of caste was dominant and caste was not seen as another form class, rather caste

was understood as being opposite to class. In this connection Karl Marx, who

popularized the concept of class, was of the opinion that India has remained

outside the purview of capitalism due to its unique mode of production and

division of labour based on caste system. Marx even went on to claim that Asiatic

mode of production based on caste system was not exploitative and discriminatory.

Max Weber also talked of caste as status groups. There are numerous other

understandings of caste on religious grounds? But Ambedkar’s interpretation of

caste was different. By defining caste as an enclosed class, Ambedkar shows that

exploitative, marginalized and discriminatory factors are present within the caste

system. He further argues that class is found in almost all societies but caste is a

more degraded form of social stratification as it is based on one’s birth and one is

not allowed to choose his/ her preferred means of livelihood.

Ambedkar in his “Annihilation of Caste” says that caste is not merely a division

of labour, it is also a “division of labourers.” He accepts that any civilized society
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that needs to develop economically needs division of labour, but caste is the

division of labour accompanied by an “unnatural division of labourers into water-

tight compartments.” “It is a hierarchy in which the division of labourers is graded

one above the other.” Ambedkar argues that the caste system and its division of

labourers restrict individual aptitudes because of which India has not progressed

economically. Any society that wants to develop economically and socially must

give freedom and liberty to individuals to develop their competency and make

their own career. But this principle is violated in the caste system as it “appoints

tasks to individuals in advance, and tasks are not selected on the basis of trained

original capacities, but on social status of the parents.”Ambedkar strongly states

that  this  stratification  of occupations  as  a  result  of the  caste  system is  not

spontaneous and is “positively pernicious” (Ambedkar 1936).

The caste system’s fundamental characteristic is that each caste has fixed economic

rights, with restrictions on change that induces forced exclusion of one caste

from the rights of other castes. In this context, Ambedkar putting forth the

conditions and requirements of an industrial society articulates that industry is

not static and undergoes rapid and abrupt transformations and changes. Given

this kind of a dynamic structure, an individual must be free to change his

occupation. If the individual does not have the liberty to change his occupation

with the change in circumstances, then he will be devoid of his livelihood. But

caste system is an institution that does not allow an individual to change his or

her occupation as it is given and decided by one’s birth and caste. In addition,

Ambedkar here addresses the issue of poverty, deprivation and unemployment in

the Hindu society of India. He says many Hindus are seen starving rather than

taking up a new profession because the caste system and its structure disallow

people to take up occupations not assigned  to  their  caste.  Thus,  the  caste

system,  by not  permitting  readjustment  of occupations has become the direct

cause of the acute problem of unemployment in the Indian society (ibid).

Since the rights of each caste are fixed and compulsory, the caste system as a

social structure engages in forced exclusion and thereby unequal and hierarchical

assignments of economic rights. This has created inter-caste inequalities that

may lead to deprivation and poverty. Deprivation and poverty are avoidable if

each and every caste individual has access to a reasonable source of livelihood in

his or her ordained occupation. But here in case of untouchables, exclusion is so

severe that it leads to poverty and deprivation as they are denied all resources

and sources of livelihood except performing the task of manual labour which is

considered to be polluting and inferior.

Furthermore, Ambedkar says that this unique form of division of labour under

the caste system suffers from another serious problem. The division of labour

structured by the caste  system is  not  a  division of labour  based  on choice  and

individual sentiment; preference has no place in it. This form of division of labour

given by caste is based on predestination. Against this backdrop, “there are many

occupations in India which, on account of this fact are regarded as degraded by

the Hindus and provoke aversion for those who are engaged in them” (Ambedkar

1936, p. 48). This forced division of labour does not bring efficiency to the work

as people enter into the occupation without any interest or choice. Ambedkar

says,

there is a constant desire to evade and escape from such occupations which

arises solely because of the blighting effect which they produce upon those
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who follow them owing to the slight and  stigma cast upon them by Hindu

religion. What efficiency can there be in a system under which neither men’s

heart nor their minds are in their work? As an economic institution, in  as

much as, it involves the subordination of man’s natural powers and

inclinations to the exigencies of  social rules. (Ambedkar 1936, p. 48).

According to Ambedkar, the caste system reduces the mobility of labour. Not

only that, it  also  restricts mobility of capital,  thereby creating inefficiencies in

production and impeding economic growth. Change is the essence of the process

of economic development and a continuous change in the socio-economic

structures is essential for development. But the caste system in India perpetuates

traditional socio-economic patterns which are detrimental to economic

development.

Ambedkar also denounced untouchability. Untouchability, perpetuated by the

caste system, is a complete violation of human rights. According to him,

untouchability was not only a religious system but also an economic system that

was worse than slavery. In slavery, the master at least had the responsibility to

feed, clothe, house and keep the slave in good condition or else the market value

of the slave might come down. In contrast, under the system of untouchability,

the upper castes take no responsibility for the maintenance of the untouchables.

Ambedkar observes in his “What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Un-

touchables” that “as an economic system, it [the caste system] permits exploitation

without obligation. Untouchability is not only a system of unmitigated economic

exploitation but is also a system of uncontrolled economic exploitation” (ibid,

pp. 196-97). In another book, The Untouchables, Ambedkar argued that  the

caste system was a “diabolical contrivance to suppress and enslave humanity. Its

proper name would be infamy” (ibid, p. ix).

11.4 AMBEDKAR ON PATHWAYS OF ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

Ambedkar was also a social reformer. He not only brought out the economic

problems of the nation and its people but also suggested and formulated ideas

and strategies to curb it. Ambedkar believed that India’s economic development

should give prime importance to end exploitation, eradication of inequalities and

poverty among the people. In this respect, Ambedkar shared Marx’s views that

exploitation exists in the world, where poor are exploited by the rich and masses

are enslaved by the privileged minority which leads to suffering and poverty. But

Ambedkar did not believe in Marx’s paradigm of development. Ambedkar’s

understanding of communism was different from that of Marx which is articulated

in his essay “Buddhism and Communism”. Unlike Marx, he believed that

economic relationships are not the be-all and end-all of human life. He elaborated

that it is not always economic motive that drives all forms of power in human

activity, rather exploitation has many more dimensions that includes economic

as well as social, political and religious.

Ambedkar believed that communism involves revolutionary methods to overcome

the dictatorship of the capitalists on the proletariat. But Ambedkar was against

any form of violent methods and believed that Indian constitutional provisions

and democratic means should be relied upon for the needed reformation. He

championed human rights and democracy as the ideal social order. Unlike Marx,
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he did not believe that the abolition of private  property would  bring  an end to

poverty and  suffering of the  have-nots. Furthermore, he did not believe that

eventually the state was going to wither away, rather he gave importance to the

state apparatus. Ambedkar dreamt and believed in a classless society but not in a

stateless society.

In his article “States and Minorities”, he argues that the state will remain as long

as human society exists. He elaborated “an obligation on the state to plan the

economic life of the people on line which would lead to highest point of

productivity without closing every avenue to private enterprise, and also provide

for equitable distribution of wealth” (ibid, p.34). Ambedkar believed in the active

engagement of the government in economic development without succumbing

to the Marxian view of totalitarianism and state monopoly. He was of the opinion

that there should be state ownership of agricultural lands based on the tenets of

democratic collectivism. The government should also have a limited control of

industries. He believed in the idea of State Socialism where the economic

development would be shared and looked after by the state. That would ensure

demands of the poor strata be met by the industries, maintenance of productive

resources by the state and a just distribution of the common produce among the

different people without any distinction of caste or creed. For him, state should

have a well-defined role and intervene as necessary in economic matters of the

country.

But his overall idea of social reform to eradicate all forms of inequalities and

marginalization stem from his critique of caste system. He believed that economic

development of the Indian society and its common masses is only possible when

the Indian society does away with the caste system. The root cause of economic

stagnation, underdevelopment, poverty and inequality are the inherent

characteristics of the caste system. If only the downtrodden masses of the Indian

society who are mostly afflicted by the caste system could be pulled out of the

iron grasp of the caste system and hence from their acute state of misery, then

India could develop as it  should. Therefore, according to him, in order to promote

economic progress, India should eradicate caste system and in this process the

state and the Constitution, based on the principles of democracy, should ensure

distributive justice and follow an inclusive policy where the marginalized sections

play an active role in society.

11.5 LET US SUM UP

In this unit we discussed the economic aspect of the caste system in India as

understood by  B.  R.  Ambedkar,  who  stressed  that  the  caste  system  should

be  understood  in economic terms, along with other terms such as social, religious

and political. We also studied that the root cause of India’s economic problems

like unemployment, poverty and deprivation was interwoven in the caste system

of the Hindu social order. Furthermore, we also dealt with alternative paths of

development guided by the philosopher, social reformer and economist B.R.

Ambedkar.

11.6 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Discuss the understanding of caste system as elaborated by B. R. Ambedkar.
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2) Why and how the caste system is a degraded form of division of labour?

3) What are the reasons behind the economic problems of India? Elaborate it.

4) How B. R. Ambedkar defined the path of development?
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12.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Ambedkar’s views on economic development, planning, and state;

 Ambedkar’s thought on labour and labour legislation;

 The role of parliamentary democracy in protection of labour; and

 Ambedkar’s views on the interrelationship between labour and caste.

12.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will emphasis Ambedkar’s views on economic development,

planning, state and his thought on labour and labour  legislation. B.  R. Ambedkar

made significant contributions to the field of political economy. He was a labour

member of the Viceroy’s Executive Council from 1942 to 1946. He also became

a member of the Constituent Assembly and later a minister in India’s first Central

Cabinet.   His writings covered a wide range of issues, including democracy,

capitalism, economic development and planning, alternative economic systems

and the economics of the caste system. Ambedkar’s writings show that he

identified himself with the working classes and was a critic of existing imperialism.

12.2 AMBEDKAR’S IDEAS ON ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

To understand Ambedkar’s views on labour and labour legislations, we need to

understand his theoretical framework of economic development. Ambedkar’s

engagement with India’s economic development goes back to 1918, when he

published a paper in the Journal of Indian Economic Society. In his paper ‘Small

Holdings in India and their Remedies’, Ambedkar presented an economic analysis

of agricultural backwardness and proposed industrial development as its solution.
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Ambedkar approached the issue of small holdings from the standpoint of

economics of production. The farm, be it small or large, was a paying economic

unit in terms of production, governed not by land alone but by a combination of

land, capital and labour.  Mere size of land, as it is normally viewed, did not

make a piece of land economical or uneconomical. It was the proportion of other

factors of production on the land that was crucial.

The problem of economic backwardness was essentially a problem of agricultural

backwardness due to a deficiency of capital in relation to land and labour. The

solution, therefore, lay in:

 improving the productivity of land and labour

 increasing the farm income of cultivating households, and

 expanding the domestic capacity to save for productive investment.

This could be achieved if surplus labour on land were transferred from agriculture

to industry. This would not only increase productivity but also the value of labour

in both agriculture and industry.

Ambedkar  implemented  these  ideas  when  he  was  made  a  member-in-charge

of the Labour (and also Irrigation and Power) portfolio in the Central Cabinet in

1942. The world at that time was facing the problem of post-war reconstruction

and economic development. Ambedkar believed that the problem of post-war

reconstruction in India was essentially different  from that of other war-affected

countries. Unlike European countries where the focus was to reconstruct the

industries that were destroyed in war, the problem in India was mainly of

industrialization of economy, including the agricultural sector.

Aware of the limitations of a capitalistic economy under parliamentary democracy

in ensuring economic security to the masses, Ambedkar argued for an important

place for labour in the economic development of the country. He was particularly

concerned about peace, housing, clothing, education, good health and above all,

the right to work with dignity. The state should not be content merely with securing

fair conditions of work for labour but should strive to secure fair conditions of

life as well. Great responsibility lay on the state to provide the poor with facilities

to grow according to their needs.

This could not be achieved if the government accepted laissez-faire. Provisions

to make labour more productive included the state providing the following:

 free or subsidized education up to the age of 14

 medical relief

 water supply, and

 other public utility services, including electric power.

These measures were to improve the health and efficiency of labour. Other goals

were:

 fair wages,

 maternity and sickness benefits,

 holidays.
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Many of these schemes were undertaken by the Labour Department while

Ambedkar was president of the Policy Committee on Labour.

The declared objective was to raise the standard of living of the people as a

whole and to ensure employment for all. This would eventually increase the

productivity of labour on the one hand and simultaneous development and re-

organization of agriculture, industries and services on the other.

12.3 AMBEDKAR’S THOUGHTS ON LABOUR AND

LABOUR LEGISLATION

Ambedkar’s concern for labour was not only at the policy level but also at the

political level. He floated the Independent Labour Party (ILP) in August 1936

which projected itself as a party of workers. The programme of the ILP, published

in 1937, described it as a ‘labour organisation in the sense that its programme

was mainly to advance the welfare of the labouring classes’. It supported state

ownership and management where necessary, but even for workers its stress was

on what is called the ‘unorganised sector’.

Offering land resettlement  and public works to  aid the unemployed and landless,

it promised the following:

 To legislate measures to save peasants from the clutches of money lenders

 To put up a strong opposition to land revenue

 To campaign for a more equitable system of tax

 To establish  land  mortgage  banks and  agricultural producers’

cooperatives and marketing societies.

It also promised protection to tenants and khot landlords.

More can be understood about his views on protecting the interest of the labour

by reading some of the volumes of a weekly named Janata founded by him in the

1930s. The weekly stated that the existing political parties, particularly the

Congress, had betrayed the workers as they were under the control of capitalist

powers. It also criticised the Gandhian attempts to organise an alternative trade

union centre based in Ahmedabad, Mazdur Mahajan, following the ‘trusteeship’

principle. Ambedkar was of the opinion that this attempt by Gandhi would split

the working class movement. The ILP was projected as a party of workers and

peasants and quintessential for the fight against the imperial powers.

In the provincial elections held in 1937, ILP won 14 seats out of the 17 it contested.

This included 11 reserved (out of 13) and 3 general seats (out of 4). Soon thereafter,

ILP got involved in a number of mass struggles of workers and peasants, in

particular the fight for the abolition of khoti landlordism, climaxing into a march

of 20,000 peasants to the Bombay council hall on 12 March 1938.

To break this unity of workers led by Ambedkar and other Communist leaders,

the Congress government in Bombay started using emergency powers and

introduced an Industrial Disputes Bill in the Bombay Legislative Assembly in

September 1938. This Act, also known as the first of the ‘black acts’ against

Bombay workers, made conciliation compulsory and, under certain very ill-defined

conditions, made strikes illegal. Ambedkar was quick to expose the anti-labour
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nature of the bill, describing it as the ‘Workers’ Civil Liberties Suspension Act’

and defended the ‘right to strike’ of the workers as equivalent to the ‘right to

freedom’. He made it clear that under conditions described in the Bill, India once

and for all would lose the possibility of any free union growing up in the country.

The one-day general strike of textile workers with the support of ILP, the

Communists and the moderates, on 15 November 1938 was an attempt to register

their protest. He addressed several conferences outside the legislature concerning

the problems of Indian labour.

India, in the  meantime  had  become  a  founder  member  of the  International

Labour Organisation (ILO), established in 1919, the only non-independent country

to be so. In 1928, the ILO opened a branch ofûce in Delhi, the ûrst in Asia. As a

consequence, India had adopted the ILO’s tripartite principle (of coming together

of government, business and labour) early on. In 1942, the Government of India

set up a permanent Tripartite Labour Organisation, which included a committee

on conventions to examine ILO standards. The Governnment also organized an

Indian Labour Conference, named Tripartite National Labour Conference. The

first Tripartite National Labour Conference was held on January 22 and 23, 1940,

the second on January 27 and 28, 1941, and the third on January 30 and 31, 1942.

Ambedkar, as a member holding the portfolio of labour in the Viceroy’s Executive

Council (1942-46), addressed the fourth Tripartite National Labour Conference

on 7 August 1942 in New Delhi. It was during this conference that for the first

time representatives of employers and employees were brought face-to- face within

the ambit of a joint conference. It was at this conference and later that Ambedkar

spoke both about the universality of labour legislation and labour’s

internationalism.

Ambedkar visited Dhanbad in December 1943 to enquire about the conditions of

coal labourers. He visited several collieries himself and even went down to a 400

feet deep mine to see the conditions of coal cutter labourers. He closely watched

the condition of female labourers and the amenities provided by the government

and the colliery owner.

He also visited Koderma in April 1944 to see mica mines to understand the

problems of mica labourers. Addressing the meeting of Mica Mines Council, he

said, “If sufficient wages will not be paid to labourer, no reform will be

possible. It is the duty of the Mica Company Owner to take steps for the upliftment

of the living standards of the labourer.” After these visits, Ambedkar argued that

all industries should establish equal pay for equal work irrespective of sex. He

advocated workers getting paid holiday. Later, on his recommendations, the

following were implemented:

 A labour welfare fund was set up

 Working hours were reduced from 10 hours to 8 hours

 Female labourers were given maternity leave.

Addressing the fourth Tripartite National Labour Conference on 7 August 1942

in New Delhi, Ambedkar emphasised that one of the primary objectives of such

conferences was to look for mechanisms to avoid the danger arising out of diversity

in labour legislation. He believed that as long as the Government of India was a

unitary government, uniformity in labour legislation was not difficult.
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However, with the federal constitutional structure created after the enactment of

the Government of India Act 1935, labour was placed in the concurrent legislative

list and this generated the problem of uniformity. It was feared that in the absence

of any central legislation, provinces might choose to make laws to suit their own

interests. Thus, in the given conditions, it became important to curb this tendency

and create an atmosphere among provincial governments to work for the principle

of uniformity in labour legislation.

In a country as large as India, uniformity in labour legislation will always remain

a matter of importance. With such wide administrative and provincial jurisdictions,

it is utmost important that industrial disputes both over capital and labour should

be solved with uniformity and sensibility. Setting up bodies at the centre alone

would not work, as labour is much more concerned with provincial government.

A body set up at the top would require to be supported from the bottom, and

therefore provincial governments also need to set up similar bodies in their own

provinces to deal with questions with which the central organisation deals.

Ambedkar believed that labour achieves security through legislation. It obtains

the right to safety, care and attention, through the conditions of welfare enforced

by the government upon the employers for the benefit of labour. But labour’s

security is not ensured merely with fair conditions of work. What labour wants is

fair conditions of life, obtained through fair conditions of liberty, equality, and

fraternity.

In the context of labour, he believed the three principles had the following

definitions:

 Liberty, is not merely the negative conception of absence of restraint; it

involves the idea of government by the people, not only in name, as in

parliamentary democracy, but in fact as well. Liberty of labour means

ensuring that the state ensures right to equal opportunity and provides

the fullest facilities for growth to every individual according to his needs.

 Equality means the abolition of privileges of every kind in law, in the

civil service, in the Army, in taxation, in trade and in industry: in fact the

abolition of all processes which lead to inequality.

 Fraternity means unifying all classes and all nations.

Ambedkar strongly felt that nationalism was a serious opponents of labour. He

did not want abour to idolize nationalism. He openly said that labour cannot

accept nationalism as its creed, if it means worshipping the ancient past or

discarding everything that is not local in origin and colour. Labour shall not

allow itself to be cramped in a narrow jacket of local particularism. Labour must

constantly insist upon renovating the life of people by being ever ready to borrow

in order to repair, transform and recreate the body politic. If nationalism stands

in the way of this rebuilding and reshaping of life, then labour must deny

nationalism.

For Ambedkar, labour’s creed was internationalism. It needs nationalism only

because the “wheels of democracy—such as representative Parliaments,

responsible Executive, constitutional conventions, etc.—work better in a

community united by national sentiments.” Labour cannot sacrifice what it  regards

as the most essential principles of life for nationalism.
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Ambedkar remained in the Viceroy’s Executive Council between July 1942 and

June 1946. This period is known as a remarkable period in the history of labour

welfare legislations in the country. It was under his leadership that the Government

of India took keen interest in dealing with industrial problems and problems of

labour welfare and undertook  the  responsibility of  ensuring  the  right  to

prescribe  fair  wages  and  fair conditions of service. The standing committee,

which was set up by him in 1942, met thrice in a year and in addition to  discussing

the Wartime Labour Legislation, also discussed issues such as the following:

 Hours of work;

 Earnings of labour;

 Dearness allowances;

 Rounding-off wage payments in view of shortage of small coins;

 Supply of essential food articles to labour;

 Consideration of a fair wage clause in government contracts;

 Appointment of labour officers in industrial undertakings; and

 Collection of statistics under the Industrial Statistics Act.

He was very critical of the fact that despite 12 years of the passing of the

recommendations of the Royal Commission on Labour (which submitted its report

in 1929), neither the employers had shown any willingness to recognise trade

unions voluntarily, nor the provincial governments have acted to ensure that. He,

therefore, moved the Indian Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill in November 1943

for:

 compelling employers to recognise trade unions

 making any attempt by any employer, of non-recognition of a trade union

(which has observed all the  conditions prescribed in this measure and

which has therefore qualified itself for recognition), an offence punishable

by law.

During his tenure, Ambedkar took steps to amend the Maternity Benefits Act and

the Workmen Compensation Act of 1923. In 1944, Ambedkar  initiated  to  amend

the Factories Act of 1934 with several modifications. According to the

modifications, all industries were required to provide washing facilities for

workers (Section 19). Changes also took place in working hours (clause 2) and

earned leave facilities. The modifications also clarified that the only condition

required for a worker to claim seven days holiday was that the worker had worked

for a period of 12 months in continuity. The Bill also provided for what should be

considered as interruptions and declared certain interruptions, such as interruptions

arising out of sickness, accident, authorized leave, lock-out period and a strike

period, provided the strike is legal, valid for claiming as holidays with pay.

On holidays with pay for factory workers, Ambedkar opined that a worker is to

be paid at a rate equivalent to the average of his earnings during the three

preceding months barring overtime. He followed the British pattern of 48 hours

of working hours per week and opposed the practice of 12 hours work in industry

by workers.
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He also moved the Payment of Wages (Amendment) Bill in November 1944. He

was opposed to Section 5 of the Payment of Wages Act, which had classified

factories into two categories:

1) Category No. 1: factories with workmen fewer than 1,000 and

2) Category No. 2: factories with workmen more than 1,000.

After making this division, the section provided that in the factories which fall

into category No. 1, payment of wages must be made within 7 days, while in the

case of the latter the limit of the period is prescribed to be 10 days.

He opposed this provision on the ground that the number of workmen was never

a constant figure; it always changes. For instance, if the number of employees

goes down by one, the category automatically shifts from No. 2 to No. 1. Similarly,

if the number of employees is increased by one, category No. 1 goes into category

No. 2.

He believed that this classification was discriminatory and also non-feasible

administratively. Ambedkar recommended amendment in Section 5 to bring

uniformity. Whether the factory was seasonal or perennial, every discharged

workman was to be paid within 7 days after this amendment.

He also moved a Bill for protection of minimum wages in April 1946 and the

same was enacted into law on 9 Feb 1948. He vehemently opposed the Industrial

Employment (Standing Orders) Bill introduced in the Central Assembly in April

1946. But despite his opposition, the Bill was passed and came into force on 23

April 1946. During his period as a  labour member, Ambedkar also  invited V. V.

Giri to  head the  commission on ‘Forced labour’. But the commission could not

be established because the Indian Princes protested to the Viceroy against the

idea of such a commission.

12.4 LABOUR AND PARLIAMENTARY

DEMOCRACY

Ambedkar’s writings and speeches also make it clear that he did not have much

hope of protection of labour’s interest in the parliamentary system of democracy.

Ambedkar felt that although there were good grounds for having high hopes in a

parliamentary democracy, which has the legislature to express the voice of the

people, the executive, subordinate to the legislature and bound to obey the

legislature, and over and above all, the judiciary to control both and keep them

within prescribed bounds, the reality was on the contrary.

Parliamentary democracy, he explained, has never been a government of the

people, by the people, and for the people. Notwithstanding its characteristics,

parliamentary democracy, in reality can only create a government of a hereditary

subject class by a hereditary ruling class. And due to this, parliamentary democracy

has failed in fulfilling the hopes of the common man of ensuring him liberty,

right to property and pursuit of happiness.

According to Ambedkar, there were two main problems in parliamentary

democracy.

1) The idea of freedom of contract, sanctified and upheld in the name of liberty.

Parliamentary democracy took no notice of economic inequalities and did
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not care to examine the result of freedom of contract on the parties to the

contract, should they happen to be unequal. It did not mind if the freedom of

contract gave the strong the opportunity to defraud the weak. The result is

that parliamentary democracy in standing out as a protagonist of liberty has

continuously added to the economic wrongs unto the poor, the downtrodden

and the disinherited class.

2)    Parliamentary democracy failed to realize that political democracy cannot

succeed where there is no  social and economic democracy. He believed

that  social and economic democracies are the tissues and the fibre of a

political democracy. The tougher the tissues and the fibre, the stronger is its

body. Democracy means equality, but parliamentary democracy has developed

a passion for liberty over equality. It has failed to realize the significance of

equality, and does not even endeavour to strike a balance between liberty

and equality. It is due to this that liberty has swallowed equality and has left

a progeny of inequities in parliamentary democracies.

Delivering a speech at the concluding session of the All-India Trade Union

workers’ study camp held in Delhi in September 1943 under the auspices of the

Indian Federation of Labour, he warned the labourers that if they wanted to live

under a system of parliamentary democracy, which was being negotiated in India

at that time, then it must devise the best possible means to turn it to their benefit.

He also warned the workers that establishment of trade unions should not be

their ultimate aim. The ultimate aim shall be to put labour in charge of government.

And for that, Ambedkar suggested that the labourers must organize a Labour

Party as a political party. This no doubt will cover trade unions, but it must look

beyond the narrow and cramping vision of trade unionism. It must equally

dissociate itself from communal or capitalistic political parties.

In parliamentary democracy, it is necessary to form the Labour Party to take

forward the interests of the working class. A government formed only by labour

as a separate political organisation will serve labour’s interest. He also made it

clear that the character of such a government cannot be of laissez faire. It will be

a government which must be based on a system of controls. A system of controls

needs a far greater degree of knowledge and training than a laissez faire

government does.

12.5 AMBEDKAR’S VIEW ON LABOUR AND CASTE

Ambedkar had keenly studied the Indian society and therefore, saw a link between

caste and labour in the following ways:

 Caste divides labourers

 Caste disassociates work from interest

 Caste disconnects intelligence from manual labour

 Caste devitalizes the labourer by denying  him the right to cultivate vital

interest and

 Caste prevents mobilization.

He did not agree with those who claimed that the caste system, a peculiar feature

of the Indian subcontinent, was a form of division of labour. Civilized society
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undoubtedly needs division of labour. But in no civilized society is the division

of labour accompanied by this unnatural division of labourers into watertight

compartments. For Ambedkar, caste was division of labourers authorized and

perpetuated by Hindu social order. In fact, it was not merely a division of labourers

- it was a hierarchy in which these divisions were graded one above the other. In

no other country is the division of labour accompanied by this gradation of

labourers.

Division of labour is based on individual’s choice, but the division of labourers

brought about by the caste system is not a division based on choice. Individual

sentiments and preferences have no place in it. It is based on the dogma of

predestination. This division of labour is not spontaneous; it is not based on

natural attitude. Social and individual efficiency requires us to develop the capacity

of an individual to the point of competency to choose and to make one’s own

career. This principle is violated in the caste system, in so far as it involves an

attempt to appoint tasks to individuals in advance - selected not on the basis of

trained original capacities, but on that of the social status of the parents.

For Ambedkar, the Hindu social order was based upon such a division of labourers

that reserves clean and respectable jobs for the Hindus and assigns dirty and

mean jobs to the Untouchables, thereby clothing the Hindus with dignity and

attaching humiliation and embarrassment upon the Untouchables. Such

occupations make no appeal to those who are engaged in them. It rather constantly

provokes one to aversion, ill will, and the desire to evade. Caste system was not

only “graded inequality” but it is also graded labourers inequality which

perpetuated untouchability.

Thus, according to Ambedkar, there were two enemies of the working classes in

India - Brahmanism and capitalism. By Brahmanism, he did not mean the power,

privileges and interests of Brahmans as a community. He actually indicated

towards the negation of the spirit of liberty, equality and fraternity that we have

discussed in the earlier section. Thus, according to Ambedkar, Brahmanism was

rampant in all classes and was not confined to Brahmans alone though they have

been its originators. The effects of Brahmanism were confined not only to social

rights such as inter-dining and inter-marrying; it denied civic rights and economic

opportunities to the working classes.

12.6 LET US SUM UP

In  this  unit  you  have  learned  about Ambedkar’s  views  on  economic

development, planning, and state and his thought on labour and labour legislation.

Bhim Rao Ambedkar’s life was a struggle to alter the course of Indian history

through social and economic democracy. He was deeply concerned over economic

and social exploitation of depressed classes, particularly the working class. He

therefore took keen interest in understanding the issues of labour. He not only

challenged the existing theoretical explanations, but also provided many solutions

for the problems of labour. He was the only Indian to begin an independent political

organisation of labour and was very successful in his experiment.

In his short spell as member of the Viceroy’s Executive Council (July 1942 -

June 1946), he undertook major steps towards protecting the interests of the

labour and made this period a remarkable period in the history of labour welfare

legislations. He ensured that the government takes the responsibility of ensuring
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the right to prescribe fair wages and fair conditions of service. His contribution

towards various labour issues was immense. Some of the important Acts he

contributed to were the following:

 The Indian Trade Union Act

 The Maternity Benefits Act

 The Workmen Compensation Act

 The Factories Act

 The Payment of Wages Act

 The Protection of Minimum Wages Act.

However, due to the peculiarity of the Indian subcontinent where the religious

and social order sanctified the division of labourer instead of the division of

labour, Ambedkar had to change his course to address the issue of caste in his

later years. This was one of the reasons that the Independent Labour Party made

way for the Scheduled Castes Federation (SCF) in the 1940s.

12.7 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Explain the relationship between Ambedkar’s idea of development and labour.

2) Why did Ambedkar press upon the universality of labour legislation?

3) What according to Ambedkar were the challenges for labour in a parliamentary

democracy?

4) What does Ambedkar mean by caste as division of labourers?

5) What do you understand by caste system in India? What were Ambedkar’s

views on the Indian caste system?
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13.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the basic concept of a nation;

 Ambedkar’s idea of a nation;

 Ambedkar’s schemes for nation-building; and

 Ambedkar’s views on how to keep our nation safe in future.

13.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss about the concept and idea of nation, Ambedkar

vision for nation building. A nation is a large group or collective of people with

common characteristics attributed to them, including language, traditions, mores

(customs), habitus (habits), and ethnicity. A nation is more impersonal, abstract,

and overtly political. It is a cultural-political community that has become conscious

of its autonomy, unity, and particular interests (Anthony D. Smith 1991: 17).

According to Harper Douglas, the word nation came to English from the Old

French word nacion, which in turn originates from the Latin word natio literally

meaning “birth”. In other words, nation as a new social formation is characterised

by a consciousness of unity and fraternity leading to increased, intensified but

also non- discriminate social exchange (G. Aloysius 2009: 6). This chapter attempts

to understand and analyse B. R. Ambedkar’s thoughts and philosophy about notion

of nation and nation building. The paper also includes Ambedkar’s views on

how to keep our nation safe in future.

13.2 IDEAS OF NATION AND AMBEDKAR

Is  India  a  Nation?

Ambedkar did not accept that India was a nation; rather it was nation in the

making. He made this fact very clear in 1930s during his conflict with Mohandas
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Karamchand Gandhi. According to Ambedkar, “The Anglo-Indians were never

tired of proclaiming that India was not a nation.” (Ambedkar 1990: 29). It is true

that the colonial administrators did not view the Indian subcontinent as one nation.

Strachey (1888:5) wrote, “…there is not and never was an India…no Indian nation,

no people of India.” In the same vein, Sheeley (1883: 255) commented, ‘India is

… only a geographical expression like Europe or Africa. It does not make the

territory of a nation and a language, but the territory of many nations and languages’

(both Strachey and Sheeley as quoted in Oommen 2000: 1). Ambedkar also opined

that even Rabindranath Tagore, the national poet of Bengal, also agreed that

India was not a nation (Ambedkar 1990: 29). That is why he emphasized that,

“First of all there is no nation of Indians in real sense of the word. The nation

does not exist, it is to be created, and I think it will be admitted that the suppression

of a distinct and a separate community is not the method of creating a nation”

(Ambedkar 1991: 412).

Again while speaking on the 26th November 1949 when the Constituent

Assembly was going to pass the Constitution of independent India, he argued,

“[in the past] politically- minded Indian resented the expression “the people of

India.” They preferred the expression “the Indian nation”, I am of opinion that in

believing that we are a nation, we are cherishing a great delusion” (Ambedkar

1994: 1216).

Why  is  India  not  a  Nation?

According to Ambedkar, “How can people divided into several thousands of

castes be a  nation? The  castes  are  anti-national.  In  the  first  place,  because

they bring  about separation in social life. They are anti-national also because

they generate jealousy and antipathy between caste and caste” (Ambedkar 1994).

Moreover, “There is an utter lack among the Hindus of what the sociologists call

“consciousness of kind”. There is no Hindu consciousness of kind. In every Hindu

the consciousness that exists is the consciousness of his caste. That is the reason

why the Hindus cannot be said to form a society or a nation…” (Ambedkar 1979:

50-51).

Apart from fraternity within Hindus, Ambedkar also highlighted whether, “…there

are enough affinities between Hindus and Muslmans to constitute them into a

nation…” (Ambedkar 1990: 31). Ambedkar asked,

Are there any common historical antecedents which Hindus and Muslims

can be said to share together as matter of pride or as matters of sorrow…so

far they have been just two armed battalions warring against each other.

There was no common cycle of participation for a common achievement.

Their past is a past of mutual destruction – a past of mutual animosity, both

in political as well as in religious fields” (Ambedkar 1990: 35).

Ambedkar emphasised, while Hindus revere Prthiviraj Chauhan, Rana Pratap,

Shivaji in history,  the  Muslims revere  the  likes of Mohammed Bin Qasim and

Aurangzeb.  In religious field argued he, “…the Hindus draw their inspiration

from the Ramayan, the Mahabharat, and  Geeta.  The  Musalmans…derive their

inspiration from Quran  and Hadis” (Ambedkar 1990: 36).

Therefore he suggested that “we must overcome all these difficulties if we wish

to become a nation in reality. For fraternity can be a fact only when there is a

nation” (Ambedkar 1994: 1216-7).
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What  is  a  Nation?

Having discussed India was not and why was India not a nation let us see how

did Ambedkar define Nation? Ambedkar argued that race, language and country

do not suffice to create a nation. Quoting Renan, Ambedkar argued that:

A nation is a living soul, a spiritual principle. Two things, which in truth are

but one, constitute the soul, this spiritual principle. One is in the past, the

other in the present. One is the common possession of a rich heritage of

memories; the other is the actual consent, the desire to live together, the will

to preserve worthily the undivided inheritance which has been handed down…

(Ambedkar 1990: 35).

Further Ambedkar continues:

The nation, like  the individual, is the outcome  of a long past  of efforts, and

sacrifices, and devotion… A heroic past, great men, glory,… these form the

social capital, upon which a national idea may be founded. To have common

glories in the past, a common will in the present: to have done great things

together, to will to do the like again, – such are the essential conditions for

the making of a people ...In the pastan inheritance of glory and regrets to be

shared, in the future a like ideal to be realized; to have suffered, and rejoiced,

and hoped together; all these things are worth more than custom houses in

common, and frontiers in accordance with strategically ideas; all these can

be understood in spite of diversities of race and language... for indeed,

suffering in common is a greater bond of union than joy. As regards national

memories, mourning’s are worth more than triumphs; for they impose duties,

they demand common effort. (Ambedkar 1990: 35).

Ambedkar  and  Nationality

Ambedkar also explained the meaning and function of nationality:

Nationality is a social feeling. It is feelings of a corporate sentiment of oneness

which makes those who are charged with it feel that they are kith and kin.

This national feeling is a double-edged feeling. It is at once a feeling of

fellowship for one’s own kith and kin and an anti-feeling for those who are

not one’s own kith and kin. It is a feeling of “Consciousness of kind” which

on the one hand binds together those who have it, so strongly that it over-

rides all differences arising out of economic conflict or social gradation and,

on the other, severs them from those who are not of their kind. It is a longing

not to belong to any other group. This is the essence of what is called a

nationality and national feeling (Ambedkar 1990:31).

13.3 AMBEDKAR’S SCHEME OF NATION -

BUILDING

We will now analyse Ambedkar’s scheme of nation-building. We can highlight

three aspects of it.

At the outset, the realization of the fact that India was not a nation can be called

as the first step towards nation building. According to him, “The sooner we realize

that we are not as yet a nation…we shall realize the necessity of becoming a

nation and seriously think ways and means of realizing the goal” (Ambedkar

1994: 1217).
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Taking a clue from Renan who had sighted the case of the union of Northern and

Southern France after a struggle of nearly a hundred years, Ambedkar  emphasized

forgetfulness as a second factor in the creation of a nation  (Ambedkar  1990:36).

Therefore via Renan he concluded that, “the essence of the nation is, that all its

individuals should have things in common; and also that all of them should hold

many things in oblivion” (Ambedkar 1990: 37).

The third aspect of Ambedkar’s scheme of nation building was establishing rights

of the three subjugated groups, namely Dalits or ex-untouchables, Muslims and

Hindu women.

Although Ambedkar realized that equality, liberty, fraternity and social justice

for every citizen were necessary conditions for building a nation, however he

emphasised that, “Philosophically it may be possible to consider a nation as a

unit but sociologically it cannot but be regarded as consisting of many classes

and the …nation if it is to be a reality must vouchsafe that the freedom of the

different classes comprised in it, particularly those who are treated as servile

classes”. (Ambedkar 1991: 201-2) It is in this context Ambedkar considered ex-

untouchables (Dalits), Backward Classes, Muslims and Hindu women as the

most servile groups which needed special attention in the process of nation

building.

Nation-building  and  the  Question  of  Self-representation  of  Deprived

Sections

Ambedkar wanted self-representation for the ex-untouchables (Dalits) in the

government, cabinet,  bureaucracy  etc.  Defining  its  importance, Ambedkar

opined  in  his  written statement given to the Southborough Committee on

franchise in 1919. Ambedkar (1979: 247) argued that:

As  the  government  is  the  most  important  field  for  the  exercise  of

individual capacities, it is in the interest of the people that no person as such

should be denied the opportunity of actively participating in the process

of government. That is to say popular government is not only government

for the people but by the people. To express the same in a different way,

representation of opinions by itself is not sufficient to constitute popular

government. To cover its true meaning it requires personal representation as

well (Ambedkar 1979: 247).

Inclusion  of  Dalits  and  Backwards  in  Different  Institutions  of  Governance

Ambedkar  went  on to  support  the  representation of ex-untouchables (Dalits),

non- Brahmins including Muslims, in the administration by nomination rather

than competition. He did so because he knew that to some, “administration appears

to be nothing more than the process of applying law as enacted by the legislative”

(ibid). However, according to Ambedkar, “Administration in modern times

involves far more than the scrutiny of statutes for the sake of knowing the

regulations of the state. Often under the pressure of time or for convenience a

government department is now-a-days entrusted with wide powers of rulemaking”

(ibid). Further, he argued that,

It must  be accepted as beyond dispute that  such wide powers of rule-making

affecting the welfare of large classes of people cannot be safely left into the

hands of the administrators drawn from one particular class which as a matter

of fact is opposed to the rest of the population in its motives and interests,
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(which) does not sympathize with the living forces operating in them, is not

charged with their wants, pains, cravings and desires and is inimical to their

aspirations (ibid).

Over-dominance of the Brahmins and allied castes in the public services was

another reason because of which Ambedkar asked for representation of ex-

untouchables, Mohammedans and non-Brahmins via nomination rather than

competition. According to him people who insist on appointment with

competition, “…presuppose that the educational system of the state is sufficiently

democratic and is such that facilities for education are sufficiently widespread

and sufficiently used to permit all classes from which good public servants are

likely to be forthcoming to compete...This basic condition is conspicuous by its

absence in India, so that to invite Backward Classes to rely upon the results of

competitive examination as a means of entry into the public services is to practice

delusion upon them” (Ambedkar 1982: 394-5).

Thirdly for Ambedkar, self-representation of ex-untouchables (Dalits), non-

Brahmins and Muslims in the administration was also a moral issue. Ambedkar

quoted Gopal Krishna Gokhale, who had stated that because of exclusion of

Indians from British public services in India,

“A kind of dwarfing or stunting of the Indian race is going on …The upward

impulse…is denied to us. The full height to which our manhood is capable of

rising can never be reached by us under the present system. The moral elevation

which every self-governing people feel cannot be felt by us. Our administrative

and military talent must gradually disappear, owing to sheer disuse,” (Ambedkar

1982: 397).

Drawing a parallel, Ambedkar argued that:

Is it not open to the backward classes to allege against Brahmins and allied

castes all that was alleged by the late Mr. Gokhale on behalf of Indian

people against the foreign agency? Is it not open to the Depressed Classes,

the non-Brahmins and the Mohammedans to say that by their exclusion from

the Public Service a kind of dwarfing or stunting of their communities is

going on?...they are obliged to live all … their lives in an atmosphere of

inferiority …Can they not indignantly assert that the full height to which

their manhood is capable of rising can never be reached by them under the

present system? Can they not lament that the moral elevation which every

self-governing people feel cannot be felt by them and that their administrative

talents must disappear owing to sheer disuse…The answer to these queries

cannot but be in the affirmative. If to exclude the advanced communities

from entering into public service of the country was a moral wrong, the

exclusion of the backward communities from the same field must be a

moral wrong and if it is a moral wrong it must be righted (Ambedkar 1982:

397-8).

For inclusion of Dalits and other marginalized sections in the public services

Ambedkar also highlighted that the demand for Indianisation of public services

did not rest on consideration of efficient administration; rather, it was condemned

as it was found to be wanting in those qualities which make for human

administration. It is therefore, he pointed, “that those who clamoured for

Indianisation of public services are themselves opposed to inclusion of the

Depressed and Backward Classes” (Ambedkar 1982: 398).
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That is why he proposed that, “A certain number of vacancies in Superior Services,

Class I and Class II, and also in the Subordinate Services should every year be

filled by system of nomination with  pass  examination  …  Such  nomination

shall be  reserved  to  the Depressed Classes, the Mohammedans and the Non-

Brahmins in order of preference herein indicated until their numbers in the services

reach a certain proportion” (Ambedkar 1982: 398). The major development of

the period is attributed to Ambedkar serving as member of the Viceroy’s Executive

Council. It was he who issued an office order in 1943 to reserve 8.33 per cent

places in the central government services for the Depressed Classes (Dalits). In

fact this order, which reserved the posts for the Dalits, specifically had replaced

an earlier general order for general preference for the Dalits in their recruitment

in the services (Ambedkar 1990: 475).

Necessity  of  Self  Representation

Why at all self-representation of Untouchables was necessary? According to

Ambedkar, this was necessary because of the following reasons:

 “Between  two  Hindus,  caste-like  mindedness  is  more  powerful  than

the  like- mindedness due their both being Hindus” (Ambedkar 1982:

249).

 He was convinced that, “they can be represented by the untouchables

alone. They have distinctively their own interests and none can truly

voice them…Untouchability constitutes a definite set of interests which

the untouchables alone can speak for (ibid: 256)”.

 “A Government for the people, but not by the people, is sure to educate

some into masters and others into subjects…To be specific, it is not

enough to be electors only. It is necessary to be law-makers; otherwise

who can be law-makers will be masters of those who can only be electors”

(ibid: 251).

That is why along with administration, Ambedkar demanded representation of

Dalits in the cabinet also. According to him,

“Just  as it  is necessary that  the Depressed Classes should have the power to

influence governmental action by seats in the Legislature so also it is desirable

that the Depressed Classes should have the opportunity to frame the general

policy of the Government. This they can do only if they can find a seat in the

cabinet. The Depressed Classes therefore claim that in common with other

minorities, their rights to be represented in the Cabinet should be

recognized”(Ambedkar 1991: 51).

Nation  Building  and  Inclusion  of  Muslims

In spite of the fact that the Muslim League had announced its boycott of the

Constituent Assembly, when it was constituted in 1946, Ambedkar insisted on

making extra effort to include Muslim League for the discussion on resolution of

the Indian Constitution for the sake of nation-building. In fact  he wanted to

remove a particular  paragraph of the resolution that could prevent Muslim League

members joining the Constituent Assembly (Ambedkar 1994:  9-10). Ambedkar

appealed to  both the Congress and the Muslim League to give up their prejudices

and come together for the destiny of the country.
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It is in this context he argued that, “... Our difficulty is how to make the

heterogeneous mass that we have to-day take a decision in common and march

on the way which leads us to unity… therefore, I should have thought that in

order to make us willing friends, in order to induce…every section in this country

to take on to road it would be an act of greatest  statesmanship for  the  majority

party even to  make  a concession to  the prejudices of people who are not prepared

to march together and it is for that, that I propose to make this appeal… This is

too big a question to be treated as a matter of legal rights... Let us make it possible

for them to come (Ambedkar 1994: 10)…another attempt may be made to bring

about a solution of the dispute between the Congress and the Muslim League.

This subject is so vital, so important that I am sure it could never be decided on

the mere basis of dignity of one party or the dignity of another party” (ibid).

Ambedkar emphasised, “When deciding the destinies of nations, dignities of

people, dignities of leaders and dignities of parties ought to count for nothing.

The destiny of the country ought to count for everything” (Ambedkar 1994: 12).

Ambedkar was of the opinion that the Congress and Muslim League conflict

cannot be solved through violence or war. That is why he argued that political

problems of this country cannot be solved by the method of war. But if people

think like that it, “is because most of them…believe that the war …would be a

war on the British…But…if war comes in this country …it will not be a war on

the British. It will be a war on the Muslims or…probably worse, It will a war on

a combination of the British and the Muslims” (Ambedkar 1994:13). Quoting

Burke, Ambedkar rejected the idea of war to solve the Congress and Muslim

League conflict. Therefore he argued that,

…the use of force is but temporary. It may subdue for a moment, but it does

not remove the necessity of subduing again; and a nation is not governed

which is perpetually to be conquered…next objection is its uncertainty. Terror

is not always the effect of force and an armament is not a victory. If you do

not succeed, you are without resource for, conciliation failing, force remains;

but, force failing no further hope of reconciliation is left. Power and authority

are sometimes bought by kindness; but they can never be begged as alms by

an impoverished and defeated violence” (Ambedkar 1994:13 -14).

Therefore Ambedkar concluded, “If there is anybody who has in his mind the

project of solving the Hindu-Muslim problem by force, which is another name of

solving it by war, in order that the Muslims may be subjugated and made to

surrender to the Constitution that might be prepared without their consent, this

country would be involved in perpetually conquering them. The conquest would

not be once and for ever” (Ambedkar 1994: 14).

Rights  of  Hindu Women

Apart from securing the rights for the Dalits, Other backward castes and Muslims

in the processes of nation-building, Ambedkar envisaged to secure a dignified

life and equal status for Hindu women also. He wanted to establish at least seven

laws for empowering Indian women. These were the following:

1) Rights of inheritance and succession,

2) Law related to dowry,

3) Law for maintenance,
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4) Law against polygamy,

5) Law for civil marriage,

6) Law for divorce,

7) Law for making wife’s consent compulsory in adoption.

Ambedkar had mooted Hindu Code bill in Parliament with the aforesaid rights.

For instance, he had mooted that, “In the order of succession to a deceased Hindu,

the bill seeks to make four changes. One change is that the widow, the daughter,

widow of a pre-deceased son, all are given the same rank as the son in the matter

of inheritance.  In addition to that, the daughter also is given a share in her father’s

property (Ambedkar 1995: 6). Ambedkar proposed to, “Consolidate the different

categories of Stridhan into one single category of property and lays down a uniform

rule of succession”(Ambedkar 1995: 7) in the Bill.

Ambedkar’s  Bill  related  to  dowry stated  that,  “…girls  who  bring  enormous

lot  of property…by way of dowry or Stridhan or  gift  are treated, nonetheless,

with utter contempt, tyranny and oppression” (Ambedkar 1995: 8). Therefore

Ambedkar introduced that, “property which is given as dowry…shall be treated

as a trust property, the use of which will inure to the woman and…neither her

husband not the relations of her husband will have any interest in that property”

(ibid).

Moreover, Ambedkar laid the following conditions in which a wife can claim

maintenance from her husband:

1) If he suffers from a loathsome disease,

2) If he keeps a concubine,

3) If he is guilty of cruelty,

4) If he has abandoned her for two years,

5) If he has converted to another religion,

6) Any other cause justifying her living separately (Ambedkar 1995 8-9).

Ambedkar introduced the idea of civil marriage. He argued, “Marriage under

this Bill will be valid irrespective of the caste or sub-caste of the parties entering

into marriage” (Ambedkar1995:9). Ambedkar introduced the provision to

dismantle the sacramental status of the Hindu marriage in which it cannot be

dissolved. He made it a contract by introducing the provision of divorce. Ambedkar

introduced the following seven grounds for divorce:

1) Desertion,

2) Conversion to another religion,

3) Keeping concubine or becoming a concubine,

4) Incurably unsound mind,

5) Virulent and incurable form of leprosy,

6) Venereal diseases in communicable form,

7) Cruelty (ibid: 10).
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It is pertinent to note here that the Hindu Code Bill to empower Hindu women

was not passed by the then Indian Parliament and therefore Ambedkar resigned

from Nehru’s cabinet as the first law minster of independent India in 1951.

13.4 FUTURE OF THE INDIAN NATION

Ambedkar not only gave a scheme of nation and nation-building but he also gave

five principles to keep the future of our nation safe. These were the following:

Self-  Introspection  by  Indians

On the day when the Constitution of India was to be finally passed, Ambedkar

told the

Constituent Assembly to have self- introspection. He said:

… my mind is so full of future of our country... On 26th January 1950, India

will be an independent country. What would happen to her independence?

Will she maintain her independence or will she lose it again?... It is not that

India was never an independent country. The point is that she once lost the

independence she had. Will she lose it second time?…What perturbs me

greatly is the fact that not only India has once before lost her independence,

but she lost it by the infidelity and treachery of some of her own people. In

the invasion of Sind by Muhommed-bin- Kasim, the military commanders

of King Dhar accepted bribes from the agents of Muhommed-bin-Kasim

and refused to fight on the side of their King. It was Jaichand who invited

Mahommed Ghori to invade India and fight against Prithvi Raj and promised

him the help of himself and the Solanki kings. When Shivaji was fighting for

the liberation of Hindus, the other Maratha nobleman and Rajput Kings were

fighting the battle on the side of Moghul Emperors. When the British were

trying to destroy the Sikh Rulers, Gulab Singh, their principal commander

sat silent and did not help to save the Sikh kingdom. In 1857, when a large

part of India had declared a war of independence against the British, the

Sikhs stood and watched the event as silent spectators (Ambedkar 1994:

1213-14).

Besides the old dangers, Ambedkar highlighted the dangers from new enemies

in the form of political parties with diverse and opposing political creeds. He

asked,

Will Indians place the country above their creed or will they place creed

above country? ... if the parties place creed above country, our independence

will be put in jeopardy... What would happen to her democratic Constitution?

Will she be able to maintain it or will she lose it again…It is not that India

did not know what is Democracy… This democratic system India lost. Will

she lose it a second time? I do not know, but … there is danger of democracy

giving place to dictatorship (Ambedkar 1994: 1215).

Adherence  to  Constitutional  Means

Further Ambedkar’s vision for maintaining democracy included adherence to

constitutional means. He stated:

If we wish to maintain democracy not merely in form, but also in fact, …The

firstthing…we must do is to hold fast to constitutional methods of achieving
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our social and economic objectives. It means we must abandon the  bloody

methods of revolution. It means that we must abandon the method of civil

disobedience, non- cooperation and satyagraha. When there  was no way left

for constitutional methods for achieving economic and social objectives, there

was a great deal of justification for unconstitutional methods. But where

constitutional methods are open, there can be no justification for these

unconstitutional methods. These methods are nothing  but  anarchy and the

sooner  they are abandoned, the better for us (Ambedkar 1994: 1215).

Denunciation  of  Hero-worship

Similarly Ambedkar saw a threat to the future of democracy, and thereby to the

nation, in hero-worship. That is why he emphasized, that “we must…observe the

caution which John Stuart Mill has given to all who are interested in the

maintenance of democracy, namely, not ‘to lay their liberties at the feet of even a

great man, or to trust him with powers which enable him to subvert their

institutions’ “ (Ambedkar 1994: 1215).

Ambedkar warned against bringing Bhakti into politics. He said:

There is nothing wrong in being grateful to great men who have rendered life-

long services to the country. But there are limits to gratefulness. As has been well

said by the Irish Patriot Daniel O’Connel, ‘no man can be grateful at the cost of

his honour, no woman can be grateful at the cost of her chastity and no nation can

be grateful at the cost of its liberty’. This caution is far more necessary in the case

of India than in the case of any other country, for in India, Bhakti or what may be

called the path of devotion or hero-worship, plays a part in its politics unequalled

in magnitude by the part it plays in the politics of any other country in the world.

Bhakti in religion may be a road to the salvation of the soul. But in politics,

Bhakti or hero-worship is a sure road to degradation and to eventual dictatorship

(Ambedkar 1994:1215-16).

Establishment  of  Social  and  Economic  democracy  along  with  Political

For strengthening Indian democracy, Ambedkar believed that  we should stretch

our political democracy to social and economic democracy. Therefore he stated

that “we must… not…be content with mere political democracy. We must make

our political democracy a  social democracy  as  well”  (Ambedkar  1994:  1216).

Ambedkar  asked “What does social democracy mean?” And answered, “It means

a way of life which recognizes liberty, equality and fraternity as the principles of

life. These principles of liberty, equality and fraternity are not to be treated as

separate items in atrinity” (Ambedkar 1994: 1216). He wrote:

They form a union of trinity in the sense that to divorce one from the other is to

defeat the very purpose of democracy. Liberty cannot be divorced from equality,

equality cannot be divorced liberty. Nor can liberty and equality be divorced

from fraternity. Without equality liberty would produce the supremacy of the few

over many. Equality without liberty would kill individual initiative. Without

fraternity, liberty and equality could not become a natural course of things…We

must begin by acknowledging the fact that there is complete absence of two

things in Indian society. One of these is equality. On the social plane, we have in

India a society based on the principle of graded inequality which means elevation

for some and degradation for others. On the economic plane, we have a society

in which there are some who have immense wealth as against many who live in

abject poverty. (Ambedkar 1994: 1216).
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Therefore he stated that,

On the 26th of January 1950, we are going to enter into a life of contradictions.

In politics we will have equality and in social economic life we will have

inequality. In Politics we will be recognizing the principle of one man one

vote and one vote one value. In our social and economic life, we shall, by

reason of our social and economic structure, continue to deny the principle

of one man one value. How long shall we continue to live this life of

contradictions? How long shall we continue to deny equality in our social

and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by

putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction at

the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer from inequality will

blow up the structure of political democracy …” (Ambedkar 1994: 1216-17).

Changing  Government  by  People  to  Government  for  the  People

Ambedkar has highlighted that political monopoly has not merely deprived the

down- trodden of their chance of betterment, it has sapped them of what may be

called the significance of life (Ambedkar 1994: 1217-18). He affirmed that:

These down-trodden classes are tired of being governed. They are impatient to

govern themselves. This urge of self-realization in the down-trodden classes

must not be allowed to develop into a class struggle or class war. It would lead to

a division of the House... For, as has been well said by Abraham Lincoln, a house

divided against it-self cannot stand very long. Therefore the sooner room is made

for the realization of their aspiration, the better for the few, the better for the

country, the better for the maintenance of its independence and the better for the

maintenance of its democratic structure. This can only be done by the

establishment of equality and fraternity in all spheres of life…Times are fast

changing. People… are being moved by new ideologies. They are getting tired of

government by the people. They are prepared to have Government for the

people…If we wish to preserve the Constitution in which we have sought to

enshrine the principle of Government of the people, for the people and by the

people, let us resolve not to be tardy in the recognition of the evils that lie across

our path and which induce people to prefer Government for the people to

Government by the people, nor to be weak in our initiative to remove them”

(Ambedkar 1994: 1218).

13.5 LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar argued that India is not a nation but a nation in the making. It was not

a nation because India was divided into thousands of castes and lacked fraternity

between Muslims and Hindus. India was not a nation also because Indians have

denied rights to ex-untouchables, backward castes and their women. Ambedkar

highlighted an alternative path of nation-building. Accordingly, he pleaded to

the Indian ruling elite that a nation cannot be built without establishing the rights

of every section of society which comprised it; especially rights of the erstwhile

excluded groups. In this regard he called for self- representation for ex-

untouchables (Dalits), other backward castes, minorities and women. Along with

these Ambedkar also prescribed a five-fold path to keep the future of our nation

safe:

 self-introspection by Indians,
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 adherence to constitutional means,

 denunciation of hero worship in politics,

 establishment of social and economic democracy along with political

democracy,

 changing government by the people to government for the people.

13.6 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Discuss Ambedkar’s ideas of nation and nation-building?

2) How can the Indian nation be built? What  are Ambedkar’s schemes of nation-

building?

3) How can the unity and integrity of the Indian nation be kept intact?

4) According to Ambedkar, what are the features of the Indian nation?
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14.0  OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 The meaning of citizenship;

 Ambedkar’s idea of citizenship, individual, society and state;

 Ambedkar’s idea of democracy and citizenship; and

 Ambedkar thoughts on fundamental rights and directive principles.

14.1  INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss the meaning of citizenship, Ambedkar’s idea of

citizenship, individual, society, state, and democracy. Citizenship is a status given

to the residents of a society as its members. The term is derived from the Latin

word ‘civitas’ meaning city, since the ancient Romans associated themselves

with their city-states. Only citizens were allowed to participate in governmental

activities such as voting, making legal contracts and standing for public offices.

Women, slaves, freedmen and client states were not given the status of citizens,

so citizenship was restrictive in nature.

In modern democracies, the meaning of citizenship expanded to become a legal

status given to an individual by the constitution of the state. With modernity,

citizenship was not limited to territorial connotations only but had political,

cultural and social connotations as well.

The term citizenship gradually developed in the West passing from one phase to

another and expanding its meaning in the process. In 18th century Britain, when

the capitalist political system was protecting property and civil liberties of the

individual, citizenship had civil connotations where citizens enjoyed right to

speech, property and faith.

In the 19th  century with the granting of adult franchise to the middle-class in

Britain, citizenship became political with the citizens enjoying the right to

participate in political procedures and become members of a political party.

In the 20th  century according to Katz1  , social citizenship grew where citizens

enjoyed wide range of rights ranging from economic welfare to the protection of
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social heritage (Katz 2008). The state was transformed into a welfare state to

look after its citizens.

14.2  INDIA AND CITIZENSHIP

The concept of citizenship in India was imported from the West by the European

powers. Prior to the advent of the British, India had community based on kinship.

Modernity and colonialism together acted on India’s past and ushered in a new

future. According to Nicholas  Dirks,2 the  British crystallised  the  identities

for  proper  functioning  of the administration (Dirks 1992). They brought the

idea of recognition and stratification. They identified the issues of caste and

religion with their understanding of fluid identity and recognition through

multiple ideas of governance. It has been argued by some historians that the

census created caste. The British created a system that was distinct and created

a new space where individuals could not escape their community. The

community and the modern concept of democracy shaped the concept of

citizenship in India.

Since citizenship has been tailored externally on the Indian society, we need to

understand the concept of citizenship so as to capture the intricacies of state-led

changes in society and focus upon the nature and conditions of political

membership as a source of social integration in the context  of changing  state-

market  relations.3  (Stewart  1995). It  is important to understand citizenship as

modernity recognized the fragments in the society but failed to propose its

eradication. Indian society had always been holistic in nature and an individual

was not much emphasised upon.

In his famous essay “Castes in India: the Genesis, Mechanism and  Development,”4

Ambedkar highlighted how the Indian society was fragmented on the basis of

patriarchy, caste, class and religion (Ambedkar 2007). He felt that India was not

a nation as he opined that a population divided into three thousand castes could

not ignore mutual suspicion and jealousy. Nation is an idea that is built on shared

emotions and agonies of its citizens.

Meaning  of  Citizenship

The term citizenship has been interpreted in various ways by different thinkers

during its historical development. Plato’s polis was based upon the citizenship

that was discriminatory and unequal in nature. It excluded the women, slaves

and foreigners from the umbra of citizenship. There was no distinction between

the public and the private life of the citizens. Romans on the other hand expanded

the concept of citizenship from the status of political equality to the judicial

safeguard i.e. provision of equality under the law. During renaissance the kings

demised and gradually with the rise in republicanism citizenship became  the

relationship between an individual and  the  state.  The  citizens  no  more

submitted to the kings and lords. Gradually in the modern times citizenship

became the membership in the political body that not only limited itself to the

political sphere but also spread its influence over the social sphere by giving

equal status and equal opportunities in the society. Right to citizenship is

protected by law. The state not only provides with the fundamental rights but

also the fundamental duties. Thus, it became a mixed bundle of rights and

duties.
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Thinkers like Turner5  understood citizenship under the realm of public/private

and active/passive (Turner 1993). Gunsteren and Leca6  viewed citizenship in

the light of historical participants and refused to bind the description of the term

in a fixed understanding (Gunsteren and Leca 1994). As per the liberalist and the

civic republicanism, citizenship was the confluence of rights and political

obligations. It prioritized the citizens over the larger interest of the community.

T. H. Marshall7  enhanced this theory of citizenship by integrating social, political

and civil obligations (Marshall 2009). This gave rise to two types of rights.

 The reproductive rights that assimilated the tripartite of civil, social and

political rights

 The right to participate in decision-making processes.

Ambedkar was highly influenced by the confluence of the liberalist civic

republicanism so as to understand the concept of citizenship in the Indian context.

From the liberalist individual approach he tried to imbibe the right to human

dignity for all sans discrimination on the basis of caste, creed, colour or sex. It

became the obligation of the state to protect the interests of the autonomous

individuals. On the other hand from the civic republican approach he imbibed

the healthy relationship between a republican state and the free individuals.

14.3 INDIVIDUAL, SOCIETY AND STATE:

AMBEDKAR’S PERSPECTIVE

Ambedkar’s concept of citizenship percolated down to the individual. His

individual was never atomistic and isolated in nature but was embedded in the

social. A man by birth was categorised under a group/caste in the society. The

predestined castes gave away class privileges. The system was never based on

choice. This excluded the dalits from the rest of the  castes  –  Brahmins,  Kshatriyas

and  Vaishyas. The  dalits  were  exploited, dominated and excluded from the

mainstream society.

According to Partha Chatterjee,8 Ambedkar emphasised upon not only the

relationship between individuals but also the relationship between an individual

and society. For him society was a product of the associations of the individuals.

Society was the horizon while the individuals had the capacity of creating a societal

environment that could protect the civil, political and social rights. Thus Ambedkar

was between liberalism and communitarianism.

Gayatri Spivak9  opined that Ambedkar used the term endosmosis as a grounding

concept to learn about the individual and group. She said that society is a relation

between two groups. Chatterjee opined that Ambedkar lived in two different

time zones – modernity and caste system. He had a universalistic as well as

particularistic approach to mark the membership of the community. Thus

Ambedkar used the idea of human institution to understand a society within and

beyond.

Ambedkar, as a part of the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution, intended

to safeguard the rights of every Indian, including the Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes, women, and members of the religious minorities. He believed

that a society with deep fissures of caste inequality was not open to changes. It

was vulnerable and could succumb to instability. Rabindranath Tagore too gave
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priority to the society over state as it aided in the human development. Tagore

believed that society is an end in itself where people lived in cooperation. While

state on the other hand was a product of commerce and politics that suppressed

the natural human instincts of living with harmony and peace.

Ranade, Gandhi and Jinnah marked a difference between the social and the

political. Unlike other modern Indian political thinkers, Ambedkar talked of reform

from social to political to ensure the recognition of citizenship in true sense.

Society was basic but the state was a necessary institution.

Unlike Gandhi who held an anarchic approach to the state or Hobbes and Hegel

who held an absolutist view to the state, Ambedkar found state as a means for the

good of the individual. He was a liberal democrat. Unlike Tagore who dismissed

the political, Ambedkar had faith in the political. He believed that state is a

pragmatic idea of power. The constitution must fulfil the needs of the people.

Influenced by the French Revolution, Ambedkar stressed on the reconstruction

of the social and the political based on democratic socialism. He envisioned a

government that was dedicated to the consolidation of social, political and

economic justice within the framework of liberty, equality and fraternity.  He

found democracy as the best form of government that could entail rights of its

citizens in the best possible way. He believed that only the political can aid in the

progress of the society.

14.4 AMBEDKAR’S IDEA ON DEMOCRACY AND

CITIZENSHIP

Democracy, for Ambedkar, meant an associated life. It was the process of

endosmosis that linked the individuals with the groups. He opined that democracy

is an arrangement in society where on the one hand there is enough space to

change the society and on the other hand, there is common interest shared by the

group. When the state becomes authoritative and ignores the society then the

location of society becomes important. Only a democratic society can recognize

the right of freedom and equal opportunity to its citizens and advance personality

development of not just the citizens but also the society on the whole. Thus

democracy for him was essentially a form of society rather than a form of

government.  Ambedkar used Dewey’s concept of associated life to form the

basis of his definition of citizenship.

Using the Deweyian term, “social endosmosis”, Ambedkar said that there is a

blockage in the process of social endosmosis in the Indian society because the

society is compartmentalised on the basis of caste system. The Indian society

followed the varnashram dharma which was predetermined by birth. This resulted

in isolation between various castes and the impregnation of an anti-social spirit,

which affected the spirit of fraternity amongst the citizens of the state.

In Annihilation of  Caste, Ambedkar writes that people do not become a society

by merely living in proximity with each other. Caste prevented people from

integrating into a unified society. The caste was decided by birth and was based

on the occupational stratification.  These castes existed  in watertight

compartments where  the  Brahmins, Vaishyas, Kshetriyas and Shudras although

practiced the same varna system but they were not allowed to intermarry amongst

each other. The Brahmins hegemonised the varna system but they practiced
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untouchability and exclusiveness. The similar attitude was imitated by the

Kshetriyas and the Vaishyas. On the other hand, shudras had no other option than

to live in seclusion. This way Ambedkar believed that inspite of following the

same Varna system  and being the part of the Hindu religion, the catses were

secluded from each other and formed a distinct group identity in themselves

resulting in the restriction of mobility and proximity with each other.   In the

Round Table Conference, Gandhi on these lines opined that since the

‘untouchables’ were a part of the Hindu community and lived in proximity, thus

there was no requirement for a separate electorate for the Untouchables. However

Ambedkar outrightly rejected Gandhi and added that since there was a conflict

of like-minded groups, thus endosmosis was impossible. Ambedkar believed

that the Brahmanic hegemony was so strong that the protection of the

distinctiveness of the practice of custom and occupation, food habits, endogamy

of each jati would offer a bottleneck to the consolidation of the real integration

of castes in a society based on fraternity.

In the Southborough Committee on Franchise, he demonstrated the significance

of caste. He maintained that the group interest of a higher caste mars the freedom

of the lower group. Therefore, in the interest of the depressed classes, he called

for franchise to provide access to public property such as wells, schools and

temples and also to provide recognition and identity to all. He promoted universal

adult franchise.

The isolation of the lower classes and exclusiveness of the higher, had cultivated

an anti- social spirit that had shunned the development of the society. In the

manuscript, “Away from the Hindus” Ambedkar stated that the social isolation

of the ‘untouchables’ could only be dissolved by the establishment of kinship.

Society is based on citizenship while religion is based on kinship. Ambedkar

advocated Buddhism. In a letter to Gandhi he wrote, “I was born as a Hindu but

shall not die like one.”10  He found Hinduism sickened by the staunch conservative

closed minded beliefs which sprang from graded inequality determined by birth.

Thus, he took to Buddhism and considered it as a liberation theology under

Navayana which was a new vehicle for a new journey towards emancipation and

a new identity. In the second Dhammachakra Pravartan in 1956, he applied

Buddhism to the  larger  political life  of society.  Ramesh  Kamble11   in  his

article  “Contextualizing Ambekarian Conversion” examined that Ambedkar not

only saw the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity in Buddhism as privileges

but also saw Buddhism as a critique of the Brahmanic chaturvarnya system which

was antithetical to Buddha’s conception of righteous moral order. But largely, in

the complete reading of Buddha and his dhamma, Ambedkar discovered the

constituents, processes and objects of the society that  he wanted to establish

through his counter hegemonic struggle. Thus conversion was one of the most

important tools for the struggle through which religious, spiritual and political

aspects had to be transformed.

In reformulating the Buddhist tradition, Ambedkar objected to the prevalence of

dukha and linked it to social economic exploitation. For him the objective of life

was to be a liberated individual. In fact, for Ambedkar, religion played an important

role in the matter of society and education. It enhanced personal purity and social

strength. It contributed to the common good. Thus, Ambedkar considered religion

essential for man and society. He considered religion as an integral part of social

life and legacy.
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Another theory that held importance for Ambedkar was Robertson Smith’s theory

of kinship that he applied to understand the social and psychological aspect of

the history of identity formation of the tribes, untouchables etc. He opined that

kinship allows the society to  be responsible and stand against  wrong that  occurs.

Kinship thus, instils morality and fraternity. Ambedkar therefore stressed upon

the inter caste marriages as he believed  that  in the  process of establishing  the

kinship  the dalits  could  incorporate themselves in the other community which

is free from the caste grid system. While quoting “Introduction to Social

Psychology”12  written by John Dewey and J H Tuffs, Ambedkar  stated that

kinship is the antithesis of isolation. The untouchables entering into kinship shall

be able to drift away from isolation.

But Ambedkar had doubts that they would be completely free while they were

under the hierarchical Hindu order. He often quoted Herbert Aptheker who

demonstrated how the Afro-Americans in spite of actively participating in the

Civil War were cheated of their rights. Ambedkar feared that the Untouchables

would meet a similar fate.

The problem was not only social in nature. It also had deep impact on the economy.

Thinkers like Saroj Giri in his Marxist reading of Ambedkar saw him as a Marxist

sympathiser who viewed caste as a class struggle. If one compares Ambedkar

and Fanon one observes that just as the Western capitalism monopolised the

resources similarly, in the caste system Brahmanism hegemonised the Hindu

culture leading to the introduction of exclusionary character in occupation, food,

marriage, touch etc.  Ambedkar saw the laws of Manu and the invisible hands of

the market excluding and discriminating against the broken people. Therefore he

followed the Marxist method of socialism to bring about emancipation in the

society. Like Locke, Ambedkar stood for both political and economic liberalism.

The only point in which he differed from Marx was that he wanted to avoid

bloodshed to bring a change in society. He rather wanted changes in the society

through parliamentary means.

Ambedkar knew that merely passing of laws would not suffice in upholding

democracy and protecting citizen’s rights. He opined that since the practice of

caste system is so deeply  embedded  in  the  Indian  society  and  so  very

normalised  in  the  day-to-day practices, any attempt by the Untouchables to

claim their citizenship rights shall be put down as has been common in history.

Thus, while drafting the Indian Constitution, he mandated the reservation policy

so as to promote  social endosmosis.  He  believed  that  free  and  equal

opportunities must  be available to all individuals. As a government is an

association of citizens, they should have a role in determining as well as obeying

the laws. In his famous work Annihilation of Caste,13 Ambedkar thus tried to

integrate the civil rights of the excluded group through persuasion as well as by

direct affirmative action. He had a two-pronged approach to deal with the problem.

 The humanistic approach to restore the dignity of an individual

 The approach based on social efficiency.

Ambedkar was a progressive radical who was an ardent votary of freedom. He

saw freedom as a positive power which strengthened people to make their choices.

The right to choose is an important aspect of empowering the citizen. Heading

the drafting Committee, Ambedkar said it is necessary to make political democracy
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a social democracy as well. Thus Ambedkar’s understanding of citizenship is

based on the theory of one-man- one-vote. Under the universal adult franchise,

irrespective of caste, creed, colour or sex, all citizens enjoy the right to vote for

their representative in the elections that is held every five years. The value of

each vote is the same. All citizens play an important role in deciding the fate of

the government. Since all citizens are important units in the state Ambedkar

stressed on the importance of education. He raised the slogan “Educate, Agitate

and Organise” to release humanity from bondage. He believed that cultivation

of the mind would lead to ultimate freedom from any form of exploitation. It

would lead to the ultimate path of human existence. It would influence social

conscience and humanity in a positive way leading to the establishment of

social justice.

Fundamental  Rights  and  Directive  Principles

If a society lacks social conscience, then the fundamental rights merely become

the trappings of democracy. If the fundamental rights are not accepted by the

society then no law or government or state could safeguard them for the citizens

in real terms. Thus the fundamental rights should be such that they are inalienable

to the individuals. They fulfil two objectives.

 All citizens are in the position to ascertain their rights.

 All governmental authorities are bound to guarantee them.

Under Part III of the Constitution of India, the following rights are given to every

citizen:

 Right to Equality

 Right to Freedom

 Right against Exploitation

 Right to Freedom of Religion

 Cultural and Educational Rights

 Right to Constitutional Remedies

 Right to Education.

These rights are not absolute and are subject to some restrictions owing to the

interests of the security of the state. Chinna Rao14 furthering the discourse on

Ambedkar and rights, questioned, who needs rights. He reflected on Ambedkar’s

ideas in “State and Minorities,” to bring out how Ambedkar was a pioneer in

integrating women, scheduled caste and tribes and other minorities into the

mainstream society by recognising them as equals  before  law  and  giving  them

equal  legal  safeguard.  By providing them with reservation at central, state and

local level, he tried to provide them with redistributive justice. Ambedkar’s theory

of distributive justice was based on three principles.

 equal opportunity for all citizens,

 critique of Hindu system based on autonomous ideology

 establishment of a casteless society.

He tried to remove the arbitrary privileges in the social and economic spheres.

He believed fundamental rights essential for the development of every individual

and preservation of human dignity.
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To protect the fundamental rights of the citizens from tyranny, discrimination

and social ostracism of a large section of the society, Ambedkar consolidated the

Directive Principles under part IV of the Indian Constitution. This instrument of

instructions aimed at the concept of a welfare state by regulating the policy of the

State that would help in the making of the social and economic framework. These

principles are non-justiciable. Thus the fundamental rights and the directive

principles protect the rights of the citizens of India.

In the light of the above discussion on Ambedkar’s perspective on citizenship,

let us now learn the definition of ‘citizens of India’ as per the Constitution, keeping

in mind that India is a heterogeneous composition of diverse cultures, castes,

races and genders.

Who  are  the  Citizens  in  India?

Under the Citizenship Act, 1955, the Indian Constitution acknowledges the

following are eligible for citizenship of India:

1) People who are domiciled in India and are born in India.

2) Persons who are domiciled in India but are not born in India naturally. For

example, Portugese and French who have settled in India.

3) Persons who are residents of India but have migrated to Pakistan.

4) Persons who are residents of Pakistan but have migrated to India.

5) Persons whose parents are born in India but are residing outside India.15

The Indian Constitution provides for a dual polity with a single citizenship.  India’s

population can be divided into natural citizens and aliens. Unlike aliens, natural

citizens enjoy full political and civil rights. Only natural citizens can contest for

offices such as those of the President, the Vice President and Judges of the Supreme

Court.

The rights the citizens claim are equally enjoyed by all. It also becomes the duty

of the state to provide equal protection of these fundamental rights for all the

citizens sans any discrimination. According  to Ambedkar,  the  right  to  social

life  is  important  for  all individuals as denial of the same infringes upon the

sense of belongingness. It forms association and identity. This identity of a citizen

is not merely from a political perspective, rather it comes under the realms of

social, public and interpersonal spheres too. All these spheres are built within the

ambit of culture and society.

It is interesting to note that Ambedkar not only discussed the integration of all

the citizens but also laid the criteria during the Constituent Assembly debates on

the disqualification of Indian citizenship. Under Part II of the provisions of the

Citizenship Act of the Indian Constitution, if any citizen, by virtue of

naturalisation, registration or at the time of India becoming a republic on 26th

January, 1950 voluntarily accepts the citizenship of any other country, then he

shall cease to be a citizen of India.

14.5  LET US SUM UP

In  this  unit  you  have  learned Ambedkar’s  views  on  citizenship,  society  and

state, democracy and citizenship.  A citizen is a basic unit of not only a state but
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also a society. The concept of citizenship is value laden as it amalgamates all into

one thread for the cause of common good. In contemporary times when the state

is facing the problem of identity politics and fear of number game in democracy,

Ambedkar’s redistribution justice and recognition policy still finds relevance to

protect the identity and rights of the citizens of India.

14.7  QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What do you understand about the citizenship of India?

2) What are Ambedkar’s views on citizenship, society and state?

3) Discuss Ambedkar’s views on Democracy and Citizenship.

4) Discuss Ambedkar’s thoughts on Fundamental Rights and Directives

Principles of India.

5) What are the rules to become a citizen of India?
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15.0  OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the history and concept of federalism;

 the basic feature of Indian federation; and

 Ambedkar’s views pertaining to federalism and linguistic states.

15.1  INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss about the history and concept of federalism, basic

feature of Indian federation and also Ambedkar’s views pertaining to federalism

and linguistic states. Federalism is concerned with the relationships between

different administrative units such as states and the union such as a country. The

relationship primarily covers social, political and economic spheres of the state.

It is concerned with the form of both the government and the Constitution.

Ambedkar in his writings, particularly “Federation versus Freedom” published

in 1939, and through his interventions in the Constituent Assembly debates on

the draft constitution presented on 4 November 1948, defined the history, concept

and nature of federalism in India.

For Ambedkar, the features of Indian federalism were:

 a flexible but strong constitution,

 the constituting units of the union having adequate balanced power and

authority,

 a strong centre as the final decision-making authority.

During the formation of the Indian union, Ambedkar was of the view that there

should be ‘one-state one-language’ and not ‘one-language one-state’. This model

remains significant till date.
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THE STAGE  FOR  INDIAN  FEDERALISM

India as a union of states was much debated in the Constituent Assembly of

India. Many members proposed names such as Bharat, Hindustan and Aryavrata

for India. Many wanted India to be a federation, conglomeration or organism of

states. Anticipating legal and constitutional pre-requisites, Ambedkar strongly

stood for India as a union of states. On 4 November 1948, he discussed the name

of the union under Article 1 of the Draft Constitution. Further he mentioned that:

Some critics have taken objection to the description of India in Article 1 of

the Draft Constitution as a Union of States. It is said that the correct

phraseology should be a Federation of States. It is true that South Africa

which is a unitary State is described as a Union. But Canada, which is a

Federation, is also called a Union. Thus the description of India as a Union,

though its constitution is Federal, does no violence to usage. But what is

important is that the use of the word Union is deliberate. I do not know why

the word ‘Union’ was used in the Canadian Constitution. But I can tell you

why the Drafting Committee has used it. The Drafting  Committee  wanted

to  make  it  clear  that  though India was to be a federation, the Federation

was not the result of an agreement by the States to join in a Federation and

that the Federation not being the result of an agreement, no State has the

right to secede from it. The Federation is a Union because it is indestructible.

Though the country and the people may be divided into different States for

convenience of administration, the country is one integral whole, its people

a single people living under a single imperia derived from a single source.

The Americans had to wage a civil war to establish that the States have no

right of secession and that their Federation was indestructible. The Drafting

Committee thought that it was better to make it clear at the outset rather than

to leave it either to speculation or to dispute. (CAD VoI. VII, 4 Nov 1948)

Form  of  the Government: American versus  Indian Federation

On 4 November 1948, while presenting the draft before the constituent assembly

about the form of the government, he compared the Indian parliamentary system

with the American presidential one to distinguish the nature of Indian federalism.

Under  the  Presidential  system of America,  the  President  is  the  Chief  Head

of the Executive. The administration is vested in him. Under the Draft Constitution

the President occupies the same position as the King under the English

Constitution. He is the head of the State but not of the Executive. He represents

the Nation but does not rule the Nation. He is the symbol of the nation. His place

in the administration is that of a ceremonial device on a seal by which the nation’s

decisions are made known. Under the American Constitution the President has

under him Secretaries in charge of different Departments. In like manner the

President of the Indian Union will have under him Ministers in charge of different

Departments of administration. Here again there is a fundamental difference

between the two. The President of the United States is not bound to accept any

advice tendered to him by any of his Secretaries. The President of the Indian

Union will be generally bound by the advice of his Ministers. He can do nothing

contrary to their advice nor can he do anything without their advice. The President

of the United States can dismiss any Secretary at any time. The President of the
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Indian Union has no power to do so long as his Ministers command a majority in

Parliament.

The Presidential system of America is based upon the separation of the Executive

and the Legislature.  Therefore, the  President  and  his Secretaries  cannot  be

members of the Congress. The Draft Constitution does not recognize this doctrine.

The Ministers under the Indian Union are members of Parliament. Only members

of Parliament can become Ministers. Ministers have the same rights as other

members of Parliament, namely, that they can sit in Parliament, take part in debates

and vote in its proceedings. Both systems of Government are of course democratic

and the choice between the two is not very easy. A democratic executive must

satisfy two conditions

1) It must be a stable executive and

2) it must be a responsible executive.

Unfortunately it has not been possible so far to devise a system which can ensure

both in equal degree. You can have a system which can give you more stability

but less responsibility or you can have a system which gives you more

responsibility but less stability. The American and the Swiss systems give more

stability but less responsibility. The British system on the other hand gives you

more responsibility but less stability. The reason for this is obvious. The American

Executive is a non-Parliamentary Executive which means that it is not dependent

for its existence upon a majority in the Congress, while the British system is a

Parliamentary Executive which means that it is dependent upon a majority in

Parliament. Being a non-Parliamentary Executive, the Congress of the United

States cannot dismiss the Executive. A Parliamentary Government must resign

the moment it loses the confidence of a majority of the members of Parliament.

Looking at it from the point of view of responsibility, a non-Parliamentary

Executive being independent of parliament tends to be less responsible to the

Legislature, while a Parliamentary Executive being more dependent upon a

majority in Parliament become more responsible. The Parliamentary system differs

from a non-Parliamentary system in as much as the former is more responsible

than the latter but they also differ as to the time and agency for assessment of

their responsibility. Under the non-Parliamentary system, such as the one that

exists in the U.S.A., the assessment of the responsibility of the Executive is

periodic. It is done by the Electorate. In England, where the Parliamentary system

prevails, the assessment  of responsibility of the  Executive  is  both  daily and

periodic.  The  daily assessment  is  done by members of Parliament, through

questions, Resolutions,  No- confidence motions, Adjournment motions and

Debates on Addresses. Periodic assessment is done by the Electorate at the time

of the election which may take place every five years or earlier. The Daily

assessment of responsibility which is not available under the American system is

it is felt far more effective than the periodic assessment and far more necessary

in a country like India. The Draft Constitution in recommending the Parliamentary

system of Executive has preferred more responsibility to more stability. (CAD

VoI. VII,4 Nov. 1948)

Form  of  the  Constitution:  Unitary  versus  Federal

Having explained the form of government, next, Ambedkar explained the form

of the constitution thus:
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Two principal forms of the Constitution are known to history - one is called

Unitary and the other Federal. The two essential characteristics of a Unitary

Constitution are:

1) the supremacy of the Central Polity and

2) the absence of subsidiary sovereign polities.

Contrariwise, a Federal Constitution is marked:

1) by the existence of a Central polity and subsidiary polities side by side,

and

2) by each being sovereign in the field assigned to it.

In other words, federation means the establishment of a Dual Polity. The Draft

Constitution is, Federal Constitution in as much as it establishes what may be

called a Dual Polity. This Dual Polity under the proposed Constitution will consist

of the Union at the Centre and the States at the periphery, each endowed with

sovereign powers to be exercised in the field assigned to them respectively by

the Constitution. This dual polity resembles the American Constitution. In the

same way the Indian Constitution proposed in the Draft Constitution is not a

league of States nor are the States administrative units or agencies of the Union

Government. Here, however, the similarities between the Indian and the American

Constitution come to an end. The differences that distinguish them are more

fundamental and glaring than the similarities between the two. (CAD VoI. VII, 4

Nov.1948)

The  Question  of  Citizenship

Ambedkar sought to bring out the uniqueness of the Indian federation. For him:

The points of difference between the American Federation and the Indian

Federation are mainly two. In the U.S.A. this dual polity is followed by a

dual citizenship. In the U.S.A. there is a citizenship of the U.S.A. But there

is also a citizenship of the State. No doubt the rigors of this double citizenship

are much assuaged by the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the

United States which prohibits the States from taking away the rights, privileges

and immunities of the citizen of the United States. At the same time, as

pointed out by Mr. William Anderson, in certain political matters, including

the right to vote and to hold public office, States may and do discriminate in

favour of their own citizens. This favouritism goes even farther in many

cases. Thus to obtain employment in the service of a State or local Government

one  is  in  most  places  required  to  be  a local resident  or  citizen. Similarly

in the licensing of persons for the practice of such public professions as law

and medicine, residence or citizenship in the State is frequently required;

and in business where public regulation must necessarily be strict, as in the

saleof liquor, and of stocks and bonds, similar requirements have been upheld.

The proposed Indian Constitution is a dual polity with a single citizenship. There

is only one citizenship for the whole of India. It is Indian citizenship. There is no

State citizenship. Every Indian has the same form of citizenship, no matter in

what State he resides. The dual polity of the proposed Indian Constitution differs

from the dual polity of the U.S.A. in another respect. In the U.S.A. the

Constitutions of the Federal and the States Governments are loosely connected.

In describing the relationship between the Federal and State Government in the
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U.S.A., Bryce has said: ‘The Central or national Government and the State

Governments may be compared to a large building and a set of smaller buildings

standing on the same ground, yet distinct from each other.’ Distinct they are, but

how distinct are the State Governments in the U.S.A. from the Federal

Government? Some idea of this distinctness may be obtained from the following

facts: First is concerned with the subject to the maintenance of the republican

form of Government, each State in America is free to make its own Constitution.

Second, that the people of a State retain forever in their hands, altogether

independent of the National Government, the power of altering their Constitution.

(CAD VoI. VII, 4 Nov. 1948)

Ambedkar pointed to certain special features of the proposed Indian federation

which mark it off not only from the American federation but from all other

federations.

All federal systems including the American are placed in a tight mould of

federalism. No matter what the circumstances, it cannot change its form and

shape. It can never be unitary. On the other hand the Draft Constitution can be

both unitary as well as federal according to the requirements of time and

circumstances. In normal times, it is framed to work as a federal system. But in

times of war it is so designed as to make it work as though it was a unitary

system. Once the President issues a Proclamation, which he is authorized to do

under the Provisions of Article 275, the whole scene can become transformed

and the State becomes a unitary state. The Union under the Proclamation can

claim if it wants:

1) the power to legislate upon any subject even though it may be in the State

list,

2) the power to give directions to the States as to how they should exercise their

executive authority in matters which are within their charge,

3) the power to vest authority for any purpose in any officer, and

4) the power to suspend the financial provisions of the Constitution.

Such a power of converting itself into a unitary State no federation possesses.

This is one point of difference between the Federation proposed in the Draft

Constitution, and all other Federations we know of. (CAD VoI. VII, 4 Nov.

1948)

15.3  FEATURES OF INDIAN FEDERATION

Ambedkar compared the Indian federation not only with that of the USA but also

with other existing federations. By comparing different countries’ constitutions,

Ambedkar discusses the features of Indian federalism such as:

 Rigid versus flexible constitution

 Single judiciary

 Division of power

 Freedom of states with strong emergency power residing with the Union

government.
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Rigidity  and  Flexibility  of  the  Constitution

Ambedkar argued:

This is not the only difference between the proposed Indian Federation and

other federations. Federalism is described as a weak if not an effete form

of Government. There are two weaknesses from which Federation is

alleged to suffer. One is rigidity and the other is legalism. That these faults

are inherent in Federalism, there can be no dispute. A Federal Constitution

cannot but be a written Constitution and a written Constitution must

necessarily be a rigid Constitution. A Federal Constitution means division of

Sovereignty by no less a sanction than that of the law of the Constitution

between the Federal Government and the States, with two necessary

consequences:

1) that any invasion by the Federal Government in the field assigned to the

States and vice versa is a breach of the Constitution and

2) such breach is a justifiable matter to be determined by the Judiciary only.

This being the nature of federalism, a federal Constitution has been found in a

pronounced form in the Constitution of the United States of America. (CAD VoI.

VII, 4 Nov. 1948)

In order to avoid rigidity and legalism from federalism, Ambedkar divided the

Articles of

Constitution into two groups:

The second means adopted to avoid rigidity and legalism is the provision for

facility with which the Constitution could be amended. The provisions of the

Constitution relating to the amendment of the Constitution divide the Articles of

the Constitution into two groups. In the one group are placed Articles relating to

a) the distribution of legislative powers between the Centre and the States,

b) the representation of the States in Parliament, and

c) the powers of the Courts.

All other Articles are placed in another group. Articles placed in the second group

cover a very large part of the Constitution and can be amended by Parliament by

a double majority, namely, a majority of not less than two thirds of the members

of each House present  and voting and by a majority of the total membership of

each House. The amendment of these Articles does not require ratification by the

States. It is only in those Articles which are placed in group one that an additional

safeguard of ratification by the States is introduced. One can therefore safely say

that the Indian Federation will not suffer from the faults of rigidity or legalism.

Its distinguishing feature is that it is a flexible federation.

Division  of  Authority

Ambedkar points out that the division of authority between legislature, executive

and judiciary makes the Indian Constitution different from other constitutions.

However this division of authority might create chaos. So Ambedkar opines that

a single judiciary, common All-India Services and uniform civil, criminal,

fundamental laws shall bring in uniformity in the Indian federation. He wrote:
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There is another special feature of the proposed Indian Federation which

distinguishes it from other  federations. A Federation  being  a  dual polity

based  on  divided authority with separate legislative, executive and judicial

powers for each of the two polities is bound to produce diversity in laws, in

administration and in judicial protection. Up to a certain point this diversity

does not matter. It may be welcomed as being an attempt to accommodate

the powers of Government to local needs and local circumstances. But this

very diversity when it goes beyond a certain point is capable of producing

chaos and has produced chaos in many federal States. One has only to imagine

twenty different laws - if we have twenty States in the Union– of marriage,

of divorce, of inheritance of property, family relations, contracts, torts, crimes,

weights and measures, of bills and cheques, banking and commerce, of

procedures for obtaining justice and in the standards and methods of

administration. Such a state of affairs not only weakens the State but becomes

intolerant to the citizen who moves from State to State only to find that what

is lawful in one State is not lawful in another. The Draft Constitution has

sought to forge means and methods  whereby India  will  have  Federation

and  at  the  same  time  will  have uniformity in all basic matters which are

essential to maintain the unity of the country. The means adopted by the

Draft Constitution are three

1) A single judiciary,

2) uniformity-in fundamental laws, civil and criminal, and

3) a common All-India Civil Service to man important posts. (CAD VoI. VII,

4Nov. 1948)

Amending  the  Constitution

Ambedkar was aware that:

The provisions relating to amendment of the Constitution have come in for a

virulent attack at the hands of the critics of the Draft Constitution. It is said that

the provisions contained in the Draft make amendment difficult. It is proposed

that the Constitution should be amendable by a simple majority at least for some

years. The argument is subtle and ingenious. It is said that this Constituent

Assembly is not elected on adult suffrage while the future Parliament will be

elected on adult suffrage and yet the former has been given the right to pass the

Constitution by a simple majority while the latter has been denied the same right.

It is paraded as one of the absurdities of the Draft Constitution. I must repudiate

the charge because it is without foundation. (To know how simple are the

provisions of the Draft Constitution in respect of amending the Constitution one

has only to study the provisions for amendment contained in the American and

Australian Constitutions. Compared to them those contained in the Draft

Constitution will be found to be the simplest. The Draft Constitution has

eliminated the elaborate and difficult procedures such as a decision by a convention

or a referendum. The Powers of amendment are left with the Legislature Central

and Provincial. It is only for amendments of specific matters – and they are only

few – that the ratification of the State legislatures is required. All other Articles

of the Constitution are left to be amended by Parliament. The only limitation is

that it shall be done by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the members of

each House present and voting and a majority of the total membership of each
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House. It is difficult to conceive a simpler method of amending the Constitution.

(CAD VoI. VII, 4 Nov. 1948)

After answering all criticisms against the draft constitution, Ambedkar presented

it to the

Constituent Assembly:

I believe I have dealt with all the adverse criticisms that have been leveled against

the Draft Constitution as settled by the Drafting Committee. I don’t think that I

have left out any important comment or criticism that has been made during the

last eight months during which the Constitution has been before the public. It is

for the Constituent Assembly to decide whether they will accept the constitution

as settled by the Drafting Committee or whether they shall alter it before passing

it. (CAD VoI. VII, 4 Nov. 1948)

15.4  AMBEDKAR ON LINGUISTIC STATES

India, being a multilingual nation, the issue of reorganisation of states on the

basis of linguistics was an important issue. The proponents of the linguistic

provinces believed that it would give them the space to develop their languages

and culture and impregnate a distinct nationality. However this idea faced

vehement contradictory opinions and prejudices as the idea was believed to lack

farsightedness in considering the fact that there was a possibility of the future

government of independent India being of dual form (central government and

multiple provincial governments). It was even believed that the creation of

linguistic  provinces  shall have  an  adverse  effect  on  the  working  of the

Central Government as well as provincial governments as their working was

primarily based upon inter-linked discharge of legislative, executive and

administrative functions. Various Commissions like the  Dar  Commission,  JVP

Committee  and States  Re-organization Committee worked on the reorganization

of states for administrative convenience, geographical contiguity and economic

viability.

Paradoxes  on  Linguistic  States

Ambedkar’s intervention since the genesis of the issue with the creation of a

separate Karnataka  Province  in  1938  under  the  Bombay  Legislative Assembly

has  been  an important and interesting journey. In the beginning, on the issue of

separate Karnataka province,  he  spoke  against  it  as  it  seemed  untenable and

a  vague  idea  to  get  the

‘Kanarese’ speaking people under one state. He feared for the disintegration of

the land. He said:

Our strength lies in a polyglot administration. I do not say, but I have my

fears that if Karnataka is created as a separate province, it would be a province

of all the Lingayats against everybody else. I am not mincing matters, but if

for instance, there was  a separation  there  would  be  a  combination  of the

Marathas  against  the Kanarese – we don’t want this kind of thing and there

cannot be a common front which we at present enjoy. (ibid)

He believed that a unilingual state would shake the spirit of unity and further
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divide India. He was against one-language, one-state as it would hamper the

spirit of fraternity. Also from the perspective of minorities, his theory was:

As the area of the State increases, the proportion of the minority to the majority

decreases and the position of the minority become precarious and the

opportunities for the majority to practice, tyranny over the minority

become greater. The State must, therefore, be small. (ibid)

He thus believed that linguistic state is an absurd idea as it would diverge the

State. He opined that it would gradually result into some states being bigger

while the rest being smaller, that would have serious repercussions on India as a

whole. The disproportionate size of the states would inculcate cultural differences

that could brew civil war. Ambedkar’s fear proved right with the Dravidian

movements in south India like Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam.  He  believed  that

the  British gave  India  the  gift  of enjoying a  common nationality and carving

states on the basis of linguistics would be an infringement upon the development

of a common nationality.

However, later, there was a flux in the ideology of Ambedkar in favour of linguistic

provinces. In the States Re-organisation Commission, Ambedkar himself gave a

different argument regarding state reorganisation and the question of language,

because of the changing circumstances. Also, due to the fact that he got a complete

picture of the problem, on the publication of the Report of the States Re-

organisation Commission, he thought responsibility was more important than

consistency. Moreover he was examining the entire problem de novo from the

point of view of the minorities also.

Ambedkar’s Remedies:

His definition of linguistic province was the following:

By a linguistic province, I mean a province which by the social composition of

its population is homogenous and therefore more suited for the realisation of

those social ends which a democratic government must fulfil. In my view, a

linguistic province has nothing to do with the language of the province. In the

scheme of linguistic provinces, a language has necessarily to play its part. But its

part can be limited to the creation of the province i.e. for demarcation of the

province.  (ibid)

Ambedkar viewed linguistic provinces as means to strengthen the democratic

set up of the government and vice versa.

He observed that,

Linguistic provinces would make democracy work better than it would in

mixed provinces. A linguistic province produces what democracy needs,

namely social homogeneity. Now the homogeneity of a people depends upon

their having a belief in a common origin, in the possession of a common

language and literature, in their pride in a common historic tradition,  community

of social customs, etc. is a proposition, which no student of sociology can

dispute. The absence of a social homogeneity in a State creates a dangerous

situation especially where such a state is raised on a democratic structure.

History shows that democracy cannot work in a State where the population is

not homogenous. (Ambedkar Writinga and Speeches, Vol 2, p. 195 Government

of Maharashtra Publication)
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Elaborating on the subject of linguistic provinces, Ambedkar opined that a

Linguistic Province is one which, by the social composition of its population is

homogeneous and therefore more suited for the realization of those social ends

which a democratic government must fulfill. It should have nothing to do with

the linguistic and making it official. The linguistic province shall rather impart

cultural unity by cumulating common factors like that of language as a common

historical tradition of the community. This way there shall be no fear of say, a

Maharashtrian not being a Maharashtrian if he can speak languages other than

his mother tongue as well. Similarly in the case of Bengalis, Tamilians and others.

Ambedkar suggested certain principles which should underlie the creation of

linguistic states:

1) The idea of having a mixed state must be completely abandoned.

2) Every state must be a unilingual state. One-state one-language.

3) The formula one-state one-language must not be confused with the formula

of one- language one-state.

The formula one-language one-state means that all people speaking one language

should  be  brought  under  one  government,  irrespective  of area,  population

and dissimilarity of conditions among the people speaking the language. This is

the idea that underlies the agitation for a united Maharashtra with Bombay. This

is an absurd formula and has no precedent for it. It must be abandoned. A people

speaking one language may be cut into many States as is done in other parts of

the world.

4) Into how many states a people speaking one language should be cut up, should

depend upon (a) the requirement of efficient administration, (b) the needs of

the different areas, (c) the sentiments of the different  areas and (d) the

proportion between the majority and minority.

5) The states must be small.

As the area of the state increases, the proportion of the minority to the majority

decreases and the position of the minority becomes precarious as the

opportunities for the majority to practice tyranny over the minority becomes

greater.

6) The minority must be given protection to prevent the tyranny of the majority.

To do this the Constitution must be amended and provisions must be made

“for a system on plural member constituencies (two or three) with cumulative

voting.”

Thus, he wanted that effective steps should be taken to pre-empt any possible

future move to convert linguistic provinces into provincial nations. He tried his

best to prevent the provincial language taking shape of the official language. He

believed that provincial language as official language would crystallise the

provincial cultures leading to isolation and fragmentation. Thus it was better to

let the provincial culture remain fluid in nature.

Ambedkar even opined that his solution was not the best one but would aid in the

successful functioning of the constitution in the provinces on democratic lines.

So the States Reorganisation Commission was given the responsibility to create
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linguistic states and  provide  adequate  institutional checks. Ambedkar,  in  short,

called  for  national integration in the true sense while discussing the possibility

of linguistic states in terms of not one-language one-state but one-state one-

language. It is interesting to note that in post-independent India, reorganisation

of states has been possible only on the formula of Ambedkar under which

divisions in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and most  recently Andhra Pradesh have been

possible.

15.5  LET US SUM UP

In this unit you have learned about the federalism, basic feature of Indian federation

and also Ambedkar’s views pertaining to federalism and linguistic states. For

India, independence and partition occurred simultaneously and drafting a

Constitution under such a scenario was an arduous task. It was essential to forge

a unified nation while paying attention to the expectations of the various

constituent units. This would only work under a federal system wherein the social,

political and economic aspects of both states and the centre are adequately

represented and their grievances addressed. Ambedkar in his writings, as member

of the  drafting committee  and through his  interventions in the  Constituent

Assembly  debates  defined  the  history,  concept  and  nature  of  federalism  in

India. Ambedkar realized that checks and balances are required to maintain

equilibrium between a strong centre and the states of the Indian union. He was of

the opinion that only such a federal system can be more inclusive and represent

people’s interests.

Ambedkar believed that a unilingual state would shake the spirit of unity and

further divide India. He was against one-language one-state as it would hamper

the spirit of fraternity. He clearly favoured linguistic states in terms of not one-

language one-state, but one-state one-language. He argued that large linguistic

state was an absurd idea as it would divide the state. He opined that it would

result into some states being bigger and the rest being smaller, which would have

serious repercussions on India as a whole.  The disproportionate size of the states

would inculcate cultural differences that could brew civil war. He observed that

small linguistic provinces and large linguistic states was an absurd idea would

make democracy work better than mixed provinces as it would produce what

democracy needs, namely social homogeneity.

15.6  QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) How did Ambedkar define federalism and its importance?

2) How is authority distributed between the centre and the states?

3) How can we understand the centre-state relationship in the context of

federalism?

4) Do you think that small states can also negotiate effectively with the centre

within the framework of federalism? Explain with relevant examples.

5) What are the ideas of Ambedkar on linguistic states?

6) How did Ambedkar suggest the creation of linguistic states?
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16.1  OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the meaning of parliamentary democracy;

 the contribution of B. R. Ambedkar to parliamentary democracy;

 the challenges and prospects of parliamentary democracy; and

 the contribution of parliament to democracy.

16.1  INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will discuss the meaning of parliamentary democracy and

Ambedkar’s contribution of parliamentary democracy. Parliamentary democracy

is a democratic form of government in which the party (or a coalition of parties)

with the greatest representation in parliament (legislature) forms the government,

its leader becoming prime minister. Executive functions are exercised by members

of parliament appointed by the prime minister to the cabinet. The parties in the

minority serve as opposition to the majority and have the duty to challenge it

regularly. The prime minister may be removed from power whenever he or she

loses the confidence of a majority of the ruling party or of parliament.

Parliamentary democracy originated in Britain and was adopted in several of its

former colonies.1

Broadly, parliamentary democracy functions are according to certain postulates,

the most important being responsibility of the executive to the legislature; and

through the legislature ultimately to the electorate and the country. Another

postulate is a peaceful transfer of governmental authority from one party to another

either as the result of an adverse vote in parliament or after a general election. It

presupposes a party government founded on collective responsibility. This is

how the British Parliament has evolved. Parliamentary institutions elsewhere

have copied this pattern with modifications and deviations; and India is no

exception. Parliamentary democracy here bears about it the marks of its parentage.2

In a parliamentary democracy, the government must maintain the confidence of

parliament at all times. Therefore, government formation and legislative decision

making are necessarily intertwined, and a bargaining perspective is a natural
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approach to coalition formation and policy choice.  Moreover, as both government

formation and legislations  depend  on representation in parliament, voters, to

the extent that they respond to incentives related to policy outcomes, must base

their voting decision on expected coalition formation outcomes. This is  true

especially in  proportional representation systems,  the  modal electoral institution

in parliamentary democracies. The incentives present in a parliamentary system

also affect the continuity of governments and policy. In equilibrium, governments

generally do not persist from one inter-election period to the next and neither do

their policies. Government transition and policy change thus should be expected

in parliamentary systems, independently of whether there are shocks to the system.3

16.2 MEANING  OF  PARLIAMENTARY

DEMOCRACY

India is the largest democracy in the world. Scholars have defined democracy in

different ways. Dicey defines democracy as “that form of government in which

the governing body is a comparatively large fraction of the entire nation. Bryce

accepts the definition of Herodotus and says that democracy denotes that form of

government in which the ruling power of the state is largely vested in the members

of the community as a whole.4 Bryce adds “This means in communities which

act by voting, that rule belongs to the majority, as no other method has been

bound for determining peacefully and legally what is to be declared the will of

the community which is not unanimous.”5 Bagehot defines democracy as

“government by discussion,” Lincoln as “the government of the people, by the

people and for the people.”6  But Ambedkar was not satisfied with the definitions

of democracy given by Walter, Bagehot or Abraham Lincoln.

He viewed Grothe’s notions about freedom, self-government and democracy as

fallacious and misleading. Ambedkar writes:

For, words such as society, nation and country are just amorphous if not

ambiguous terms. There is no gain saying that ‘nation’ through one word

means many classes. Philosophically, it may be possible to consider a nation

as a unit but sociologically, it cannot but be regarded as consisting of many

classes and the freedom of the nation, if it is to be reality, must vouchsafe the

freedom of the different classes comprised in it, particularly of those who

are treated as the servile classes.7

According to Ambedkar, democracy means, “a form and method of government

whereby revolutionary changes in the economic and social life of the people are

brought about without bloodshed. If democracy can enable those who are running

it to bring about fundamental changes in the social and economic life of the

people and the people accept those changes without resorting to bloodshed, then,

I say, that there is democracy. That is the real test. It is perhaps the severest test.”8

He desired to remove the contradiction created by economic and social

inequalities. He wanted to establish the principle of one man, one vote and one

value not only in political life of India but also in social and economic life; in

other words, he wanted political democracy to be accompanied by social

democracy. He was conscious of the social and economic inequalities which

corrode the national consciousness of the Indian people. He said,  “we  must

make  our  political democracy a  social democracy as  well,  political democracy

cannot last unless there lies at the base of it social democracy.”9
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Democracy means that political power is ultimately in the hands of the whole

adult population and that no smaller group has the right to rule. “Democracy

only takes on a more useful  meaning when qualified by one or the other word

with   which   it   is associated,  for  example,   liberal  democracy,   representative

democracy, participatory democracy or direct democracy.”10  Although all free

societies are democratic, democracies can fail to protect individual freedom.

Countries are considered democratic to the extent that they have fair and frequent

elections in which nearly all adults have the right to vote, citizens have the right

to form and join organizations and to express themselves. Democracy must

ascertain the constitutional structure that best suits the needs of a particular

country. Alternative forms of constitutional democracy include parliamentary

versus presidential forms of government, plurality versus proportional

representation system and federal versus unitary systems.

16.3 AMBEDKAR’S VIEW ON PARLIAMENTARY

DEMOCRACY

According to Ambedkar, “Parliamentary democracy is unknown to us at present.

But India, at one time had parliamentary institutions. India was far more advanced

in ancient times. If you go throughout the Suktas of Mahaprinibbana, you will

find ample evidence in support of my point. In these Suktas it is stated that while

Bhagwan Buddha was dying at Kusinara (Kusinagara) a message to the effect

was sent to the Mallas who were sitting in session at that time. They decided that

they should not close the session but would carry on with their work and would

go to Kusinara after finishing of the business of Parliament.”11

Ambedkar was a fervent believer in democracy. He took a rationalistic and

comprehensive view of democracy. He was,  by philosophical persuasion, a liberal

democrat. While pursuing the  cause  of justice  for  the Untouchables,  he  was

in fact  enunciating the democratic principle as the bedrock of justice.

His vision of a democratic society was one in which there will be neither an

oppressor class nor a suppressed class; equality before law and in administration

and functioning of moral order in society. He wrote elsewhere that a society

based on liberty, equality and fraternity should be the only alternative to a caste

society. It should be full of channels for conveying a change, taking place in one

part to other parts. It should be mobile. There must be ‘social endosmosis’. This

is fraternity which is only another name for democracy. He writes:

Democracy is not merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of

associated living, of conjoint communicated experience. It is essentially an

attitude of respect and reverence towards fellowmen.12

He was aware of the fact that equality is a fiction and is “glaringly fallacious,

“but believed that we cannot escape it. We can get the most out of people by

“making them (everyone) equal as far as possible at the very start of the race.”13

It is quite clear from this that he was taking a purely ‘secular’ approach to the

problem of democracy, and he believed in democracy that was complete and

real.  He firmly believed that  political democracy could not succeed without

social and economic democracy. According to him, social and economic

democracy is the tissue and the fibre of political democracy. He did not  make  a

secret  of his  utter  dissatisfaction and  dismay at  the  inadequacy of the democratic
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edifice created in the Constitution of India, of which he himself was the chief

architect.14  In his address to the Constituent Assembly, he said:

On the 26th  January 1950, we are going to enter into a life of contradictions.

In politics we will have equality and in social and economic life we will

have inequality. In politics we will be recognising the principle of ‘one man

one vote, and one vote one value’. In our social and economic life, we shall,

by reason of our social and economic structure, continue to deny the principle

of one man one value. How long shall we continue to deny equality in our

social and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so

only by putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this

contradiction at the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer from

inequality will blow up the structure of political democracy which this

Assembly has so laboriously built up.15

So, he attached high importance to establishing the principle of ‘one man one

value’ along with the principle of ‘one man one vote and, one vote one value’,

that alone can make democracy complete and real. This is the soul of democracy.

In other words, political power, economic strength and social position should be

shared equally by all sections of society in a democracy. He pleaded for a share

for the Dalits in the political power of the country so that they could influence

decision making and participate in the policy- making process in their favour.

“His idea of democracy is thus, tinged with social realism, human experience

and reason, pragmatic and humanistic outlook on life.”16 He accepted the theory

of state socialism instead of communism or capitalism for achieving economic

equality and prosperity.

To Ambedkar, three main things were inherent in parliamentary system of

government. These were17:

1) Parliamentary government means negation of hereditary rule. No person can

claim to be a hereditary ruler. Whoever wants to rule must be elected by the

people from time to time. He must obtain the approval of the people.

Hereditary rule has no sanction in ParliamentarySystem of Government.

2) Any law, any measure, applicable to the public life of the people must be

based on the advice of the people chosen by the people. No single individual

can presume the authority that  he  knows everything,  that  he  can  make  the

laws  and  carry the Government. The laws are to be made by the

representatives of the people in Parliament. They are the people who can

advise the men in whose name the law is proclaimed. That is the difference

between the monarchical system of government and the democratic system

of government. In monarchy the affairs of the people are carried on in the

name of the monarch and under the authority of a monarch. In democracy

the affairs of the public are carried on in the name of the head of the state, but

the laws and the executive measures are the authority on which the government

is carried on. The head of the state is the titular head; he is merely a symbol.

He is a concentrated ‘Murti’. He can be worshipped but he is not allowed to

carry out the government of the country. The government of the country is

carried out, though in his name, by the elected representatives of the people.

3) Parliamentary system of the government means that at a stated period those

who want to advise the head of the state must have the confidence of the

people in themselves renewed.
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According to him, “this is also not enough. Parliamentary system of government

is much more that government by discussion. There are two pillars on which the

parliamentary system of government rests. These are the fulcrums on which the

mechanism works. Those two pillars are (1) an opposition, and (2) free and fair

elections.”18

About his preference of parliamentary system of government, Ambedkar wrote:

During the discussion in the Constituent Assembly, there was a variety of

opinion as regards the nature of the Constitution that we should have. Some

preferred British system; some the American system, there were others who

did not want either of these two types of government. But after a long

discussion a large majority of members came to a conclusion that the system

of the parliamentary government as it is in Britain is best suited to our country.

There are some sections of people who do not like the parliamentary

government. Communists want the Russian type of government. The socialists

are also against the present Constitution of India, they are agitating against

it, they have declared that if they come to power they will modify it.

Personally speaking, I am very attached to the parliamentary system of

government.19

According to Ambedkar, there are some limitations leading to failure of

parliamentary democracy in a country.

In a parliamentary democracy, the Executive may be held up by the Legislature

which may refuse to pass the laws which the Executive wants and if it is

not held up by the Legislature it may be held by the judiciary which may

declare the laws as illegal. Parliamentary democracy gives no free hand to

dictatorship and that is why it became a discredited institution in countries

like Italy, Spain and Germany which readily welcomed dictatorships.20

Ambedkar analysed the reasons for the failure of some parliamentary democracies.

He noted  that  even  in  countries  pledged  to  democracy  there  may  be  a  great

deal  of discontent and dissatisfaction against parliamentary democracy. “The

discontent against parliamentary democracy is due to the realization that it has

failed to assure to the masses the right to liberty, property or the pursuit of

happiness.”21

The cause of this failure, he said, may be found in either wrong ideology or

wrong organisation or both.

One such erroneous ideology is the idea of freedom of contract and its ignorance

of the economic inequalities of the parties in the contract. Another wrong ideology

that has vitiated the institution of parliamentary democracy is the failure to realize

and feel that political democracy cannot succeed where there is no social and

economic democracy.

About bad organisation, he says the following:

All political societies get divided into two classes, the Rulers and the Ruled.

This is an evil. If the evil stopped here it would not matter much. But the

unfortunate part of it is that the division becomes so stereotyped and stratified

that Rulers are always drawn from the ruling class and the class that is ruled

never becomes the ruling class. This happens because generally people do

not care to see that they govern themselves, they are content to establish a

government and leave it to govern them.22
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Ambedkar warned the harbingers of democracy that if parliamentarian democracy

fails in this land, the result will be rebellion, anarchy and communism. He says:

I want you to take note of these eventful certainties and if you wish that

parliamentary democracy prevails in this country, if you are satisfied that we

will be assured of our liberty of thought, speech and action, if we should

preserve our independence, if wecherish the inherent right of individual

liberty, then it is your duty as student, as intelligent community of our country,

to strive your utmost to cherish this parliamentary system of government in

its true spirit and to work for it.23

16.4   LET US SUM UP

In context of the preceding discussion it is now possible to set out the key

characteristics of a parliamentary democracy. Parliaments differ from one another

in terms of social and economic context.  There are  federal and  unitary states.

There are presidential and parliamentary systems. There are single and dual-

chamber parliaments. Above all there are enormous differences between countries,

not only in their size, but also in their levels of economic development, and in

the resources that are consequently available to parliaments for carrying out their

work. Ambedkar firmly believed that without social and economic democracy

political democracy could not succeed. According to him, social and economic

democracy is the tissue and the fibre of political democracy.

16.5   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) If parliaments are to survive as an effective instrument of mankind, they

must adapt themselves to the great social and political forces and problems

of our time. Critically discuss giving suitable examples.

2) Discuss the challenges and prospects of parliamentary democracy.

3) Discuss in detail giving suitable examples of parliamentary contribution to

democracy.

4) Analyse the political philosophy of Bhim Rao Ambedkar in context of

parliamentary democracy.
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17.0   OBJECTIVES

This unit would enables you to understand:

 Ambedkar’s understanding of democracy in general and his conception of

social democracy in particular;

 Basic features of Ambedkar’s conception of social democracy in terms of

equality, rights, freedom and justice;

 Just and righteous social order as the key to the success of democracy against

caste system and Hindu social order; and

 Ambedkar’s state socialism as an alternative to capitalism and socialism.

17.1   INTRODUCTION

Social democracy has emerged as a significant concept in the twentieth century.

Conceived as an alternative to both liberalism and Marxism, it came into existence

with the recognition of the limits of both capitalism and socialism.  It is associated

with the welfare state, and the values of equality and solidarity. It builds upon

commitment to shared values and social responsibilities. It emphasizes ethical

living with a communitarian slant. Social democracy is primarily based on the

idea that the state should ensure security and equality for all and must play a role

in reordering society accordingly. Social democracy believes in gradual and

incremental change. It considers that socialism may be established through lawful

means rather than by force.

Social democracy as a practical concept offers an account of the complex interplay

among ideas of legitimacy, efficiency and stability. It aims to enhance the

functionality and stability of democratic states. It seeks to explain the functional

deficiencies of libertarian democracy. It allows active participation of people in

institutions of democracy. It makes institutions accountable to people. It attempts

to actualize rights. Social democracy insists that democracy and associated rights
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must be extended to social and economic spheres as well. Social security, justice

and participation play important roles in improving the quality of democracy in a

given society.

Social democracy is about practically realizing the value of democracy at societal

level. This belief became prominent in the west with the failure of liberalism and

socialism in realizing their ideals in society. The idea of democracy gained

ascendancy in the aftermath of the Second World War and took various forms,

such as political democracy, economic democracy and social democracy.

Social democracy co-exists with values like equality, community living and justice.

The contours of social democracy vary on the basis of how one conceives and

relates these values and ideals.  In India, Ambedkar came with ideas aimed to

abolish the highly discriminatory and  inhuman caste  system.  One  can decipher

some  variant  of social democracy as an ideal from his writings and practice.

The key values of his variant of social democracy are equality, society as an

ethically constituted community and state socialism.

Ambedkar, as an important political philosopher, has creatively enriched the

tradition of social democracy. Against the liberal versions of democracy, he

provides a new meaning to   democracy in general and social democracy in

particular. He adopts social democracy as a principle in building the Indian nation

state. He understood that political equality is not sufficient for the working of

democracy. Social and economic equality are essential conditions for effective

functioning of political democracy. Social freedom plays a vital role in expanding

the horizons of social equality and democracy. Universal human rights and

fundamental rights can be realized in the true sense only by ensuring a righteous

social life. He finds the source of these rights in normative social life rather than

in legal imposition. However, he recognizes the importance of legal provisions

in safeguarding   weak and vulnerable social minorities from the wrath of the

powerful. He upholds the role of the state as interventionist, in minimizing the

existing inequalities and ensuring the freedom of its citizens. State has to be

egalitarian and aim at promoting the welfare of the people. In this direction

Ambedkar deviates from the typical discourse and argues for state socialism as a

political framework and social justice as a principle of social democracy rather

than being carried away with either liberalism or socialism.

17.2 AMBEDKAR’S CONCEPTION OF SOCIAL

DEMOCRACY

Ambedkar not only conceptualized democracy suited to Indian conditions but

also fought for realization of the ideals of democracy. He addressed the question

of social dynamics arising out of the functioning of a democratic government in

an undemocratic society. He articulated the concerns of people who were deprived

of basic civil rights.

To understand his conception of democracy, we have to look into his writings,

speeches, struggles and his involvement in  nation-building (through his

participation at various levels in the British Indian government and Independent

India). In his efforts, we may find his quest for real democracy.

Social equality, freedom, associated living, just social order and moral governance

are recurring  themes  in  his  writings  and  his  struggles  for  liberation  of  the
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and social specificities of India and puts it in a philosophical way. He views

democracy as a desired moral principle of governance and suggests mechanisms

to enrich  it for the common good. In other words, Ambedkar aspires to nurture

the culture of democracy in all spheres of life. For him it is not just an ideal but

also a social necessity to build a good society.

Democracy is based on the doctrine of one man one value. The fundamental

principle of modern democratic states is the recognition of the value of the

individual. It is based on the belief that each individual has but one life, and full

opportunity should be accorded to each to attain his maximum development in

that life. Neither of these propositions can be said to be part of the accepted

philosophy of aristocracy of India.1

According to Ambedkar, a democracy is quite different from a republic as well

as from a parliamentary government. The roots of democracy lie not in the form

of government, parliament or otherwise. Before adopting parliamentary democracy

in India, Ambedkar had critically evaluated the functioning of parliamentary

democracy in the West. He identified that wrong ideologies and wrong

organisations were responsible for the failure of  democracy in  the  western

countries  that  had  adopted  democracy as  a  form  of government. The rulers

were always drawn from the ruling class and the class that was ruled never

becomes the ruling class. So   democracy did not fulfill the hopes it held out to

the common man of ensuring to him liberty, property and pursuit of happiness.

Socialism is an alternative to parliamentary democracy and many countries  had

adopted this form of government. However, Ambedkar was critical of this form

of government and identified it with dictatorship. Ambedkar upholds

parliamentary democracy over socialism by giving a new meaning to democracy.

He extended the spirit of democracy from political to include both social and

economic domains. His conception of state socialism internalized the principle

of socialism and carried it through the democratic form of government. He

favoured   state socialism without dictatorship and with parliamentary democracy.

He prescribes state socialism through the law of constitution. His vision of

democracy is to strike a balance between equality and liberty so that associated

living in a pluralistic society is ensured.

Ambedkar explains that parliamentary democracy rests on four premises:

a) The individual is an end in himself.

b) The individual has certain inalienable rights, which must be guaranteed

to him by the Constitution.

c) The individual shall not be required to relinquish any of his constitutional

rights as a condition precedent to the receipt of privilege.

d) The state shall not delegate powers to private persons to govern others.2

Ambedkar’s notion of parliamentary democracy is not confined to political domain

only but deals with social and economic issues too. He laid down the following

preconditions for the successful working of modern democracy:

1) There must be no glaring inequalities in the society. There must not be an

oppressed and suppressed class. There must not be a class which gets all

privileges and a class which gets all the burdens to carry.
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2) The opposition must be strong and effective.

3) Law and administration must be equal for all.

4) Constitutional morality must be observed.3

For Ambedkar, democracy is more than a form of government. It is primarily a

mode of associated living. The roots of democracy are to be searched in social

relationships, in terms of associated life between the people who form a society.4

He has this to say about society:

The qualities which accompany this unity are praiseworthy community of

purpose and desire for welfare, loyalty to public ends and mutuality of

sympathy and co- operation. The existence of the caste system is standing

denial of the existence of those ideals of society and therefore of democracy.5

The caste system depicts the evils which cut at the very roots of democracy.

According to him,

Democracy is that form and method of government whereby revolutionary

changes in the economic and social life of people are brought about without

bloodshed.6

He criticizes the dominant tendency that views politics and ethics as two different

and unrelated realms. He suggests that politics cannot be conceived separately

from ethics. He emphasizes democracy as a moral social order rather than mere

political governance. His view of democracy connects both social and political

aspects as a part of common moral sphere. Ambedkar argues that democracy

requires a moral order in society.   In this direction, he further enriched his earlier

definition. According to him,

Democracy is not merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of associated

living, of conjoint communicated experience. It is essentially an attitude of respect

and reverence towards our fellow men.7

Democracy is spoken of as free government. Free government means that in vast

aspects of social life people are left free to carry on their life without interference

of law, or if law has to be made, then the law-maker expects that society be

founded on morality to make the law a success. Ambedkar observed that only

Laski categorically proposes moral order as the basis of democracy.8 Ambedkar

further adds that democracy requires ‘public conscience’. Public conscience means

conscience which becomes agitated at every wrong, no matter who is the sufferer,

and it  means that everybody, whether he suffers that particular wrong or not, is

prepared to join him in order to get him relieved.9

For Ambedkar, democracy is not merely a form of government. It is essentially a

form of society. A democratic form of government pre-supposes a democratic

form of society. The formal framework of democracy is of no value and would

indeed be a misfit if there were no social democracy.10 Ambedkar believed that

political and economic revolutions have no meaning unless a social revolution

takes place. He cites examples from history that show that political revolutions

have always been preceded by social and religious revolutions. In other words,

he argued for ethically constituted society for effective functioning of democracy.

In the Indian context, he argued for the abolition of the caste system and viewed

it as anti-social in spirit for its divisive, discriminatory, hierarchical and
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are regulated by the Hindu social order. To realize social democracy, one requires

an attitude of respect and equality towards one’s fellow human beings. The social

organisation must be free from rigid  social barriers. Democracy is incompatible

and inconsistent with isolation and exclusiveness.11

Ambedkar observed that in Hindu society, there are privileges for few and

disabilities for the vast majority. Hindu society offers no rights which the moral

sense of man could recognize. Ambedkar upheld social democracy as viewed by

M.G. Ranade. Ambedkar believed that Ranade struggled to craft rights and aimed

to create a social democracy, without which there could be no sure and stable

politics. He further endorses Ranade’s position that you cannot be liberal by

halves. You cannot be both liberal in politics and conservative in religion. The

heart and head must go together.12

17.3 EQUALITY AS A PRIME VALUE OF

DEMOCRACY

Ambedkar’s conception of social democracy is based on the principles of

equality, liberty and fraternity. The  idea  of equality is a fundamental value of

democratic life. In Ambedkar’s view liberty and fraternity are derived from

equality. He holds that where equality is denied, everything else may be taken

to be denied. In other words, equality pre-supposes democracy. According to

Ambedkar:

Democracy is another name of equality. Parliamentary democracy

developed a passion for liberty. It never made even a nodding acquaintance

with equality. It failed to realize the significance of equality and did not

even endeavour to strike a balance between liberty and equality, with the

result that liberty swallowed equality and has made democracy a name

and farce.13

Ambedkar accenuates the necessary connection between equality, liberty and

fraternity as a key principle of democracy and mandates a balance between them

for the success of democracy.

Political thinkers recognized that  formal equality of citizenship is not enough

for a meaningful life. Democracy requires an equality of democratic agency.

Democracy is ideal for human beings because it is the only form of society which

at once depends upon and provides for the organisation of free communication.

It demands equality, because it is only as equals that men can communicate.

Equality as a moral ideal is necessary for realization of democracy in any sphere

of life especially in a society where inequalities are internalized.

In political theory, the idea of equality is addressed in a limited sense, being

mostly confined to political equality and silent about economic equality.

Ambedkar extends the idea of equality to social and economic realms. He argues

for equality in a caste-ridden society  based on graded inequality. He calls for

equality of untouchable communities in terms of dignity and self-respect. His

notions of the individual, the community and the religion are strikingly different

from those of others, in that he imbues them with reason, justice and ultimately

morality.
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Ambedkar  observed  that  to  realize  democracy  as  an  ideal,  Indian  society

has  to overcome its social order which is built on the principle of inequality. He

pointed out that the Hindu social order is reared on the following three principles:

 Graded inequality.

 Fixation of  occupations of each class and its continuance by heredity.

 Fixation of people within their respective classes.

This scheme of graded inequality is designed and preserved to maintain social

inequality. The Hindu social order leaves no choice to the individual. It fixes his

occupation. It fixes his status. All that  remains for the individual to  do  is to

conform himself to  these regulations. Ambedkar observed that the principle of

graded inequality has been carried into the economic field.

‘From each according to his ability; to each according to his need’ is not the

principle of  Hindu social order. The  principle of the Hindu social order  is:

From each according to his need. To each according to his nobility. Every

side of  social life is protected against the danger of  equality.14

Ambedkar viewed  Hindu social order as based primarily on class or varna and

not on individual worth; there is no room for individual merit and no consideration

of individual justice. He further holds the position that inequality is the official

doctrine of Brahmanism and lower classes have been suppressed remorselessly

by Brahmins. Ambedkar says: Hinduism is inimical to equality, antagonistic to

liberty and opposed to fraternity.15

In the words of  Ambedkar,

Justice has always evoked ideas of equality, of  proportion  of  compensation.

Equity signifies equality. Rules and regulations, right and righteousness are

concerned with equality in value. If all men are equal, then all men are of the

same essence, and the common essence entitles them of the same fundamental

rights and equal liberty… in short justice is another name of liberty, equality

and  fraternity.16

Ambedkar maintains that society has to discover aptitudes and capacities of

individuals and train them progressively for social use. He emphasizes that there

are indefinite pluralities of capacities in an individual which may characterize

his persona. A society to be democratic should pave the way to use all these

capacities of the individual. Social conditions necessary for flourishing of

democracy are :

 Social equality,

 Economic security and

 Access to knowledge.

Ambedkar believes that the more equal the social rights of citizens are, the more

able they are in utilizing their freedom.

17.4  SAFEGUARDING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

Ambedkar’s conception of rights is rooted in the idea of equality that goes against

an unjust social order and oppression ascribed in the name of religion. He foresees
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that the rights promised must be accessible to all citizens in everyday life. He

envisages fundamental rights for  all the  citizens  in a  liberal democratic

framework. At  the  same  time,  he emphasizes safeguarding the rights of the

weak and the vulnerable against the majoritarian and dominant social groups.

On the one hand he upholds the rights of the citizens in relation to state, on the

other he upholds moral conscience against law.   He mediates between the rights

of the individual and those of the groups, the state and the society, in egalitarian

and ethical terms.

The object of enacting fundamental rights is to protect the liberty of the

individual from invasion by other individuals. The connection between

individual liberty and the shape and form of the economic structure of society

may not be apparent to everyone.  Ambedkar considers that the untouchable

cannot be   economically independent so long as he  lives in a ghetto as a

dependent part of the Hindu village. He further points out that the majoritarian

Hindu religion as a code of life gives Hindus many privileges and heaps upon

the untouchable many indignities which are incompatible with the dignity and

sanctity of  human life.17

In the Hindu social order, dalits are often discriminated against in everyday life,

both in private and public. Ambedkar argues that discrimination is a menace that

must be guarded against if the fundamental rights are to be real rights. In a country

like India where it is possible for discrimination to be practiced on a vast scale

and in a relentless manner, fundamental rights can have no meaning.18

Unequal treatment has been the inescapable fate of the untouchables in India. In

this backdrop, Ambedkar puts emphasis on recognition of differences. His

argument for special provisions for dalits in legislature, education and

opportunities is very much in the spirit of liberalism but adapted to the specific

context of the Indian nation. He articulated dalit rights in the name of rights for

untouchables, depressed classes, scheduled castes and tribes in a given historical

context. Along with fundamental rights applicable to all citizens, he proposed

benefit of various provisions for the protection of minorities and in addition

special safeguards for scheduled castes (dalits).

Ambedkar considers dalit rights as minority rights against the majoritarian Hindu

society. He differentiates between social and religious minorities. Dalits are viewed

as social minority and Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and others are viewed as

religious minorities. He pleaded for special provisions and  protection of religious

minorities because of the economic and educational backwardness of these

communities rather than on the grounds of religion. He viewed dalit rights as

group-specific rights for dignity, self-respect and development in all fields of

life, for realization of a fuller human being.

He further maintains that state, instead of being neutral, has to play an

interventionist role to  protect  the  rights of dalits. The  depressed  classes

must  be  made  free  citizens entitled to all  the rights of  citizenship in common

with other citizens of  the state. He also felt the need to extend the rights to

many other minority communities that are suffering from similar treatment at

the hands of the majority community. It is therefore necessary to have such a

provision to ensure that all citizens shall have equal benefit of laws, rules and

regulations.19
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Ambedkar believed that,

rights are real if they are accompanied by remedies. It is no use giving rights

if the aggrieved person has no legal remedy to which he can resort when his

rights are invaded.  Consequently  when  the  constitution  guarantees  rights

it also  becomes necessary  to make  provision to  prevent the  legislature

and  the executive  from overriding  them.20

Ambedkar was of the opinion that fundamental rights have no meaning unless

until state protects the weak and the marginalized.

However, Ambedkar found the source of rights in the moral conscience of society

rather than in law. He maintains:

As experience proves,  rights are  protected  not  by  law but  by  the social

and moral conscience of society. If social conscience is such that it is prepared

to recognize the rights which law chooses to enact, rights will be safe and

secure. But  if  the  fundamental rights  are  opposed  by  the  community,

no  law,  no parliament, no judiciary canguarantee them in the real sense of

the word.21

17.5 STATE SOCIALISM AS A FEATURE OF

WELFARE STATE

Unfortunately, democracy could give effect only to the doctrine of one man, one

value so far as the political structure is concerned. It has left the economic structure

intact and allowed market forces to mould it. It was equally essential to prescribe

the shape and form of the economic structure of society, if democracy was to live

up to its principle of one man, one value. Ambedkar made an attempt to define

by the law or constitutional framework both the economic structure as well as

the political structure of society. Ambedkar pointed out that in the West,

parliamentary democracy took no notice of economic inequalities and didn’t care

to examine the result of freedom of contract on the parties to the contract, in spite

of the fact that they were unequal in their bargaining power.

Ambedkar considered state socialism, which treats everybody equally, ensures

fundamental rights and safeguards the weak and vulnerable groups, as another

important dimension of social democracy. State socialism is a regulative principle

of the nation’s economy. The state has to plan the economic life of people on

lines that would lead to the highest point of productivity without closing every

avenue to private enterprise, and also provide for equitable distribution of wealth.

The plan proposes state ownership in agriculture with a collectivized method of

cultivation and a modified form of socialism in the field of industry; it places

squarely on the shoulders of the state, the obligation to supply the capital necessary

for agriculture as well as for industry.

Ambedkar considers state socialism essential for economy and for India’s rapid

industrialization. Private enterprise cannot do it, and if it did it would produce

those inequalities of wealth which private capitalism has produced in Europe

and which should be a warning to Indians.22 Ambedkar maintains that state

socialism has to be established by the law of the constitution and thus makes it

unalterable by any act of legislature or executive. Ambedkar attempts to establish

state socialism without abrogating parliamentary democracy and without leaving

its establishment to the will of a parliamentary democracy.
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from intervention. Ambedkar differs with this and poses a question that, to whom

and for whom is this liberty? Obviously this liberty is the liberty of landlords to

increase rents, of capitalists to increase hours of work and reduce rates of wages.

In other words, what is called liberty from the control of the state is another name

for the dictatorship of the private employer.

Economic dependence has other consequences also besides the condition of

poverty and degradation which proceeds from it. The Hindu has a code of life,

which is part of his religion. The code of life gives him many privileges and

heaps upon the untouchable many indignities that are incompatible with dignity

and sanctity of human life. For the development of an individual, economic

opportunities have to be provided and the state has to play a role in this regard.

Ambedkar’s  state  socialism is  a  way out  of capitalism and  Brahmanism.  He

firmly believed that freedom of the individual is possible only under parliamentary

democracy and not under dictatorship of any kind.

17.6   STRUGGLES FOR DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

For Ambedkar, society means associated living. Associated living is another name

for democracy. It means showing respect and concern for fellow beings. Society

should nurture the feeling of belongingness by exhibiting solidarity. Society means

communication among individuals and groups of people rather than living in

isolation. He looks for society as a community that is based on strong foundations

of morality. Ambedkar saw Hindu society as   being antithetical to these ideals.

Ambedkar believed that the Hindu social ideal as prescribed by Hindu religion

has acted as a most demoralizing and degrading influence on Hindu society.

It consists of an innumerable collection of castes which are exclusive in

their life and have no common experience to share and have no bond of

sympathy. The existence of the caste system is a standing denial of the

existence of those ideals of  society and therefore of  democracy.23

Ambedkar further argued for the prosperity of the full capacity of an individual.

There is in a man an indefinite pluralities of  capacities and activities which

may characterize an individual. A society to be democratic should open a

way to  use  all  the capacities  of  the  individual.  Stratification  is  stunting

of  the growth of the individual and deliberate stunting is a deliberate denial

of democracy.24

Ambedkar reiterates his vision of social democracy through his writings and

struggles. The election manifesto of the Schedule Castes Federation illustrates

his position on social democracy:

The party  will treat all Indians not only as being equal before the law but being

entitled to equality and will accordingly foster equality where it does not exist

and uphold where it is denied.

It will regard every Indian as an end in himself with a right to his own development

in his own way and the State as only a means to that end.

It will uphold the right of every Indian to equality of opportunity subject to the

provision that those who have had none in the past shall have priority over those

who had.
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It will keep the State ever aware of its obligation to make every Indian free from

want and free from fear.

It will insist on the maintenance of liberty, equality and fraternity and will strive

for redemption from oppression and exploitation of man by man, of class by

class and of nation by nation.

It will stand for parliamentary system of government as being the best form of

government both in the interest of public and the interest of the individual.25

17.7   LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar is an important political philosopher, who contributed to the tradition

of social democracy. In principle, he argued for one man, one value and equality

before law in a hierarchical society. Ambedkar’s conception of democracy

represents a liberalism of a different kind, encompassing elements of socialism.

Equality, in both theory and practice is an essential component of his conception

of democracy. He wanted to broaden the scope of equality from political domain

to include social and economic domains as well. His conception of democracy

has both instrumental and intrinsic values. He moves beyond liberalism by arguing

that the essence of democracy lies in associative, communicative and righteous

social life. He brings in a communitarian view of democracy that is based on

strong foundations of morality.

Ambedkar is critical about Hindu community, which does not recognize the

individual worth and capabilities. He attacks Hinduism for its non-recognition

of human personality and its deliberate debasement. He observed that the

philosophy of Hinduism from the viewpoint of justice reveals that it is inimical

to equality, antagonistic to liberty and opposed to fraternity. He proposes a moral

community based on the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity. He believes

that individuals make sense of their identity in a moral community and proposes

reflexive individualism.

Ambedkar argues that social and economic democracies are the tissues and fiber

of a political democracy. He maintains that the tougher the tissue and fiber, the

greater the strength of the body.  Moreover, the strength of Ambedkar’s vision of

social democracy lies in balancing equality, liberty and fraternity in both idealistic

and realistic terms.

For Ambedkar, the roots of democracy lie not in the form of government but in

social relations. He maintains that the preconditions for the success of democracy

are that there must not be glaring inequalities in society and there must be statutory

provisions to mitigate the sufferings and safeguard the interests of the oppressed.

Ambedkar considers the disadvantaged should be the constitutive basis of the

state.  He demands special considerations for certain groups based on

disadvantage, disability, subordination, oppression and injustice.

He developed a complex set  of criteria to  determine the state of disadvantage

and attempted  to  specify its  various gradations.  He  argues  for  a  need  for  a

system of safeguards for the disadvantaged in general and untouchables in

particular. Ambedkar observed that the rights guaranteed by the state are not

enough to protect the rights of Dalits; social and moral conscience to protect

laws are also required. He puts more emphasis on the moral society and its customs

than on the written legal law in governing people.  He  considers  that  social
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government.

17.8   QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What are the basic features of Ambedkar’s social democracy?

2) How  do  you  see  the  principle  of  equality  being  central  to  the  flourishing

of democracy?

3) Discuss Ambedkar’s critique of the Hindu social order and in what way is it

an impediment to democracy?

4) What is the role of the state in bringing about economic equality and protecting

the rights of its citizens?

5) Write a short note on Ambedkar’s conception of state socialism.

6) What do you understand about Ambedkar’s emphasis on moral conscience

over written legal law in governing the people?
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18.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the basic meaning and vision of democracy;

 Ambedkar’s views on democracy; and

 the future of democracy.

18.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will emphasis the meaning and vision of democracy and also

reflect Ambedkar’s views on democracy and the future of democracy. Ambedkar

did not see democracy as a mere mechanical tool for forming an elected

government through political competition of self-interested individuals aspiring

for political office. For him it was an expression of fraternity in which

representative and represented are  bound by love, affection, empathy and share

equal dignity. Democracy is both an end and a means in a sense that it is a vision

of good society based on ideals of liberty, equality, fraternity and above all dignity;

it is also an institutional arrangement to achieve those ideals.

Ambedkar upheld the fundamental western idea of democracy i.e. government

of the people, by the people and for the people, but gave it a more substantive

meaning. He believed that democracy was a way of life. He said, “democracy is

not merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of associated living, of

conjoint communicated experience. It is essentially an attitude of respect and

reverence towards fellowmen.”

18.2 VISION OF DEMOCRACY

Democracy as a form of government or as a mode of associated living does not

bear the same meaning across time and space. The ancient Greeks had Athenian

democracy. The Athenian democracy was different from our modern democracy

in a sense that it allowed over fifty percent  of its population to  be slaves,  who

had  no  place in the government at all. The rest of the people who were free in

Athens enjoyed all civil and political rights.
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Democracy in England before and after the revolution of 1688 was different;

democracy in France after the French revolution of 1789 did not remain the same.

Similarly democracy in India before 1947 was not the same as we have it today.

Democracy not only undergoes changes in form, it also undergoes change in

purpose. The purpose of modern democracy is not so much to put a curb on an

autocratic king but to bring about the welfare of the people.

Although democracy has changed a lot, at its core lies a government by discussion.

Drawing inspiration from Buddhism, Ambedkar argues that the tradition of

governing people by discussion is not new to India. Although it is unknown to us

at present, India was far more advance in ancient times. He cites example of the

Suktas of Mahaparinirbhana in which it  is stated that  while Budhha was  dying

in Kushinara (Kushinagar), a message was sent to the Mallas who were sitting in

session that time and discussing  important  affairs  of governance.  When  they

received  the  message  about Budhha, they decided that they would not close the

session, but carry on with their work and will go to Kushinara after finishing of

the business of parliament. They were devoted to parliamentary institutions.

The Budhhist Sanghas also had a rule about parliamentary procedure, i.e. no

discussion without motion. They also followed the system of secret ballot, so

much in vogue now. Budhhist Sanghas had ballot papers, which they called

Salapatraka Grahakas. Unfortunately all this past heritage that was good has

been lost.

This ancient Budhhist understanding of democracy also gets its reflection in the

modern parliamentary governments. In The English  Constitution (1867), the

British essayist Walter Bagehot sums up the essence of parliamentary government

in one sentence. He says parliamentary government means government by

discussion, not by fisticuffs. Ambedkar’s vision of democracy also draws

inspiration from Abraham Lincoln, who in his famous Gettysburg speech, defined

democracy as “a government of the people, by the people and for the people.”

This definition of Lincoln assumes the underlined unity and fraternity of the

people and any division of the people on the basis of hierarchy or mutual repulsion

will ruin democracy.

If democracy is to succeed in India, it needs to redefine itself in terms of its

purposes. Ambedkar defined democracy “as a form and method of government

whereby revolutionary change  in  the  economic  and  social  life  of  the  people

are  brought  about  without bloodshed.” If democracy can enable those who are

running it to bring about fundamental changes in the social and economic life of

the people and the people accept those changes without resorting to bloodshed

then it can be said that there is democracy in India.

What are the conditions which must exist in order that the democratic form

of government may continue to work without any kind of hindrance?

Ambedkar enumerates seven conditions for the successful working of democracy

in India.

1) No glaring inequality in the society. Neither should be there be an oppressed

class that carries all the burden nor an oppressive class that has all the

privileges. A glaringly unequal and oppressive society has within itself the

germ of bloody revolution and perhaps it would be impossible for democracy

to cure it.
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2) An effective opposition. Democracy means that at some stage somewhere

there must be a veto on authority. The government should be subject to

veto at the hands people every five years and there must be people in

parliament to challenge the government immediately in the house itself.

3) Equality in law and administration. The administration must be

discrimination-free and must treat everyone equally. The government must

not interfere in administration as its task is to formulate policy.

4) Constitutional morality must be observed. The Constitution is a mere skeleton

of the politywhereas constitutional morality is the flesh and blood of polity.

The Constitution is a set of rules of the game; people must be ready to obey

it.

5) The moral order of the society must be functioning. The moral order of the

society is often taken as granted in a democracy. If there is no moral order,

democracy will go to pieces.

6) In the name of democracy, there must be no tyranny of majority over

minority.

7) Public conscience must exist. Public conscience means the conscience that

becomes agitated at every wrong, no matter who is the sufferer and it means

that everybody, whether he or she suffers that particular wrong or not, is

prepared to join in to set right, a wrong.

Along with aforesaid seven conditions precedent for the successful working of

democracy in India, Ambedkar talks about two pillars on which parliamentary

democracy rests; these are the fulcrum on which the mechanism works. These

are:

 an opposition

 free and fair elections.

There are always two sides to a question of polity; it is necessary that the people

should know both the sides. If one side is represented by the government then the

other is raised by the opposition, hence a functional opposition is required in a

successful parliamentary democracy. An effective opposition is the key to a free

political life of a democracy.

Free and fair elections are necessary for the transfer of power from one section of

community to the other in a peaceful manner and without bloodshed. Ambedkar

warns us not to lose sight of the fact that big businesses, corporate houses and

black money are playing a big role in the political life of this country. If moneyed

people try to influence the election by contributing to the election funds of any

political party, they will naturally try to extract concession for themselves either

by modifying present legislation or by influencing the party in power to legislate

in such a manner as would be beneficial to their interests.

In Mahabharatha, when somebody asked Bhishma as to why he was supporting

the Kauravs if he found the Pandavas to be in the right, Bhishma replied, “I must

be loyal to the salt: if I eat the food of Kauravas, I must take their side even if

they might be in the wrong.”  Thus ensuring free and fair elections and keeping

use of money power out of electioneering is the biggest challenge for a successful

future of Indian democracy.
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18.3 CHALLENGES TO DEMOCRACY

B R Ambedkar in his famous parting speech to the constituent assembly said:

On the 26th January 1950, we are going to enter into a life of contradictions.

In politics we will have equality and in social and economic life we will have

inequality… How long shall we continue to live this life of contradictions?

How long shall we continue to deny equality in our social and economic

life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by putting our

political democracy in peril.

Economic equality is imperative for the success of the western model of

parliamentary democracy. Political scientists such as Alexis de Tocqueville argue

that democracy in America (the US) and Europe is a success because the majority

of the population in these countries is middle class. India adopted the model of

western democracy even though its middle class was virtually absent and a

considerable part of its population consisted of poor, illiterate and starving people.

The stark economic inequality bears the seed of revolution in its womb, if not

rectified, sooner than later, it shall blow up the institution of democracy in India.

Democratic politics demands a democratic society at its base, the undemocratic

social structure based on hierarchy and mutual hatred is a danger to the successful

working of democracy in India. In India, society does not recognize individuals,

as is the case of modern liberal democracies; rather it recognizes innumerable

castes that are exclusive to each other, have no common experience to share and

have no bonds of sympathy.

Caste is a system of graded inequality. This means castes are not equal in their

status; they stand one above another. This system breeds jealousy and destroys

willing and helpful co-operation. It is an ascending scale of hatred and descending

scale of contempt. Castes are bound to occupations thus, stunning the growth of

individuals. The existence of caste system is a standing denial of those ideals of

society and therefore of democracy. Then the question is how to put an end to the

caste system? Ambedkar suggests the following for the destruction of the caste

system:

 education for the lower castes

 inter-dinning

 inter-caste marriage

 sharing of political power.

The birth of egalitarian social order is a pre-condition to a substantive democratic

politics.

The gains of democratic politics are often of no use in highly religious and

superstitious societies. For Ambedkar, primacy of religion over politics posed a

great challenge to democracy in India. Taking a case of Roman society, Ambedkar

illustrates that the power of religion over man often make him blind to his material

needs and political power.

In Roman society there were two classes of citizens, patricians (upper class) and

plebians (lower class). Plebians fought hard to obtain a share in political power,

and had secured the appointment of a plebian consul elected by a separate
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electorate constituted by an assembly of plebians in the supreme executive under

the Roman Republic. In the ordinary course of things the plebians should have

got a strong plebian consul in view of the fact that his election was to be by a

separate electorate of plebians but this did not happen. The reason for this was

the domination of religion over the minds of the Roman people. It was an accepted

creed of the Roman people that no official could enter upon the duties of his

office unless the Oracle of Delphi declared that he was acceptable to the Goddess.

The priests who were in charge of the temple of the goddess of Delphi were all

patricians. Whenever therefore the plebians elected a consul who was known to

be a strong party man opposed to the patricians, the oracle invariably declared

that he was not acceptable to the Goddess.

What is worthy of note is that the plebians permitted themselves to be thus cheated

because they too, like the patricians, held firmly the belief that  the approval of

the Goddess was a condition precedent to an official taking charge of his duties,

and that election by the people was not enough. If the plebians had contended

that election was enough and that the approval by the Goddess was not necessary,

they would have derived the full benefit from the political right which they had

obtained.

If parliamentary democracy fails in our country for the reasons mentioned by

Ambedkar, if the people in power do not realize that the masses will not tolerate

unbearable social inequality, economic inequality and hereditary political authority,

the only result will be rebellion, anarchy and communism.

18.4 FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY

The future of democracy in India depends a great deal on:

 reconciling ethnic pluralism with elaborate institutional arrangement of

minority rights

 ensuring that people on social and economic margins, find representation

at every level in institutions and processes of democratic politics.

It is an imperative for Indian polity to put an end to segregation and injustice. “I,

me, myself and my India is the only world within which I am bound.” If people

start to think like this, the minority which is suffering from injustice gets no help

from others for the purpose of getting rid of injustice. This can develop a

revolutionary mentality which puts democracy in danger.

However, there are also counter-trends, in the form of growth of democratic space

and democratic spirit. There has been a rise in various kinds of social movements

which have expanded individual rights and community rights. The quality of

Indian democracy has also improved. There is now a better representation of

women  in  politics  especially at grassroot level. The most powerful and promising

trend is the growing participation of the underprivileged, especially Dalits and

Backward Classes. They have understood the meaning of political power as a

master key which opens the gate to all opportunities. Therefore, they are

participating in large numbers, not only as mute participants by way of voting, but

with the spirit and enthusiasm to change the democratic landscape of the country.

This new trend in Dalit Bahujan politics has been termed as the “Second Democratic

Upsurge” by political scientists. It seems that the future of Indian democracy is

in their able and safe hands unless economic democracy fails them miserably.
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mainly on state action:

 central planning

 collectivization of agriculture

 state ownership of key industries, public health and education.

The study of the changing nature of the Indian state suggests that after a brief

euphoria of socialism and  withdrawal of state  during LPG  (Liberalization,

Privatization,  and Globalization), the Indian state is reinventing itself and having

greater clarity about the scope of expanding economic democracy through means

other than state socialism, such as the following:

 worker management

 producer co-operatives

 non-profit organisation

 participatory planning

 community control over environmental resources

 a renewed focus on providing  universal  basic services like primary

education and health care.

Indian democracy is still relatively young – seven decades are not a long time to

make the transition from a society around the privileges of a small minority to

one governed “by the people for the people”. To meet the demand of social

transformation by state action, the state in India has made several protective

legislations for various marginalized groups i.e. Dalits, tribals, women and

minorities. Although effective implementation of laws is a challenge before the

Indian democracy, it has definitely started an unfinished journey on the invaluable

advice of B. R. Ambedkar that,

Political democracy cannot last unless there lies at the base of it social

democracy. What does social democracy mean? It means a way of life which

recognizes liberty, equality and fraternity which are not to be treated as

separate items in trinity. They form a union of trinity in the sense that to

divorce one from the other is to defeat the very purpose of democracy. Liberty

cannot be divorced from equality; equality cannot be divorced from liberty.

Nor can liberty and equality be divorced from fraternity.

18.5 LET US SUM UP

In short, Ambedkar’s conception of democracy is that of a revolutionary

democracy which aims at bringing social transformation and human progress. It

dispels conservative elements, superstition and hierarchy in society, and attempts

to establish an egalitarian social order, so that every citizen of this country gets

an environment in which fullest development of his personality becomes a reality.

The aim of democracy is to end gender inequality, caste discrimination, safeguard

minority rights, safeguard tribal rights and minimize the inequality of income,

status and opportunity, and to uphold the principle of one person one value and

one vote. It is a form of government working on the principles of equality, liberty
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and fraternity, which is capable of bringing revolutionary change in the economic

and social life of people without bloodshed.

18.6 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) According to B. R. Ambedkar, what are the necessary conditions for a

successful democracy in India?

2) Examine  B R Ambedkar’s  definition of democracy.  How does  it  differ

from a dogmatic definition of democracy?

3) Discuss the role of opposition in the successful working of democracy in

India.

4) What is the future of Indian democracy considering the challenges it is facing

today.

5) What do you understand by social democracy? Is parliamentary democracy

in India a social democracy?
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19.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 the debate on political representation in the Constituent Assembly;

 Ambedkar’s position on political representation in this debate;

 the provisions on representation in the Constitution; and

 Ambedkar’s ‘personal’ representation and the associative practices of a

democracy.

19.1 INTRODUCTION

Ambedkar is often called father of the Indian Constitution. He was the chairman

of its Drafting Committee and a member of many other important committees of

the Constituent Assembly, including the following:

 Union Constitution Committee

 Fundamental Rights Sub-Committee

 Minorities Sub-Committee.

During the proceedings of the Constituent Assembly, he made many interventions

on issues such as the following:

 the right to freedom of religion

 the powers of the judiciary

 federalism

 social and economic requirements of democracy.

In this unit, we will examine his thoughts on an essential component of modern

democracy– political representation – and we will place his comments on political

representation in the context  of the long drawn out  debate on representation that
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took place  in the Constituent Assembly during 1946 to 1950. From support for

separate electorates in 1932, Ambedkar’s ideas on political representation evolved

into advocacy for reserved seats in joint electorates. Ambedkar’s position on

political representation came from his larger understanding of democracy.

19.2 THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA AS

A REPRESENTATIVE BODY

The Constituent Assembly of India, which began its deliberations in December

1946, on the framing of a constitution for independent India, was from the

beginning, accused of being an unrepresentative body. One of the reasons was

that  the  members of the Constituent Assembly had been elected indirectly on a

limited franchise. To form a Constituent Assembly on the basis of universal adult

franchise would have simply taken too long; therefore the Constituent Assembly

chosen by the members of the provincial legislatures elected in the summer of

1946 was accepted, with claims being made that questions of its representative

nature were being addressed by other procedures.

The touchstone of representativeness was a central issue for the Indian freedom

movement. By the 1930s, it was clear that the Indians would not accept a

constitution written by the  British and expected  to  write  their  own constitution;

they roundly rejected  the argument that the interests of Indians could be better

represented by the British. Self- government meant that the Indians would define

their interests and constitute their freedom for  themselves.  That  is  why Ambedkar

insisted  on  universal  adult  franchise  as  a fundamental right,  as  opposed to

other members  of the  Constituent Assembly who advocated a restricted franchise.

If the British could not represent the interests of Indians, neither could some

educated, property-owning Indians claim to represent the interests of other Indians.

All adult Indians were to have the right to choose their own representatives. No

restrictions based on property or educational qualifications, like those imposed

by the Government of India Acts of 1909 or 1919 on the franchise, were to be

part of Indian democracy. Such restrictions would narrow the electorate by

excluding those belonging predominantly to the lower castes.

Both the drafts of April 3and April 16, 1947 of the Fundamental Rights sub-

committee, Clauses 12/13 stated: “Every citizen not below 21 years of age shall

have the right to vote at any election to the Legislature of the Union and of any

unit thereof.” In the proceedings of the Advisory Committee, on 21 and 22 April,

1947, Ambedkar pleaded for including the clause on universal adult franchise in

the chapter on fundamental rights, but was overruled. He tried to persuade other

members: “Let it be a fundamental right…I must say I attach a very great deal of

importance to this clause on adult suffrage, and I do not think we can allow any

exception to this.”Ambedkar had earlier said that if elections in independent

India continued to be on a restricted franchise, then there had to be separate

electorates to ensure that the Scheduled Castes would not be outnumbered in a

joint electorate and would be able to elect their own representatives. So the first

condition of representation was the entitlement to choose one’s own representative.

When the Constituent Assembly met on 9 December 1946, members of the Muslim

League and representatives of the princely states were not part of the proceedings.

As it is, the members who were present had been chosen indirectly on a restricted

franchise. However, prominent members of the Constituent Assembly made it a
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point to draw attention to the fact that care had been taken to include

representatives of different groups. The composition of the Advisory Committee

of the Constituent Assembly, a most important committee of the Assembly, was

discussed in terms of its 50 members including representatives of the Scheduled

Castes, Parsis, Christians, Hindus of the Muslim majority provinces and Muslims

of the Hindu majority provinces. These representatives were actually individuals

who belonged to the Parsi community, the Muslim and Sikh communities, the

general Hindu community, the Christians and the Scheduled Castes.

On 13 December 1946, Nehru had announced that as many groups as possible

had been represented in the membership of the Constituent Assembly, but these

Assembly members had to take care not to confine their activity to the interests

of only the group they represented. They were to represent the interests of India

as a whole:

“…we should like to associate with ourselves as many people, as many

representatives from the different parts of India and different groups as

possible…the future of India thatwe have envisaged is not confined to any

group or section or province”.

These two ideas on representation – the representative as the mirror of the identity

of his constituents, but also as someone who identified with the common interests

of all Indians – run parallel in the Constituent Assembly.

In his earlier writings, Ambedkar had also stated that

It is erroneous to suppose that  electors will vote on the programmes of the

candidates without any regard for their persona. As a matter of fact, the electors

before they are electors are primarily members of a group. The persona of

the candidates does matter with them. Naturally, therefore, as members of a

group they prefer the candidate who belongs to their group to another

candidate who does not belong to their group though both of them claim to

represent the same interest…One crux of popular Government is the

representation of interests and opinions. The other crux is personal

representation.

For Ambedkar, for true representation, ‘personal’ representation was required,

since

…it  is difficult to expect that in a country like India where most persons are

communally minded those in authority will give equal treatment to those

who do not belong to their community.

Once universal adult franchise was granted, Ambedkar accepted the idea of joint

electorates in reserved constituencies. The requirement of ‘personal’ representation

would now be fulfilled not through separate electorates, but rather through reserved

constituencies for different minorities, like the Sikhs, the Scheduled Castes, the

Muslims, the Christians and the Scheduled Tribes.

19.3 POLITICAL REPRESENTATION OF

MINORITIES IN A DEMOCRACY

Ambedkar considered ‘personal’ representation to be especially important in the

case of minorities. A minority was not to be defined in terms of religious affiliation,
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but on the basis of social discrimination practiced against its members. The

Scheduled Castes were a minority inspite of their numbers and despite the fact

that they were considered Hindus because the upper caste Hindus kept them at a

social distance. The Muslims were a minority not so much because they belonged

to a different religion but because the Hindu majority practiced social

discrimination against them. “…the social relations between the Hindus and the

Musalmans are marked by social discrimination.” Because of this social

discrimination, the protection and advancement of the interests of the minorities

required that they be represented by their own men in the legislatures.

Once separate electorates as well as proportional representation were rejected  as

a method of addressing the problem of minority representation, the other option

advocated by Ambedkar was reserved seats in joint electorates. This provision

was part of the draft constitution of February 1948 and applied to the religious

minorities of the Sikhs and Muslims along with the Scheduled Castes and the

Scheduled Tribes. But these provisions were brought up for discussion again in

the Constituent Assembly in May 1949, when many members expressed the fear

that reserved seats for religious minorities, even in joint electorates, would

encourage a feeling of separatism. Reserved seats were dropped for religious

minorities and retained only for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.

Ambedkar had always supported reserved seats for the Scheduled Castes.

The representation of the Depressed Classes has been grossly abused in the

past in as much as persons other than the Depressed Classes were nominated

to represent them in the Provincial Legislatures, and cases are not wanting in

which persons not belonging to the Depressed Classes got  themselves

nominated  as representative of the Depressed Classes. This abuse was due

to the fact that while the Governor was given the power to nominate persons

to represent the Depressed Classes, he was not required to confine his

nomination to persons belonging to the Depressed Classes…the Depressed

Classes shall not only have the right to their own Separate Electorates, but

they shall also have the right to be represented by their own men.

Here it must be pointed out that though in his writings, Ambedkar did talk of the

danger of communal electorates, in the Constituent Assembly he was so concerned

about the effective representation of the Scheduled Castes, that one of his

supporters, S. Nagappa, suggested that over and above reserved seats for the

Scheduled Castes, that only those Scheduled Caste candidates should be

considered elected from a reserved constituency who obtained a certain percentage

of the votes of the Scheduled Castes. This was to prevent those Scheduled Caste

candidates from being elected who were actually in the hands of the upper castes.

An  exactly  opposite  suggestion  was  made  by  another  member  –  that  only

those Scheduled Caste candidates should be considered elected from a reserved

constituency who obtained a certain percentage of votes of the general voters –

this was to ensure that the candidate had the common interests of all his

constituents in mind. This tension between the interest of a particular minority

and the so called common interest played out throughout the proceedings of the

Assembly. If the caste system was anti-national, then separate electorates could

be seen as having a similar effect of encouraging separate identities. Proportional

representation was attacked on the same grounds, and reserved seats for

religious minorities also rejected on the same grounds. With the Partition in

the immediate background, the fear of separatism affected the mechanisms of
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representation that were chosen. Ultimately, territorial constituencies and reserved

seats only for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes made it into the

Constitution.

For Ambedkar, it was not sufficient that there be reservation for representation of

the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the legislature. It was also important

that there be  reservation for  them also  in the Cabinet,  in the  bureaucracy and

in educational institutions.He pointed out that of 1,056 members of the Indian

Civil Service in 1942, only 1 member was from the Scheduled castes. There

were no avenues open to them for work in trade and industry because of the

discrimination practiced against them. Since jobs were available in the public

services, their poor representation there had to be addressed. Ambedkar claimed

that two advantages would follow if more members of the Scheduled Castes

found a place in the Public Services:

 there would be an incentive for the spread of education among Scheduled

Castes because it is only through being educated that an individual can

compete for the public services.

 the position of the  Scheduled Castes would become better if there were

more officers  in the  public  services  from these  castes  because  public

servants  wield enormous power and caste Hindu officers were often

found guilty of discrimination.

19.4 REPRESENTATION IN THE IMPERSONAL

STATE

In this section, we examine how Ambedkar’s emphasis on ‘personal’

representation in legislative bodies, at least with respect to the Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tribes, fits in with his analysis of the associative practices of a

democracy. In The Annihilation of Caste, Ambedkar defined democracy thus:

“Democracy is not merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of

associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.” According to him, the

difference between Indian society and other societies was not that Indian society

was based on group membership and others were not.

The question to be asked in determining whether a given society is an ideal

society is not whether there are groups in it, because groups exist in all

societies. The questions to be asked…are: How numerous and varied are the

interests which are consciously shared by the groups? How full and free is

the interplay with other forms of associations? Are the forces that separate

groups and classes  more numerous than the forces that unite?

If an important aspect of democracy was active social interaction between citizens,

then what impact would the political mechanism of ‘personal’ representation

have on this ‘associated living’?

Would personal representation discourage these associative practices? Personal

representation was criticized by its opponents for weakening nationalist sentiment

because it would make membership of different groups and castes more salient

than belongingness to the nation. For Ambedkar, it was the caste system that was

the biggest anti-national force because it distanced several castes in India from

each other. Under ‘personal’ representation there was  nothing to  prevent  different
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groups from interacting with each other. Personal representation was to be a

temporary measure till the distancing between the upper castes and the lower

castes was done away with.

In addition, getting the lower classes into the legislature through personal

representation would strengthen democracy because Ambedkar believed that it

was the lower classes and the non-intellectual classes who were the harbingers

of change:

…the lower orders are constantly reminded of their adversity, which can be

got over only by a social change. The consciousness of mutual dependence

resulting from the necessities of a combined action makes for generosity,

while the sense of untrained powers and of undeveloped faculties gives them

aspirations. It is to the lower classes that we must look for the motive power

of progress.

On the one hand, we find Ambedkar advocating personal representation and

talking about groups as endemic to every society, but on the other hand, he also

wrote about secular common interests and about using the agency of the state to

foster secular identities and therefore getting citizens to move away from their

religious group identities.

19.5 LET US SUM UP

To sum up, Ambedkar wrote both in defence of separate electorates and in criticism

of communal electorates. Eventually he came to argue that with universal adult

franchise, the problem of minority representation could be  addressed  by reserved

seats  and  joint electorates. He remained, nevertheless, always concerned about

ensuring that such a representative be chosen who would be invested in protecting

the interests of minorities. By the middle of 1949, he agreed with the majority of

the members of the Constituent Assembly in dropping from the Constitution the

articles providing for reserved seats for religious minorities and retaining reserved

seats only for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes. Such reserved

seats were necessary till the time that the lawmakers chosen through this

mechanism would be able to enact policies to end the distancing of the lower

castes and instead encourage the conjoint living characteristic of a democracy.

19.6 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) What were the different positions taken on political representation during

the framing of the Indian Constitution?

2) To what extent was Ambedkar successful in making the Indian Constitution

reflect his position on political representation?

3) In your opinion, is there any tension between ‘personal’ representation and

what Ambedkar  calls the associative practices of a democracy?
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20.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit would enable you to understand:

 Ambedkar’s idea of rights;

 Ambedkar’s effort in expanding the frontier of rights;

 Ambedkar’s contribution in the evolution of rights in India; and

 Ambedkar’s idea on the relationship between rights and representation.

20.1 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, we will discuss Babasaheb B. R. Ambedkar, our nation builder, in

the context of rights and representations. Rights are so deeply embedded in our

lives that a world without rights is unimaginable. ‘But there have been worlds

without rights’. None of the ancient societies such as Greek, Roman, Arab, and

Indian had a concept of rights. What they had was an idea of right conduct called

righteousness. However, rights are not only modern concept but also product of

modernity.

The political theorists define rights as either ‘natural rights’ or ‘human rights’.

The idea of natural right is based on the assumption that the nature has given

certain rights like Life, Liberty and Private Property (John Locke) to all human

beings, and all such rights are governed by the law of nature. Natural rights are

supposed to be universally applicable and hence cannot be infringed by the

state, society or individual. Whereas, the idea of human rights is built on the

assumption that human being is entitled to certain basic rights by the virtue of

being human. These basic rights are applicable across the territorial boundary of

nation-states.

Categorization of Rights

On the basis of applicability, rights can be broadly classified into the following:

 moral

 legal

 civil-political
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 socio-economic

 culture

These rights have further evolved in Four Generation –

 The First Generation Rights were the civil and political rights, which

served to protect the individual from the excess of state. They originated

in the Magna Carta (1215) but incorporated substance from the Petition

of Rights (1627), the Bill of Rights (1688), the Declaration of the Rights

of Man and Citizens (1791), the French Revolution (1789) and the

Philadelphia Constitutional Convention (1787).

 The Second Generation Rights consisted of economic and social rights.

They were ushered in by the Russian Revolution (1917). Derived from

the Soviet Bill of Rights and inspired by the Bolshevik slogan of ‘bread,

land and all power to the Soviets’, the second generation rights also  laid

the  foundation of conflict with the first generation rights because it

accorded precedence to economic and social rights over civil and political

rights (Gurjar, Kumar 2015).

 The Third Generation Rights consisted of right of self-determination of

nations. The First World War introduced the doctrine of self-determination

in the arena of international relations. However, anti-colonial struggles

imported this doctrine and laid down the foundation of the Third

Generation Rights. The implicit concern of these rights was

decolonization and freedom from imperialism. The new social

movements added more teeth in these rights by bringing concerns like

racial discrimination, hunger, disease and malnourishment.

 The Fourth Generation Rights are taking shape in the post-Cold War

period. Intergenerational right is central concern of these rights. These

rights include issue of inclusive and sustainable development, ecology

and environment, gender justice, minority rights, rights of refugees and

displaced persons.

The last three generations of rights were added only in the 20th  century. The

reason behind this addition was the churnings caused by the World Wars,

communist revolutions, the Great Depression, anti-colonial struggle, and New

Social Movements. The natural rights discourse was unable to respond to the

challenges caused by such churnings. As a result of which, a ‘paradigm shift’

happened in the discourse of rights, and the discourse moved away from ‘natural

rights’ to ‘human rights’. The United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human

Rights (1948) made a formal announcement about this shift.

Modern democracies have been evolving through continuous incorporation of

these rights and this process is still going on. But this incorporation has made

‘rights’ indispensable to modern democracy. India has incorporated these rights

in the Constitution under the sections of the  Fundamental Rights  and  Directive

Principles  of States  Policy.  B.R. Ambedkar played a seminal role in the

incorporation of these rights which has lead to the march of rights on the Indian

soil. In this unit we will explore his contribution towards the realization of rights

in our country in addition to his idea of rights.
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20.2 AMBEDKAR’S IDEA OF RIGHTS

Any discussion on rights requires a comprehensive understanding of the meaning

of rights.

The classical analysis of Wesley Hohfeld (1919) defines rights in four different

forms of entitlement – claim, liberty, power, and immunity. There have been

numerous attempts to capture the features unifying all these four forms of rights,

but according to Peter Jones all such attempts have not only failed but have also

produced two rival schools of thought namely; benefit theory and choice theory:

 The benefit theory claims that having a right is essentially a matter of

enjoying a benefit or of having something addressed to one’s interest.

 The choice theory claims that having a right is essentially a matter of

having a choice or maximising choice.

Though there is no unity of meaning between these theories of right but both

agree on the ground that all four forms of rights are applicable only when the

individual is taken as a unit of entitlement. The strong relation of rights with

individual opens up vistas of criticizing rights for promoting individualism and

atomism which destroy community values/ goods. In recent decades,

communitarian school has accelerated such criticism and argued for replacing

rights with goods. To rescue rights from these critiques, a section of communitarian

liberals have added the conception of community rights that has ushered us into

an era of group rights. But this addition has further infused tension between

individual and community/group rights, instead of solving the previous one.

Throughout his life, Ambedkar demanded group rights through the modes of

communal representation but in reality he was a great champion of individual

rights. His demand for recognition of communities through communal

representation was  distinct  from the communitarians because he envisaged

elimination of social conflicts as the main objective of communal representation.

This is contrary to communitarians who demand group rights for protecting

intrinsic values embedded in the community/society. Ambedkar did not see any

intrinsic value in the social and communal divisions of Indian society that needs

to be preserved. Instead, he saw social and communal divisions based on race,

religion, caste, ethnicity and nationalities, promoting different codes and conducts

for governing life of individuals, leading to social conflicts, and resulting in the

violation of individual rights.

The conventional wisdom was that either individual or state violates individual

rights through an undue intervention but Ambedkar argued that  social groups

also  violate individual rights in two ways:

 Members of one group perpetrate violence against members of another

group, which is a violation of individual rights of the members of the

latter group.

 Members of one group perpetrate violence against the fellow members

of their own group when the latter refuses to comply with the codes and

conducts prescribed for them. This is also a violation of individual rights.

Social groups sustain on the belief of possessing certain sacred value. To preserve

that sacredness, every group prescribes codes and conducts for its members and
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the members of other groups, a violation of which implies destroying the very

idea of sacredness. Social groups resist preserving the idea of sacredness which

results in creating social conflicts. Ambedkar sees such social conflicts as the

prime reason behind the violation of individual rights. The incubation of this

idea can be traced back to his evidence before the Southborough Committee, in

which he argues:

Men live in a community by virtue of the things they have in common. What

they must have in common in order to form a community are aims, beliefs,

aspirations, knowledge, a common understanding; or to use the language of

the Sociologists, they must be like-minded. But [...] how do they become

like-minded? Certainly, not by sharing with another as one would do in the

case of a piece of cake. [..] To be like-minded with others is to be in

communication with them or to participate in their activity. Persons do not

become like-minded by merely living in physical proximity, any more than

they cease to be like-minded by being distant from each other. Participation

in a group is the only way of being like-minded with the group. Each group

tends to create its own distinctive type of like-mindedness, but where there

are more groups than one to be brought into political union; there would be

conflict among the differently like-minded. And so long as the groups remain

isolated the conflict is bound to continue and prevent the harmony of action.

It is the isolation of the groups that is the chief evil (Ambedkar 2005).

Social conflicts promote tyranny of society; therefore, buying argument from

Edmund Burke, Ambedkar adds society as the third enemy of rights, in addition

to the state and the individual. He argues that rights must be in conformity with

the society since society is the real custodian of rights instead of political

institutions. To cite him again:

...rights are protected not by law but by the social and moral conscience of

society. If social conscience is such that it is prepared to recognize the rights

which law chooses to enact, rights will be safe and secure. But if the

fundamental rights are opposed by the community, no Law, no Parliament,

no Judiciary can guarantee them in the real sense of the word. [....] Law can

punish a single solitary recalcitrant criminal. It can never operate against a

whole body of people who are determined to defy it. [....] A democratic form

of Government presupposes a democratic form of society. The formal

framework of democracy is of no value and would indeed be a misfit if there

was no social democracy. The political never realized that democracy was

not a form of Government: it was essentially a form of society. It may not be

necessary for a democratic society to be marked by unity, by community of

purpose, by loyalty to public ends and by mutuality of sympathy. But it does

unmistakably involve two things. The first is an attitude of mind, an attitude

of respect and equality towards their fellows. The second is a social

organization free from rigid social barriers. (Ambedkar 2005)

Nowadays, we are aware that rights are indispensable to modern democracy. But

what does modern democracy really connote? Is it merely political, social or

economic as well? Democracy with rights in political spheres but devoid of those

rights in economic and social spheres remains in continuous churnings; and hence,

cannot sustain for a long period. And if political democracy does not exist, rights

too would seize to exist. This unfortunate situation will arrive if political
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democracy is not transformed into social democracy. In his historic speech in the

Constituent Assembly on 25 November 1949, Ambedkar reiterated:

We must make our political democracy a social democracy as well. Political

democracy cannot last unless there lies at the base of it social democracy.

What does social democracy mean? It means a way of life which recognises

liberty, equality and fraternity as the principle of life. [....] On the 26th of

January 1950, we are going to enter in to a life of contradictions. In politics

we will have equality; in social and economic life we will have inequality.

[...] We must remove this contradiction at earliest moment, or else those who

suffer from inequality will blow up the structure of political democracy which

this assembly has so laboriously built up. (Ambedkar 2005)

From the above speech,  we  can infer that Ambedkar  saw  social democracy as

the groundwork for sustaining rights. And for establishing social democracy, he

seems not only to be advocating for strong intervention of state in society but

also for restructuring society per se on the principles of equality, liberty and

fraternity. In this way, he argued for reconstruction of the whole society by

eliminating inter and intra group domination through the instruments of adult

franchise and communal representation. He argues that

where the groups allowed endosmosis, the evils of social conflict cease to

exist there. The endosmosis among  the groups makes  possible a  re-

socialization of already socialized attitudes. In place of the old, new like-

mindedness is created, which is representative of the interests, aims, and

aspirations of all the various groups concerned. Like-mindedness is essential

for a harmonious life, social or political and, as has just been shown, it depends

upon the extent of communication, participation or endosmosis (Ambedkar

2005)

The resonance of restricting Indian society, so that violation of individual rights

could be arrested, can be seen in all his manuscripts including the seminal one,

Annihilation of Caste. In this way, the creation of democracy- political, social

and economic, for sustaining rights, was the future project for Ambedkar.

20.3 AMBEDKAR’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE

MARCH OF RIGHTS ON THE INDIAN SOIL

In the march of rights on the Indian soil, Ambedkar’s contribution can be seen in

three distinct phases of his life- Social Reformer, Statesman and Religious

Renouncer.

Social  Reformer

Though there is heavy overlap between these three phases, his role as a social

reformer can be traced from the point when he was not a direct part of state

institutions. This phase begins with his engagement with the Southborough

Committee when he asked for equality of opportunity for the ex-untouchables in

power-sharing. As power is a form of rights, Ambedkar demanded for power-

sharing through communal representation and variation in criterion for franchise.

While asking for power-sharing rights, he argued for applying the ‘self-

determination’ doctrine at the societal level. Self-determination, Ambedkar says

is,
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a principle which enunciates the rule that every people must be free to

determine the conditions under which it is to live. It would be a sign of

imperfect realization of the significance of this principle if its application

were restricted to international relations, because discord does not exist

between nations alone, but there is also discord between classes from within

a nation (Ambedkar 2005).

Ambedkar  started  Mahad  Satyagrah  (1927)  and  Kalaram  Temple  Entry

Movement (1930) for civil and political rights of the ex-untouchables, which are

classified as claim- rights. He struggled for adult franchise for both men and

women along with communal representation before the Simon Commission and

at the Round Table Conferences which shows his commitment for right to moral

equality as adult franchise which implies one person, one vote and one value, is

one instrument in modern democracy to affirm the right to moral equality.

Statesman

As a statesman, the contributions of Ambedkar began with his appointment at

various constitutional positions:

 As labour member in Governor-General’s  Executive Council,  Ambedkar

was instrumental in enacting those legislations which were meant for

protecting working class/labours from exploitation; and for applying right

to moral equality in India, such as the principle of payment to the position

instead of persons. The principle of payment to the position instead of

person has  been incorporated in the Indian constitution with the name

of equal pay for equal work.

 As  the  chairman  of Drafting  Committee  of  the  Constituent  Assembly,

he  was instrumental in insertion of the Fundamental Rights and the

Directive Principles of State’s Policy, Special Provisions for Protection

of Minorities and Weaker Sections of Society, and Adult Franchise in

Indian constitution.

 In the Constituent Assembly, he emphasised turning formal political rights

(fundamental rights) into substantive rights, that is, socio-economic rights

so that equality can be realised in every sphere of life. His vision for

socio-economic rights for the welfare and emancipation of ex-

untouchables, minorities, depressed classes, marginalised and women

can be seen in the State and Minorities, a memorandum which he

submitted to the Constituent Assembly on behalf of All-India Scheduled

Castes Federation.

In addition to these contributions, Ambedkar advocated for inbuilt self-

corrective mechanisms in the constitution for materialising the objective of

constitution enshrined in the preamble. He envisioned following self-corrective

mechanisms:

1) Power Rights with implementation of equality of opportunity in power

sharing and decision-making processes, in addition to communal

representation. This was also necessary for preventing reproduction of

inequalities and institutionalization of social prejudices and biases.

2) Application of adult franchise for which he argued for waging a ‘relentless

war’, so that moral equality can be affirmed time and again.
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3) Presence of a strong opposition in Parliament to check the arbitrary use

of legislature power by the party in power.

4) Presence of the Supreme Court for providing constitutional remedies to

citizens. He termed right to constitutional remedies as soul of the Indian

constitution.

Ambedkar  had  firm  belief  that  ‘rights  are  nothing  unless  remedies  are

provided whereby  people  can  seek  to  obtain  redress  when  rights  are

invaded  (2005).  For providing these remedies, he argued for enacting appropriate

legislations. As law minister, he introduced the Hindu Code Bill and battled for

the Uniform Civil Code. Both were meant to bring gender equality but

unfortunately only the former could be introduced in Parliament during his tenure.

Though he failed to get  the Bill passed in Parliament, different provisions of the

bill came into existence subsequently in parts. The Hindu Code Bill ushered us

into an era of property and inheritance rights of women, right to divorce, adult

marriage, provisions for special marriage, marriage allowance and so on.

Nowadays Indian women have more or less all these rights, but most of these

ideas were first endorsed by none other than Babasaheb Ambedkar.

Religious  Renouncer

Throughout  his  struggle  for  equality,  liberty and  fraternity; Ambedkar  never

denied indispensability of religion in human life. But he argued for religion of

principle rather than religion of rule. Contrary to the religion of rule, the religion

of principle recognises the importance of individual and remains open for rational

interpretation. This gives a lot of scope for teaching equality, liberty and fraternity

in the religion of principle. In addition to this, intermediation between god and

human being is also not required in the religion of principle that gives individual

rights of moral consciousness.  Ambedkar struggled for finding out such religion

for his followers. Towards the end of his life, he converted into Buddhism along

with his followers, but with modification in ancient Buddhism.

10.5 LET US SUM UP

Ambedkar envisioned community (group) rights leading to individual rights. He

saw communal representation as an instrument  in realization of the individual

rights. He advocated for equality of opportunity in power-sharing (power-rights)

so that reproduction of inequalities and institutionalization of prejudices could

be prevented. His struggle for implementation of universal adult franchise that

affirms right to moral equality of individuals by providing one person, one vote,

one value, irrespective of race, religion, caste, class, gender, ethnicity and

nationality is worth applauding.

The right to moral equality in political sphere also referred as formal rights often

creates churning in society if inequality remains alive in social and economic

spheres of human life. This churning poses direct danger to natural rights like

life, liberty and property, and indirect danger to the idea of rights because political

democracy that guarantees formal rights always remains vulnerable to be thrown

away. Ambedkar was aware about this fact; therefore, he argued for expanding

frontiers of rights in the social and economic spheres of human life by establishing

social democracy through redesigning society on the principles of equality, liberty

and fraternity. For redesigning society, he further envisioned strong nation-state
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which can also rescue individual from the tyranny of society. For his reliability

on state and state institutions, Ambedkar is projected as a propagator of positive

liberty which is nothing but liberty-rights.

20.5 QUESTIONS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1) Discuss the contradictions between rights and society as mentioned by

Ambedkar.

2) Discuss the different forms of rights and how does Ambedkar envision

implementation of those rights in India?

3) Discuss the self-corrective mechanisms that Ambedkar envisioned for

realization of  fundamental rights in India?

4) Discuss the relationship between rights and democracy. Why did Ambedkar

ask for making political democracy into social democracy?
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